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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this document is three fold. The first 

and perhaps most significant goal oF this study is to 

provide a resource For Future students of German Protestant 

church music oF the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and 

rectify the serious lack of available information in the 

English language on the subject. A large percentage oF the 

musicological resource material that is commonly used 

seriously neglects the musical activity and growth in 

nineteenth and twentieth century German church music, 

leaving the subject at the death oF Bach and concentrating 

instead on the concert music of the period. A brief mention 

may be Found oF Max Reger, Hugo Distler, and in the very 

best of sources, perhaps Ernst Pepping, but even this token 

gesture is rare in the commonly used resource material. The 

First portion of this document provides historical 

perspective on a decline oF German Protestant church music 

C1730- 1600), on the reawakening of interest and activity in 

the area C1920- 1900), and on German Protestant church music 

of the twentieth century up to the 1950's. 

The second goal oF this document is to provide a clear 

understanding oF the origin, substance, and use of the 

German Protestant liturgy and its musical counterpart, the 
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Deutsche Messe. In addition to providing a background oF 

the Deutsche Messe, other commonly used German mass Forms 

are defined and discussed including the history and 

representative composers oF each. Finally, a partial 

listing of twentieth century German composers and their 

works is supplied to illustrate the continued compositional 

activity in the mass genre. 

The third and Final goal of this study is to prove the 

continuing strength and inFluence oF the German Protestant 

church music tradition, through a thorough examination oF 

Four twentieth century composers and an extensive analysis 

of their most representative masses. Arnold Mendelssohn 

Nepomuk 

C189S- 1979), and Paul Hindemith C1895 -1963) were 

inextricably bonded to this tradition Chence to each other) 

even though their works examined here span a period of over 

Forty years and exhibit quite diFFerent creative 

viewpoints. Their acappella masses, when understood through 

the perspective oF the history oF German Protestant church 

music, are individual twentieth century works oF art, but 

are also a part oF the great musical continuum begun by 

Martin Luther and championed by Johann Sebastian Bach. 

The appendices included are designed to provide a 

clearer and more accurate historical perspective and an 

awareness oF the wealth oF nineteenth and twentieth century 

German Protestant church music available, yet virtually 

untapped by the American choral community. 



CHAPTER 2 
GERMAN CHURCH MUSIC HISTORY 

A. THE END OF AN ERA 

The natural tendency of musical historians to attempt 

to neatly categorize a musical "era ", through assigning 

specific years or events to its outer perameters, has 

always proven to be misleading to say the least. The notion 

that the "golden age of the Baroque" ended with the death 

of Johann Sebastian Bach on July 28, 1750 or even in the 

year 1750 is a ridiculous over -simplification of a very 

complex period of music history. 

From around the beginning of the eighteenth century 

the aesthetic convictions and musical traditions of the 

Baroque were being constantly challenged. As early as 1737 

Johann Adolf Scheibe, in his Critischer Musikus, describe 

J. S. Bach's music as "bombastic, confused, and lacking 

naturalness ". He goes on to say that it would be more 

widely performed if it contained more "pleasantness" 

instead of involved counterpoint. "By the time Bach wrote 

the Goldberg Variations his son, Carl Phillip Emanuel had 

already written keyboard sonatas in a distinctly new 

style." CPauly, p.8) Indeed, during the last Few decades of 

his life, Bach was already considered an outmoded composer. 

It was not with his death that music suddenly changed Cas 

it had been changing all around him for many years) but his 
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death did mark the last oF the great synthesizers oF the 

great compositional schools of the past. CSee appendix 13 

The age of Enlightenment, by the time oF Bach's death, had 

already begun to take its disastrous toll on German church 

music and on the entire Field oF artistic pursuit. 

"Ours is the true age of criticism to which all must 

be subjected" wrote Kant in 178`±. This was the battle cry 

of the Enlightened generation. The middle classes were 

lifted up and the aristocracy lowered; the individual well 

being became foremost in the minds oF the masses. Led 

initially by Locke and Hume in England, by Montesquieu and 

Voltaire in France, and later by Kant and Rousseau, the 

movement grew throughout Europe. Revolt against the 

doctrines oF the church as opposed to a "natural religion ", 

against authority in Favor oF Freedom oF the individual, 

against privilege or station in Favor oF equal rights For 

all, and against artificiality in Favor oF naturalism were 

all basic attitudes oF the Enlightened age. Religion, 

philosophical systems, science, the arts, education, and 

the social order were all judged by how they contributed to 

the well -being oF the individual. The ramifications oF this 

philosophical shift on religion, society, economics, 

industry, international affairs, political events, (even in 

America, ie; Declaration of Independence) were staggering 

and have provided ample material For entire volumes to be 

written. Therefore, the balance oF this discussion will 

concern itself with the effects oF the Enlightenment on 
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music in the German Protestant church. 

This age of individuality and the resulting scepticism 

led naturally to a deep- rooted questioning of church 

authority, doctrine, ritual, and tradition. Many of the 

time honored traditions oF the church were virtually 

eliminated. The church -school choirs, once such an 

inportant part of a communities musical life, all but 

disappeared Cwith the exception of the Thomasschule choir 

in Leipzig and the Dreuzschule choir in Dresden). In this 

age of rationalism the academic subjects were considered 

essential, the schools lost their ecclesiastical nature, 

and the once -famous choirs became a bothersome appendage 

sustained only by private donations and support. Various 

Singakademies, which began to appear as amateur musicians 

banded together to make music, gradually took over 

performance opportunities once held by the school choir. In 

many instances the lack of support by the public For the 

church, caused the church schools to be closed altogether. 

The position of cantor Fell From being the town's most 

respected and honored musician to such a low point that in 

the Prussian Code oF 1794 the cantor and organist are no 

longer listed as professionals in their own right, but are 

listed on the level with custodians as "lower church 

employees ". CBlume, p. 322) Therefore, the better among 

them were anxious to Find work in a more lucrative and 

respected secular field. Church musicians, once active in 

church music making, now sought to gain employment and 
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opportunity in the secular Field as well. From an artistic 

standpoint their actions are perfectly understandable due 

to the Fact that the secular world was now employing the 

better composers and better music was now to be had outside 

the church. Certainly this general exodus affected the 

better singers as well, who hurried to join the new 

Singakademies and the reborn male choruses now appearing 

throughout Germany. It became the norm For the public to 

hear better church music, performed more capably, in the 

public concert hall than in the church. 

The shattering of tradition by the Enlightenment 

continued to the very core of church music by redefining 

the very essence of ideal sacred music. The main criteria 

for church music became the edification of its listeners 

through the creation of feelings of emotion and sentiment 

for all. Only through musical simplicity was this thought 

to be possible, so the church composer complied by writing 

with a clearly definable, dominating melody and a 

simplified chordal accompaniment. The complexities of the 

old Baroque counterpoint, which was understood by only a 

few, became completely unacceptable. Johann Friedrich 

Doles, Bach's former pupil and cantor at St. Thomas in 

Leipzig from 1756 to 1789, described the prerequisits for 

ideal sacred music in his preface to his cantata Ich komme 

vor dein Angesicht C1790).They include: "easy melodies 

without artificiality, rhythms that are easily understood, 

simple and forceful harmonies, and melodies that go to the 
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heart." 

The music of J. S. Bach, in particular, drew heavy 

criticism From his learned successors who described it as:" 

confused" Nichelmann (1755), "filled with useless 

contrapuntal devices" C.P.E. Bach, "too learned" Speyer 

(1792), and "learned chaos" Kittle (1803). Even Bach's old 

student J.F. Doles in his preface oF 1790 described the 

fugal style as "unintelligible For the church goer...serves 

to amuse the intellect rather than touch the heart." 

Perhaps the writing of Gerhard Reichert in his Berlinische 

Musikalische Zeitung in 1762 describes the now "ideal" 

church music best, "Choral writing that is pure and simple 

arising From well ordered harmony is the true music oF the 

church." 

Even the hymn, so long a proud tradition of German 

Protestant church music, did not escape the "progress" oF 

the Enlightenment. As one can well imagine, the complex 

choral settings of the Baroque were replaced by very simple 

four -part settings and congregational hymnals, which had 

previously contained musical notation, were replaced by 

text -only substitutes. Traditional hymn texts were revised 

with modern poetry and in some cases the texts were 

replaced with subjects of nature and humanity, which were 

easily grasped while "touching" the heart. Along with 

textual changes, the traditional hymn tunes that were still 

used often had their original rhythmic scheme altered to 

allow For the Enlightened's perception of greater 
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sentimentality. This, of course, meant the deletion of any 

"artificial syncopated rhythmic values" which often 

resulted in every note but the final one being changed to 

either a half note or a quarter note. The monotonous effect 

of these rhythmically static hymns combined with the 

declining expertise of the cantor and the choir led to 

rather disastrous hymn singing in most churches in Germany 

from the turn of the century. 

"How slow the tempos had become during the first 
half of the nineteenth century; before the intro- 
duction of the "rhythmical" chorale, can be gath- 
ered from Häuser ' s recommendation (183L±) to in- 
crease the tempo to half -note equals í1.M.30 (each 
note in the chorale being a half note). Ebhardt 
in 1628 agrees (two pulses for one syllable), as 
does K. W. Franz, who demands in 18`±8 that the 
half -note of the chorale melody should last two 
seconds; faster singing would not have been 
considered sufficiently "dignified ". Actually, 
some of the singing was even slower. A report from 
Baden in 18'±7 states that each syllable was held 
for approximately four pulse beats, fermatas held 
from eight to twelve beats." CBlume, p. 3L±0) 

Perhaps the most far -reaching and devastating of 

church reforms in terms of its effect on church music, was 

the reform of the liturgy itself. In keeping with the 

Enlightened philosophy that nothing must interfere with the 

edification of each parishoner, anything that might cause 

the mind to wander (therefore miss the necessary 

sentimentality) was quickly eliminated. Even Baroque 

architecture was white -washed over to leave a plain 

and serene interior. Because the ordinary of the mass was 

something each parishoner had heard Sunday after Sunday, 

making it easy to lose concentration, it was eliminated in 
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most churches, and services became increasingly more 

simple. In many congregations the Final product consisted 

of the sermon, some prayers, and the hymns. The revolt 

against tradition even resulted in the elimination or 

"conveniently Forgetting" the use of Fixed bible readings 

and most of the church gear holidays as well. Hence, the 

"de tempore" cantata, based on Fixed bible readings For the 

Sunday gradually disappeared. The rich displays of 

polyphonic music, so often associated with church holidays 

and Festivals, were effectively eliminated also. 

Thus the Firm Foundations, to which the music of the 

church had been anchored were systematically broken up, 

neglect, rather by a conscious 

of a new -found Freedom. Church schools and their choirs, 

the position of cantor, organist, church musician, and 

church singer, the old conception of "ideal" church music, 

the hymns in composition and performance, and the liturgy 

with the church year and holidays, all became quite 

dispensible to the Enlightened public. Changes of this 

magnitude to not happen quickly nor do they encompass every 

congregation in an entire country. To be sure, there were 

conservative congregations in the areas of Saxony and 

Thuringia that successfully resisted any change and managed 

to come through the age relatively unscathed. However, as a 

general rule, German Protestant church music in the period 

extending From c. 17'fO ' s to well after the turn of the 

century, was seriously damaged tin some cases beyond 
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repair) by the age of rationalism - the Enlightenment. 



CHAPTER 2 
GERMAN CHURCH MUSIC HISTORY 

B. THE REAWAKENING 

An overall consequence of the Enlightenment was the 

overthrow of the church as the life- giving Force oF the 

community and the center oF intellectual and musical 

activity. Together with the huge population growth during 

the industrial nineteenth century, the general populace had 

less and less contact with the church - a trend that has 

continued through history to our time. Church music, 

therefore, was moved to the periphery of musical life and 

has, For the most part, remained there. The major events 

the world of music now took place in the concert hall, the 

opera, and in the homes of music lovers. This is not meant 

to imply that music of quality and musical activity in 

general in the church ceased to exist altogether, For quite 

the opposite is true and will be discussed presently. It is 

meant to give reason For the lack oF available information 

regarding church music activity through the nineteenth and 

early twentieth centuries by most general historical music 

publications. It is at this point in time that sacred 

composition, that is, music with sacred text cr basis oF 

some kind, began to be written primarily For the concert 

stage. With the church restrictions of liturgical 

appropriateness, time, physical space, and performing 

11 
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Forces how lifted, the composer was able to write in size 

and scope as he had never before attempted. Sacred text and 

Forms continued to be used by nearly every major composer 

at some point in his career, but he now had the freedom to 

experiment with idioms, various combinations oF voices and 

instruments, ensemble size, and sacred (sometimes quasi - 

sacred) or liturgical (sometimes quasi -liturgical) Forms, 

ie: oratorios, passions, masses, etc... It is 

understandable then, with nearly all major composers 

operating outside the realm of the church, that most 

historical studies, in an effort to Follow mainstreams oF 

composition and "important composers ". leave music of the 

church From this point on. Since the purpose of this study 

is to examine church music, we shall limit our discussion, 

as much as possible, to only church music and those Factors 

of nineteenth century history that affected effected German 

Protestant church music. 

The 95 Thesis against rationalism by the Keil pastor 

Klaus Harms in 1817 Cthe 300th anniversary of the 

Reformation), was an important document in the struggle by 

the dissolutioned to rejuvenate orthodox Lutheranism. After 

about 1830, many Rationalistic ideals had been challenged 

and if not replaced altogether had, at least, been 

modified. This process of change is illustrated in a number 

oF essays, written in 1817, regarding Luther's views on 

music, and was further advanced by a renewed interest in 

the history of all Facets oF German Protestant church 
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music. The knowledge gained through this study oF the past 

was applied to current musical practices and, while not 

totally replacing contemporary styles, certainly had a 

great influence on church music composition. The 

Reformation chorales oF the sixteenth century were 

gradually readopted with original texts and eventually with 

original rhythmic patterns as well. New hymnbooks, From the 

late 1830's on, were released (with musical notation) 

throughout Germany. Most oF these publications tended to 

compromise, especially in textual areas, with the existing 

hymnbooks, but many succeeded in restoring the chorale in 

its original Form. It is necessary to be aware that these 

changes took much time and received much opposition. There 

were certainly many who considered the readoption of the 

chorale in its original Form not only a step backward, but 

literally un- Christian. For example, Godfried Friedrich 

Schneider (1852) went so Far as to call the rhythmical 

singing of chorales "a deplorable desecration and 

profanation oF the sacred." The readoption of the original 

chorales was also clearly not a national movement, but 

quite regional and sporadic with some areas holding on to 

the Enlightened ideals well into the twentieth century. 

The liturgy, as well, was slowly being reintroduced 

and accepted as an integral part of the orthodox Lutheran 

service. This was done over a long period of time, however, 

with a number of different orders of service being 

introduced, each one closer to the model oF the old 
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Lutheran order. New musical versions oF the liturgy began 

to appear, at first with simplified editions of the 

original, in various combinations of voice parts, and later 

with original music by some of the church's leading 

composers. " Grell and Mendelssohn in 1BLI6, Nicolai and 

Loewe in 167, and others contributed to the liturgical 

music area rebirth." (Blume, p. 379) 

A serious problem Facing the Function oF music in the 

church was the lacy of musical leadership. The once great 

choirs and cantors were gone, leaving a struggling 

congregation and musically untrained pastor. With the need 

For musical help clearly evident, the church choir became a 

priority in many congregations and several solutions to the 

problem were attempted. Children From elementary schools 

were brought in, complete with Free singing lessons, 

to supplement the church choir. The results of this attempt 

ranged From poor to Failure. Attempts were also made to 

augment the elementary children with school children of 

older age, which also Failed. Children From within the 

congregations were enlisted into choirs and were given 

singing lessons, but this plan Failed as well. It became 

apparent that the one sure way to obtain a good choir For 

the church was to hire singers and supply a music budget. 

As early as 1B3 the Berlin cathedral choir became a 

salaried group, and was followed by cathedral choirs in 

Schwerin (1657), Hannover (16S2), Salzungen (1660), and 

others. Church singing societies began to appear in 
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reaction to the need For good choral singing in churches. 

Made up of lay people who volunteered their time and 

effort, these groups proved to be the most beneficial to 

the state of music in the church. The Founding of church 

society Festivals (which received church Financial support) 

helped the growth and development of choral singing 

interest as well 

The position of cantor, never to return to its 

original importance, still needed to be Filled, at least in 

as much as some sort of musical leader was needed. The 

typical church musical leader of the nineteenth century 

evolved to be the local elementary school teacher who 

served as cantor or organist as well as the director oF the 

local church music society. Institutions responsible for 

the education oF elementary school teachers eventually 

hired music tutors to equip their prospective students with 

the now necessary skills in music. 

Inevitably, in this rebuilding of church music of the 

nineteenth century, the question of what was considered 

"ideal" church music Cnot to be confused with sacred music 

written for the concert hall) was a much debated matter. 

Two major schools of thought soon emerged with quite 

differing opinions on the subject. One group Felt that 

choral music, sung acappella, was the true music of the 

church and held as their model the works of Fccard. This 

music exhibits an acappella choral style in which the 

chorale is treated in a predominantly homophonic manner, 
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interspersed with some remnants oF polyphony. Music oF the 

sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries provided their 

"ideal" style, including the works of Palestrina, Lasso, 

and others with German translations as texts. The 

Enlightened preference For simplicity was obviously 

compatible with this aesthetic viewpoint. The other main 

Faction was opposed to the acappella ideal and Felt the 

music oF J.S. Each provided the real essence of German 

Protestant church music. A nearly complete break with the 

Enlightenment's church music viewpoint was necessary For 

those who subscribed to this musical point oF view. Bach 

biographer Phillip Spitta in his publication Die 

Wiederbelung protestantischer Kirchenmusik our 

peschichtlicher Grundlage, C1882) declared that it was 

wrong to sing Bach's cantatas in the concert hall and 

Catholic acappella music during the service. "Let us, For 

once, turn things around - give Protestant church music its 

rightful place in the house oF God and cultivate acappella 

music in concerts. "It was after the Neue Bachpesellschaft 

was Founded in 1900, that theologians now claimed Bach as 

"the fifth evangelist ", and it became common to hear his 

music within the service again. Schutz was also 

rediscovered as an "ideal" Protestant music composer, and 

was perhaps easier to agree on by both groups, in that his 

music represents an area of middle ground between Bach and 

Eccard. The Final outcome, around the turn oF the century, 

resulted in an agreement Cby most) that it was not only 
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unnecessary, but impossible, to label one type of. as 

the "ideal" and "only" church music. 

In actual practice it should be pointed out that the 

bulk of church choral music (not sacred music) was 

acappella with the motet, an easily accessible Form, as the 

usual compositional basis. Many of the most well known and 

active composers of nineteenth century church music were 

extremely conscious cF, if not imitators of, sixteenth and 

seventeenth century choral styles. Among the most dominant 

oF these were Bernard Klein (1793 -1632) and Eduard Grell 

(1800 -1866) oF Berlin, and Johann Gottfried Schicht (1783 - 

1823) and Moritz Hauptmann (1792 -1868) of Leipzig. Several 

lesser known, but talented composers also active in German 

Protestant church music included: L. Herzogenberg (18H3- 

1900) S. Karg-Elert (1870 -1933), G. Schreck (18Li9- 1918), A. 

Dietrich, and J.W. Hassler (17Lt 7 -18L±2) . [See appendix 2 For 

available published works of the above) Arnold Mendelssohn, 

who will be discussed later,was one of the most outstanding 

late nineteenth century church composers. A Formidable 

figure that stands somewhere in the middle of these two 

Famous compositional schools is Felix Mendelssohn. Due to 

his training by the conservative Zelter, he was able to 

synthesize the old masters with elements of the current 

Romantic trends. ThereFore, his works tend to exhibit more 

Romantic traits than the composers oF most church motets oF 

the time. Perhaps this is understandable, as Few of his 

compositions were intended For use in religious services 
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and he considered himself primarily a secular composer. 

Mendelssohn had some very strong opinions about the purpose 

of church music, and oF Catholic church music being less 

purposeful than Protestant church music, however. He 

expressed himself in a letter to Pastor Bauer of Belzig, 

dated January 12th, 1836 as Follows: 

...I have Found to my astonishment, that the 
Catholics, who have had music in their churches 
For several centuries, and sing a musical mass 
every Sunday if possible, in their principal 
churches, do not to this day possess one which 
can be considered even tolerably good, or in 
Fact which is not actually distasteful and 
operatic ... Were I a Catholic, I would set to 
work at a mass this very evening: and what ever 
it might turn out, it would at all events be 
the only mass written with a constant remem- 
brance of its sacred purpose." CWeinandt, p. 122) 

Johannes Brahms declined to write music For the church 

service, but did write some of the Finest acappella sacred 

music oF the century. As an active choral director and 

student of music history, Brahms' early acappella choral 

works are reminiscent oF sixteenth and seventeenth century 

styles and even of Bach. "His later works Cie: Opus No.'s 

109 and 110) show that these historical Features were now a 

part of his personal style." CBlume, p. 400) 

The end oF the nineteenth century in church music 

history does not provide, as does general music history, a 

convenient time, with enough significant changes to warrant 

a new label. Indeed, it was not until the second decade of 

the twentieth century that church music in Germany enjoyed 

a major rediscovery change and substantially increased 
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activity. The essentially instrumentally and secularly 

oriented nineteenth century had, despite increased 

historical study, tremendously slowed the advance of choral 

music For the church. The larger scale accompanied sacred 

works of such composers as: Berlioz, Schubert, Schumann, 

Bartok, Rossini, Beethoven, Verdi, Bruckner, Faure, and 

Liszt provided nineteenth century audiences with an 

abundance of easily heard, impressive accompanied sacred 

music will within current stylistic trends. But church 

music, although slowly improving, had a constant struggle 

throughout the century. Had it not been for the eFForts of 

music historians, and a few prominent church composers who 

reacquainted young composers with their link to the past 

and traditions, perhaps church music would never have 

emerged in the early twentieth century as a significant 

musical force in Germany. 

An important Few transitional composers (1875 -1925) 

led the way not only by composition, but by First rate 

musicological and critical writings on church music. Among 

these leaders are the Following: Heinrich van Eyken (1861 - 

1908), Arnold Mendelssohn (1855 -1933), Max Reger (1873- 

1916). Heinrich Kaminski (1886 -19Lí6). and Ludwig Weber 

(1891 -19Lí7). CSee appendix 3 for available published works 

of the above) 

These men, in music and prose, helped give direction to the 

Following ideals in the renewal of German Protestant church 

music: "1)the necessary departure from a superficial choice 
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of material, 2)the overcoming of sentimental concepts when 

dealing with the bible, 3)the reappraisal of the nature of 

harmony and melody, and most notably, 9?the clarification 

of the composer's relationship to the church." (Seely, 

26 -27) 

P. 



CHAPTER 2 
GERMAN CHURCH MUSIC HISTORY 

C. THE NEW DAWN 

As the popularity oF the "romantic style" began to 

wane around the turn of the century, stylistic changes in 

music uprooted the traditions or practices oF the past, and 

branched out in a period of "transition, distortion, 

exaggeration, epigonism, and running up blind alleys." 

(Longyear, p.185) In the area of church music, numerous new 

attitudes and ideals were appearing which gave great 

emphasis to a "new dawn" oF church music. Some of the more 

important Factors in German thought in the 1920's are as 

Follows: 
"The revival or decline of church music involves 

not only a musical change but a complex process 
in which different kinds oF forces and evolution- 
ary tendencies play a role. Theological, liturgi- 
cal, sociological, and musical Factors stand in 
the Foreground, and not in a specific order, 
according to rank, but in the totality oF their 
presence. Not one oF these elements may be absent if 
a Favorable constellation, a new kairos of church 
music is to begin; the omission oF even one simple 
factor may bring about a decline. How did the con- 
stellation stand around the year 1925? 

In theoloQU, the Luther -renaissance and Karl 
Barth's dialectic theology had created a completely 
new situation: a new earnest occupation with the 
Word oF God as the only Foundation of the church 
replaced the theology oF the religious experience. 
Not only theological dignity was replaced For music, 
but to church music was assigned again its original 
task to "bring into motion" the Word oF God. Where- 
as hitherto church music was to awaken devout Feel- 
ings and sentiments, now the preaching oF the gospel 
and praise of God became the two poles of 
its activity. 

The liturgical movement rediscovered the 
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worship service as the heart and core oF life oF 
the church. The liturgical order of the worship 
service was joyfully accepted and put into pract- 
ice...All individual and self-centered personal 
thoughts and Feelings disappeared before the 
collective basic experiences of the congregation. 

For church music this meant the regaining of 
its original social standing and of an area for 
growth. Church music was no longer merely a piece 
of ornament and decoration for spiritual edifica- 
tion, but it again formed an integral part of the 
theological- musical makeup of the worship service. 
At the same time, the new encounter of music with 
the worship service proved to be a wellspring of 
overflowing productivity." (Riedel, p. 202) 

The sociological readjustments of the period brought 

the position of church musician back to respectable stature 

once again. This new stature, along with better musical 

training and higher demand for quality composition, spawned 

a new generation of composers for the church. It was no 

longer an embarrassment for a composer to be labeled a 

"church composer ", but rather a source of pride not seen 

since the days of J.S. Bach. 

Both secular and sacred music circles were struggling 

against the traditions of Romantic music, and one idiom, 

the acappella choral genre, provided a much needed medium 

for many composers. This led to an increased awareness 

again, of the old masters of the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries and a general resurgance of some of the old 

compositional techniques, including: the use of 

counterpoint, the use of the cantus firmus, and polyphonic 

linearity. The tremendous changes in style that were 

occurring around the 1920's tended to pull church music and 

secular music together in a new and stimulating partnership 
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against Romanticism. Therefore, the old styles and new 

trends as well were employed by both church and secular 

composers in their efforts to Find musical direction. 

Neo- Classicism, aimed at the restoration of classic 

principles of balance, restraint, and objectivity found its 

way into the compositional Field in the early part of the 

century. More specific musical characteristics included 

economy of means, the emphasis on contrapuntal texture, 

melodic construction of a diatonic nature, and clear 

harmonic progressions. This style was one of the strongest 

and Far-reaching new trends to emerge and had tremendous 

influence on most composers Cboth church and secular) 

throughout the First half of the century and beyond. It 

cannot be considered a German phenomena but had broad 

international consequence, affecting English and American 

composers in particular. 

Paul Hindemith was the driving Force of a group of 

composers who created a new style or, at the very least, a 

new mode of thinking, with "Gebrachsmusik" or "music for 

use ". This style was a result of an effort to bring 

contemporary music to more people. Works were Cand still 

are) written for various combinations of instruments or 

voices or for whatever forces were available. The 

characteristics of "Gebrachsmusik" include: moderate 

length, a minimum of technical difficulties, equal interest 

in all parts, simplicity of expression, and the optional 

employment of small ensembles. The effect of this new 
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concept significantly increased the level of involvement, 

participation, and consequently, excitement about church 

music among lesser- trained parishoners. Clearly, this 

movement is responsible For the nature oF the majority oF 

the church music written today throughout the world. 

Two other new styles that appeared around the 1920's, 

although they did not have as much impact on church music 

as on secular music, were jazz and the twelve -tone 

technique. The reason For their lack of impact on church 

music is clear. Even to our modern -day ears the musical 

characteristics oF both do not seem to be compatible with 

the aesthetic values generally associated with the worship 

service. Although there are certainly exceptions to this 

point of view and moderations of both techniques For use in 

the church, it would seem that musical tradition, For once 

not ousted by the new and different, has prevented these 

two styles From gaining much oF a Foothold in the realm oF 

church music. 

With an explosion of activity in church music 

composition in the twentieth century it has become 

difficult For American choral directors to assimilate all 

that has been composed in their own country, much less in 

Germany. With the exception of a Few names such as Distler, 

Reger, and possibly Fortner, the bulk oF the excellent 

composers that have been active in Germany since World War 

I are essentially unknown outside of the country. Our 

purpose For the remainder of this section is then, to 
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acquaint the reader with the more prominent, yet perhaps 

not too well known, composers of the period, their major 

compositional styles, and their art. It is hoped that after 

seeing the huge about of material and styles available, the 

reader will be encouraged to seek out and experience the 

German Protestant church music oF the First half of the 

twentieth century. It remains Cto many American choral 

directors) a vast, virtually untapped resource of some oF 

the Finest choral writing available today. 

Kurt Thomas - see chapter 5. 

Ernst Peopinn - "uncompromising polyphonic technique...a 

Free tonality developed From church modes and a richly 

creative melodic variation technique in a primarily linear 

acappella style, derived from the shape and substance oF 

the chorale melody." (Blume, p. LflB) Pepping compiled the 

largest collection of chorale settings to date -- 271 

chorales in twenty volumes (completed in 1ail). 

Huno Distler - displays basically classical harmonies in 

regard to tonality, intervallic relationships, and chordal 

progression. Most oF his works are written For relatively 

small Forces with overall structures based on textual 

considerations. Perhaps his strongest characteristic lies 

in his unusual rhythmic treatments which range From 

unbarred measures, to the insertion oF breath marks in the 

middle oF a word. to the avoidance oF regular rhythmic 

pulsations through the use of syncopations, misplaced 
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accents, meter changes, and rhythmic ostinati. 

WolfclanA Fortner - early works were modeled after works of 

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. "After 19'±5, 

Fortner's works moved From a bi- tonally gravitating style - 

oriented around Stravinsky, to a modified serial 

technique." (Seely, p. 112) 

Karl Marx wrote a good deal of youth- oriented music 

during the 1930's. Most of his later works Fall into the 

category of " Gebrachsmusik" that aims at simplicity of 

style, clarity of Form, and practicality for use with small 

ensembles. 

Johann NepcmuI; David - see chapter 6. 

Hans Friedrich Micheelson - "compositional manner is 

characterized by an emphasis on melody, clear cut phrases 

containing numerous parallel fourths, fifths, and triads, 

and the fusion of mildly contemporary harmonies with older 

practices such as the use of the cantus firmus." (Seely, p. 

105) 

Gunther Raphael - was one of the first in this century to 

cultivate the use of the large chorale motet. His music is 

often quite academic and usually for six to eight voice 

parts. Raphael is able to synthesize clear diatonic lines 

with the dissonant structures of the twentieth century. 

Helmut Bornefeld - was an authority on organs and organ 

building and was a student of Hugo Distler. He was a strong 

advocate of Gebrauchsmusik and wrote much music for the 

worship service in both organ and choral idioms. In his 
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music one Finds the elements oF Distler, OrFF, and 

interestingly, an unusual amount oF parallel organum. 

Eberhard Wenzel -was director of the Evangelische 

Kirchenmusikschule in Halle From 1951 to 1965. His style 

evolved From late Romantic in his early works to a more 

dissonant approach that occasionally led to serial 

techniques in his later works. 

Hans Chemin -Petit - Among other works, his most outstanding 

are three massive Psalm settings CPsalms 90, 98, and SO) 

For Five part chorus and orchestra. A Hindemith influence 

is evident in some of his sonorities and textures. 

Kurt Hessenberg - was one of the most versatile of German 

composers, having written in the genres of the symphony, 

the string quartet, and chamber music along with choral 

music. With a special Fondness For the motet based on the 

chorale, his style is basically classical, emphasizing 

clarity oF texture and Flowing melodic lines. 

Other practicing church musicians and composers in the 

First half oF the century in Germany include: Jan Bender 

C1909 - ), Helmut Brautigam (191' - 19t2), Willy Burkhard 

C1900 - 1955), Helmut Degen C1911 - ), Fritz Dietrich (1905 

- 195), Johannes Dreissler C1921 -), Kurt Fiebig C1908 -), 

Carl Gerhardt C1900 - 195), Friedmann Gottschick (1928- ), 

Anton Heiller C1923 - 1979), Wolfgang Hutschmidt C193 --), 

Wilhelm Killmayer (1927 - ), Giselher Klebe (1925- ), 

Manfred Kluge (1928 - 1971), Armin Knab C1881 - 1951), 

Fritz Neumeyer C1900 - ), Rudolph Petzold (1908 - ), 
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Heinrich Poos C1928 - ). SigFried Reda (1916 - 1968), 

Paul E. Ruppel C1913 - ), Franz Schmidt C187' - 1939), 

Walter Schmidt C1913 - ), Gerhard Schwarz (1902 - ), 

Hermann Stern C1912 - 1978), Alfred Stier C1880 - 1971), 

Albert Thate C1903 - ), Alexander Wagner C1926 - ), Helmut 

Walcha C1907 - ), Ewald Weiss C1906 - ), Heinz Zimmemann 

C1930 - ), and Friedrich Zipp C191' - ). E See appendix Li 

For available published works oF some of the above. No 

attempt is made in this document to include all the 

published works of all of the above composers, as it would 

require more than one hundred pages. Rather, appendix Li 

contains only the available works oF a Few of the more 

well- known composers in Germany today.] 



CHAPTER 2 
GERMAN CHURCH MUSIC HISTORY 

D. BONDS TO THE PAST 

Each of the many Christian religions of the world has 

its own doctrines, order of worship, and most have a 

musical tradition or philosophy which generally began 

concurrently with the inception of the denomination or soon 

after. The learned church musician of today can, given a 

recording of music typical of a denomination, identify that 

denomination simply by the characteristics oF their music. 

For example, a choir with a beautiful bell -like tone, boy 

sopranos, all male membership, and crisp, clear diction can 

immediately be identified as an English cathedral choir oF 

the Anglican Faith. Likewise, can the choir singing in a 

gospel style, usually in metrical divisions of three, and 

accompanied by both piano and organ (the latter with a high 

vibrato rate), be easily identified as belonging to one of 

the American evangelical -type churches such as Baptist or 

any number of the "Free" churches that have come into being 

during this century. The point here, as it relates to this 

discussion, is that most established denominations of the 

Christian faith have a musical tradition that is 

identifiable and certainly the German Lutheran church is no 

exception. 

Several musical traditions or musical bonds to the 
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past can be associated with German Protestant church music, 

some of which are inherited From other countries or 

religions, and one of which is uniquely German Lutheran. 

The use of counterpoint as a compositional tool and the 

resulting contrapuntal Forms, while not unique to German 

Church music, is one oF the musical traditions usually 

predominant in its music. The linear contrapuntal writing 

of J.S. Bach, some of his predecessors, and certainly his 

successors, is often associated with German church music. 

The alternation of sections of polyphony with sections of 

homophony, even in smaller works such as the motet, is also 

characteristic of German church music. This technique in 

itself is not unique to German church music, but certainly 

the use of a chorale For the homophonic sections 

immediately places it squarely in the center of the 

Lutheran musical domain. (See Pachelbel motet Der Herr ist 

KöniQ or J.S. Bach's motet Jesu Meine Freude) The use oF 

the cantus Firmus as a compositional base again, while not 

unique to the German musical tradition, is made unique when 

the cantus Firmus happens to be a Lutheran chorale. The 

numbers of this type of compositions for the Lutheran 

church are staggering, and this choral or cantus firmus 

based genre, continues to be among the most popular Form of 

church composers today. (See Zimmermann motet Lobet. ihr 

Knechte des Herrn or J.S. Bach's cantata #' ChristlaQ in 

Todesbanden) Perhaps the most typical and uniquely Lutheran 

form is the chorale itself. "The music that was 
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distinctively Lutheran was the chorale. It made its way 

into every musical Form that was associated with the 

activity oF that denomination as part oF both instrumental 

and vocal expressions." (Weinandt, p. 186) The chorale, 

more than any other area, (including the liturgy) served to 

unite the German Lutheran church following the Reformation 

and continues to do so to the present day. 

Ernst Pepping, one of Germany's foremost church 

composers, explained in an interview in 1865 the attraction 

of the chorale for him, to church music historian Oskar 

Söhngen: 

Söhnçen: "What interests you in the chorale so much? 

PeppinQ: Initially, certainly not its liturgical 

Function...No, it was two other factors. One is of a 

stylistic kind. In both the past and present, music has 

tried to free itself from the "undertow" of the great and 

productive Classic and Romantic style periods, in the 

direction for a new order; furthermore, the bitterness and 

contempt with which today's opposing groups clash with one 

another, although all strive for the same goal in the end, 

show clearly that the new order has not yet been completely 

reached. The old chorale became an ally in my striving, 

precisely because it --being born before the Classic and 

Romantic style periods and not related to it -- revealed 

itself to me as resembling the new order I was seeking. It 

was for me a source of never ending pleasure to transform 
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the chorale in a variety oF ways. 

Sähngen: You speak of two Factors. 

Pepping: Yes, the second Factor is the simplicity oF the 

chorales. A musical line which is clearly separated by Few 

pauses, with the notes Following each other utilizing small 

intervals and within a limited range, which oFten does not 

exceed an octave and has a minimum oF rhythmic graduations, 

therefore, "poor in its dress ", and yet, what inner wealth, 

what uniformity and completeness it possesses! Since the 

chorale is entrusted to the human voice, whose nature is 

more limited than musical instruments, I Found the way in 

the combined voices oF the acappella choir.. 

Söhngen: The simplicity, you say, and you know that this is 

not an easy notion, depending on how you understand it. 

Pepping: And how I know that! Certainly it is not in the 

sense oF a cheap popularizing: simplicity not as 

superficiality but as a deepening. You see, For me the 

demand oF art For direct eFFect belongs to its nature. IF 

it gives up this demand, then I believe it gives itself up; 

therefore, I am suspicious of any music that has to be 

explained before it is heard." (Seely, p. `±2 -EN 

To capsulize then, the musical traditions or "bonds to 

the past" that can be identified with German church music 

are: 1) linear or contrapuntal writing, 2) the alternation 

of the typically German chordal homophonic sections with 

the Italian inFluenced polyphonic sections, even within a 

smaller work such as the motet, 3) the use of the cantus 
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Firmus as a compositional base (especially when the 

cantus Firmus is a chorale melody), and tk) the chorale 

itself. 

Another aspect of "bonds to the past" includes the 

continued use, by German church composers, of traditional 

compositional Forms. The motette, dating back to the 

Baroque era, has proven to be among the most popular of 

compositional genres. Its characteristics may include: 

acappella or accompanied, frequently polyphonic, either 

through- composed, sectional, or in large parts. (See J.S. 

Bach's motets #1 -6 or K. Thomas's Kleine geistliche 

Chormusik, Op. 25. Spruchmotetten) Another traditional Form 

in German church music is the Kantate. This Form provides 

great Flexibility and was/is often written For any 

combination of soloists, chorus, and instrumental 

accompaniment. There are a variety of Forms For the Kantate 

which make it a useful and much used compositional genre. 

(See J.S. Bach's cantatas or G. Raphael's Herr Gott. dich 

loben alle wir, Op. Bit). The Historie or Passion is another 

traditional compositional form which is now often referred 

to as a Geschichte (Story). This type of larger work was /is 

used to relate major events of the old and new testaments. 

The three most common subjects are the Easter story, the 

Christmas story, and the Pentacost story. The common 

characteristics of the Historie or Passion are: the use of 

the Evangelist who sings the Biblical narrative, and the 

use of soloists, chorus, and instrumental accompaniment. 
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CSee J.S. Bach's St. Matthew Passionn or E. Pepping's 

Passionsbericht des Matthäus 1949 -5C) Another compositional 

"bond to the past" is the genre oF the Oratorium. Some 

writers make no distinction between the Historie and the 

Oratorium although the Oratorium, in this century, is a 

more extended work For soloists, chorus, and orchestra that 

tends to have a more pronounced dramatic element, and may 

cover a wide array of subject matter From Biblical passages 

to contemporary writings. (See K.H. Graun's Der Tod Jesu or 

H. Degen's Osteroratorium 1942 -43) The Final traditional 

Form to be considered here is the Deutsche Messe. This 

common compositional Form will be discussed in detail in 

the next chapter, but examples From the Baroque era to the 

present abound. CSee Schutz's Die Deutsche Messe 1657 or 

chapters 4 - 7 of this document.) 

The strongest "bond to the past" in this writer's 

opinion is the lineage oF composers who, in their activity 

as students of and teachers of composition within German 

Protestant church music, have handed down to their students 

all the compositional techniques and Forms hitherto 

discussed. CSee appendix 5) Generation after generation of 

German church music composers, while adopting current 

stylistic trends and developing their own musical 

identities, have (to some extent) been influenced by the 

musical tradition to which they belong through their 

teachers, their teacher's teachers, and so on. For some 

composers Cie: Fortner or even Hindemith) it has proven to 
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be a life -long struggle to compromise their modern 

compositional tendencies with the traditions of the past, 

which are so Firmly ingrained in their being that they 

cannot be shaken. For others Cie: A. Mendelssohn, David, 

Thomas, or even Brahms) the old traditions provide a stable 

and safe ground For experimentation with current trends and 

compositional techniques. 

A composer's music is a product of his own intellect, 

creativity, and environment, but First and Foremost, a 

product of his training. Whether intentionally or 

unintentionally included in their music, these "bonds to 

the past, particularly the lineage of teachers, 

inescapably links the Four subjects of this paper and 

countless other composers, to the musical traditions of 

German Protestant church music. 



CHAPTER 3 
THE GERMAN MASS 

A. LUTHER'S DECISIONS AND THE DEUTSCHE MESSE 

The musical mass, which was already established as a 

musical Form, was not a primary concern for Martin Luther 

in 1517, when he nailed his 95 Thesis to the door of the 

Schlosskirche in Whittenberg. Nor was at a primary concern 

in writing his First liturgy, the Formula missae of 1523. 

For that matter, the musical mass cannot be considered a 

complete mass at all in a liturgical sense, since it 

eliminates some items which are central to the liturgical 

service, ie: the Graduals, the Canons, the Introit, etc.. 

"The Following table shows the normal structure of the 

traditional liturgical High Mass as it has existed since 

the fifth century in Italy: 
Sung bu the Choir Sung bu the Priest 

Proper Ordinaru Proper Ordinaru 
1)Introit 

2)Kyrie 
3)Gloria 

6)Gradual 
7)Alleluia 

9)Credo 
10)OFFertory 

13)Sanctus 

15)Agnus Dei 
16)Communion 

36 

'±)Collect 
5)Epistle 

6)Gospel 

11)Homily 
12) Pref ace 

1 q ) P . Noster 

17)P.C.Prayer 
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1B)It, Missa est "(Tortolano, p.9) 

After his excommunication by the church and his exile 

in Waitburg Castle near Eisenach, Luther returned to 

Wittenberg and set about the task of reorganizing the 

church according to biblical principles. In most churches 

there was little change in the form and ceremonies of 

worship. Many of the traditional patterns of worship 

remained, including plainsong and those parts of the Latin 

Mass which were customarily sung. "Only those customs and 

practices which openly conflicted with the doctrine of 

justification, such as the sacrifice of the Mass, were 

removed" (Leaver, p.367) 

In his First Mass, the Formula Missae of 1S23, Luther 

raised objection to certain parts of the Mass. "He Forbids 

the long Graduals, allowing only two verses and the 

Alleluia; the Offertorium; with a Few exceptions, the 

Sequences; and C "for the present "] the Introits C "though 

the psalms From which they are taken are dear to 

us "7. "(Wilson,p.19) Thus, the role of the Proper of the 

Mass was greatly reduced leaving, essentially intact, the 

Ordinary. It should be mentioned that the Formula Missae 

remained in Latin, and this mass was "intended For use in 

urban churches where the educated and professional classes 

would appreciate and understand it." CReidel,no.2 p. 15) 

At the time of completion of this liturgy Luther 

was already formulating his next liturgical Format, as is 
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evidenced by his statement regarding the use of hymns in 

the vernacular, as Follows: "I wish that we had many German 

hymns which the people might sing in the Mass with the 

Gradual, the Sanctus and the Agnus Dei." CLiemohn, p. 15) 

While, in theory, there was no place For the singing of 

hymns in the vernacular, it is clear that Luther was not 

opposed to it. The Following is the Mass as Luther proposed 

it in the Formula Missae of 1523: 

Sung be the Choir Sun be the Priest 
Proper Ordinare Proper Ordinare 
1)XXXX 

2)Kyrie 
3)Gloria 

6)XXXX 
7)Alleluia 

9)Credo 
1O)XXXX 

13)Sanctus 

15)Agnus Dei 
16)Communion 

4)Collect 
5)Epistle 

B)Gospel 

11)Homily 
12)Preface 

17)Prayer 

1'-±)P. Noster 

18)Et, Missa est 

Luther's most drastic innovation, From a musical and 

sociological standpoint, was in his Deutsche Messe of 1526 

which was meant For smaller rural congregations with 

untutored clergy and less educated parishoners. He began 

work on his Deutsche Messe in 1521f by summoning Conrad 

RupFf and Johann Walter to Wittenberg to help him arrange 

the music. "Vernacular masses had already been produced by 
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Kanz oF Nordlingen in 1522 Ca straight translation) and 

Muntzer of Alsted in 1S23 Cmore radical), but Luther's Mass 

was to have the greatest influence, For his was not a mere 

translation, but a rethinking in theological and vernacular 

terms." (Leaver, p.367) The Deutsche Messe included the 

active participation oF all those present through the 

exclusive use of their native tongue and the singing of 

German hymns. In it, Luther replaced the Introit with a 

German hymn which is Followed by a German Kyrie (Kyrie, 

Gott Uater in Ewigkeit). Next, Follows the Collect, the 

Epistle, and the Gradual is replaced by another German hymn 

(Nun bitten wir den heiligen Geist). After the Gospel, the 

German Credo is sung (Wir glauben all an einem Gott) and 

the sermon is said. During the preparation and 

administration of the sacrament, which is largely verbal 

and is much shortened From the Roman Form, the German 

Sanctus CJesaia, dem Propheten das geschah) is sung 

Followed by the German Agnus Dei (Christe, du Lamm Gottes). 

The Gloria (A1lein Gott in der Höh Sei Ehr),which is 

omitted in the Deutsche Messe of 1S26, was included in 

later versions and became standard to this Mass format. To 

provide ease in conceptualizing the Deutsche Messe it is 

here illustrated as the previous two mass Forms were 

presented: 

Sung bu the Choir Sunq bu the Priest 
Proper Ordinaru Proper Ordinaru 
1)Introit (Hymn) 



6)Gradual CHymn) 
7)XXXX 

1O)XXXX 

2)Kyrie CHymn) 
3)Gloria CHymn) 

9)Credo CHymn) 

1Lf)Sanctus CHymn) 
15)Agnus Dei CHymn) 

17)Et, Missa est. 

'1O 

q)Collect 
5)Epistle 

B)Gospel 

11)Homily 
12)P. Noster 

13)Communion 

16)Prayer 

It should not be construed From the Deutsche Messe 

that Luther advocated the total replacement of Latin in the 

church service. He retained the Latin Mass side by side 

with the German Mass, as he Felt is important For the young 

people to understand Latin and he valued the 

internationality of Latin in the worship service. Indeed, 

the Latin Mass with variations or any number of 

combinations with Latin and German continued to be used 

throughout Luther's lifetime and far beyond. For use in the 

German Mass, "he intended the German verse texts to be an 

exact liturgical parallel to the Latin items they replaced, 

and the distinctive German hymn (First called the 'chorale' 

because it was originally sung 'choraliter',that is, in 

unaccompanied unison in the manner of plainsong) evolved 

in response to specific liturgical requirements. Hymns of a 

general pious intent For the worship service were a later 

development." (Leaver, p.367) 
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Luther and his Fellow suppliers of hymn tunes used not only 

original melodies and texts, but also took melodies From 

official Latin hymnody Cplainsong, sequences, hymns), 

German religious Folk songs, and contemporary secular 

songs. 

The connection between this brief discussion of 

sixteenth century German Lutheran liturgical reforms and 

the musical Mass is three -fold. First, while Luther's 

reforms did not originate the musical mass cycle as we know 

it today, they did provide accepted German substitutes For 

the Latin texts oF the Kyrie, Gloria, Credo, Sanctus, and 

the Agnus Dei. These substitutes have since been the basis 

oF many musical compositions, entitled Deutsche Messe, 

which consist oF these Five mass movements in German. 

Secondly, Luther's intentional loosening of liturgical 

restrictions and Formal structure provided justification 

for many musical compositions, entitled Deutsche Messe, 

which consist oF: 1)different translations oF the standard 

Five movements, 2)these five movements plus additional 

movements, or 3)other various and unusual combinations. 

Thirdly, Luther not only allowed for, but promoted the 

writing of the hymns of 'pious intent' Cor chorales) which 

later became the melodic basis For not only countless 

masses, but nearly every compositional genre associated 

with German Protestant church music. 



CHAPTER 3 
THE GERMAN MASS 

B. MASS COMPOSITION AND FORMS IN GERMANY 

The term Deutsche Messe has become a rather ambiguous 

term over the centuries, since Luther's First use oF it in 

1525. His concept oF using literal translations in the the 

vernacular For the Latin (later not so literal) 

necessitated Finding or composing melodies that were 

compatible with the German text For the Mass. Luther's 

German substitutes have been set to numerous melodies over 

the centuries, many of which may have been superior to the 

tunes of the Deutsche Messe of 1526. However, the original 

melodic settings, by virtue of their historical importance, 

deserve further mention with regard to origin. 

Kyrie }Curie Gott Uater in Ewig1 <eit (Lord, God the Father 
in Heaven) Originally From early medival plainsong 
and attributed to Tuotilo, a monk of St. Gall who 
died in 913 A.D.. "Kyrie Fons bonitatis was adapted 
several times during the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries. In Luther's Deutsche Messe the Kyrie was 
troped, but this melody, generally attributed to 
Johann Spangenberg (1`iB'-t- 1550). became the most 
well known and most oFten used in the sixteenth 
century." (Stucken, p.2587) 

Gloria Allein Gott in der Höh sei Ehr (All Glory Be To God 
On High) "Although in his original Deutsche Messe 
Luther omitted the Gloria, he did mare provisions 
For its inclusion. The most common melody was 
adopted by Nikolaus Decius (1`f9C- 15Lí1) and first 
appeared in 1525 in the Rostock Gesangbuch. This 
adaptation was From the tenth century plainsong 
'Gloria in Excelsis' used in the Roman Church at 
Easter time." (Stucken, p.256) 

Lf2 
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Credo Wir glauben all an einen Gott (We All Believe In 
One True God) "This very Free setting of the 
Nicene Creed was first published in the Geustliche 
GesanAk Buchleun, Wittenberg, 152Li. The melody, 
adapted by Luther to Fit his translated text, 
originated From a single- stanza medival hymn 
dating From the Fourteenth century and First 
appeared in a Breslau manuscript of 1-117." 
(Julian, p.1287) 

Sanctus Jesaia. dem Propheten. das geschah (Isaiah In A 
Vision Did Of Old) "This paraphrase oF Isaiah UI, 
(1 -LI) appeared in Luther's Deutsche Messe and was 
to be sung after the communicants had received the 
consecrated bread. The melody was adapted by 
Luther From an eleventh century plainsong which 
was used by the Roman Church during Advent and 
Lent." (Julian, p.585) 

Agnus Christe. du Lamm Gottes CO Christ Thou Lamb oF 
Dei God) "It is not known whether this melody, based 

on Gregorian Psalm Tone I, is the work of Martin 
Luther, Johannes Buganhagen, or both. Its First 
printing appeared in Bugenhagen's Der Erbarn Stadt 
Brunswici Christlike ordeninze of 1528. It is 
interesting to note that the English text 'O Lamb 
of God that takest away the sins of the world...,' 
was included in the English Litany in 15Lí ±, and 
the First Prager Book of Edward UI, 15'-±S - 

however, the use oF the word 'Christ' is unique to 
Lutheranism." (Stucken, p. 203) 

(See appendix E For musically notated melodies of the 
above] 

The remainder of this section is an overview of mass 

compositional activity within the German Protestant church 

up to the early twentieth century. The different types of 

masses written in Germany are explained and a selective 

list of composers is given For each genre as examples of 

active church musicians in that area of composition. The 

composers given are, by no means, the only ones who wrote 

that particular mass Form Cas it is virtually impossible to 



list them all), but simply enough to historically validate 

each type of mass 

The Latin Mass, as stated earlier, continued to be 

written by many Protestant composers long after Luther's 

death and into the twentieth century. Despite the declining 

use of Latin in the normal worship service in the Lutheran 

Church, some Protestant composers still set the mass in 

Latin For use in either the Roman Catholic or the Lutheran 

Church. This lack of denominational boundaries was due to 

the Fact that both denominations shared common old literary 

sources and to the musical influence of the Baroque 

concerto style, which began to permeate all church music 

Cie: Lotti, Gallus, Hassler, and Schutz). "Among Protestant 

composers who wrote Latin masses in the seventeenth century 

include: Lindner, Aichinger, Klingenstein, Meiland, 

Praetorius, Scandellus, Freundt, Eccard, Lechner, Zangins, 

Besle, Dedekind, and Schedlick." CBlume, p. 172) 

The term Deutsche Messe, as first described by Luther, 

describes the Full liturgical service rather than the Five 

movement musical cycle we think of today. Therefore, when 

the sixteenth, seventeenth, and even some eighteenth 

century church composers wrote a Deutsche Messe they were 

often obliged to compose Cor at least supply) music For 

every section of the Mass, although what remains today may 

only be the standard Five sections of the Ordinary. The 

term Deutsche Messe as we know it today then, is a rather 
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all inclusive term describing a musical cycle of the 

Ordinary of the Mass, which may or may not be entirely in 

German, but is normally predominantly German. In the late 

sixteenth century and throughout the seventeenth century 

composers in this genre included:" Walter, Bugenhagen, 

Brenz, Lossius, Jonas, Isaak, Stoltzer, Finck, and 

Hofheimer." CBlume, p.60 -76) 

To solve the problem of replacing Latin in the service 

some composers wrote Masses, essentially in Latin, but in 

which German lieder were inserted into the Latin liturgical 

texts. For example, in a four part polyphonic setting, the 

upper three voices may sing the Latin text while the bass 

voice presents, as a cantus Firmus, a German lied which 

paraphrases the Latin. This type of mass, which was written 

with many titles including Deutsche Messe and Missa 

Quodlibetica, Cquodlibetica is Latin For 'as you please'), 

became a familiar type of Protestant mass and Found its 

roots around 1S`í0. Sixteenth and seventeenth century 

composers of this mass Form include: Gallicus, Allectorius, 

Rein, Rener, Stoltzer, Senfle, Stahl, and Isaak. 

It was during the seventeenth century that the 

Deutsche Liedmesse evolved as a result of arranging German 

lied paraphrases of the Ordinary into motet form, then 

combining the five separately written motets into a single 

work. "This type of Mass continued to exist in isolated 

works throughout the seventeenth century, but was never 
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extensively cultivated." (Blume, p.173) "Composers of this 

Form included: Capricornicus, Otto, Ahle, and Schutz." 

(Blume, p.163) 

The Missa brevis Cor as often referred to by the 

Germans as simply Hesse) is a uniquely Lutheran 

contribution that has its roots in the seventeenth century 

as well. Written in Latin, it consists of only two 

movements - the Kyrie and the Gloria. "Seventeenth century 

composers who wrote this type of mass in the old 'stylus 

antiquus' include: Rosenmuller, Theile, Bernhard, and 

Buxtehude. Others, writing in the more current concerto 

style, include: Zachc;:;, Praetorius, Besler, Grimm, 

Vintzius, and Hammerschmidt." (Blume, p.21S) 

The Deutsche Chcralmesse also originated in the 

seventeenth century as a result of the practice of basing 

entire compositions upon chorales or introducing a popular 

choral section within a larger section of original music. 

'This type of mass is often confused with the Liedmesse 

which uses as its basis the German song. Seventeenth 

century composers active in this genre included: Kuhnau, 

Teleman, J.N.Bach, and J.E. Bach." CWeinandt, p.19`t) 

During the eighteenth century other Protestant 

compositional Forms such as the chorale motet, the Cantata, 

the Passion, and the Historie tended to draw composers' 

eFforts away From the mass although many Missa brevi were 

written during the century. Eighteenth century composers of 
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the Messe or Missa brevis included: Harrer, Graun, W.F. 

Bach, Doles, Benda, J.E. Bach, Hiller, Tag, and Krebs." 

CBlume, p.365) The Neopolitan influence of the century, 

which is not necessarily compatible with church music, 

pervaded musical composition greatly. This, coupled with 

the eFFects of the Pietism vs Orthodoxy conflict and the 

effects oF the Enlightenment, tremendously slowed the 

composition oF German Protestant church masses. Even J.S. 

Bach, although he wrote Four liturgically useable Missa 

brevi,, was so inFluenced that his greatest mass, the Mass 

in B minor, (dubbed "the great Catholic Mass' by his son, 

C.P.E. Bach) was not designed For use in the service. 

Though the Enlightenment and other Factors had dealt 

church music a heavy blow, the restoration began early in 

the nineteenth century and with its influence church masses 

continued to be written in Protestant Germany, although 

sometimes in altered Form. "Protestant composers oF the 

nineteenth century, including: Spohr, Schneider, Hauptmann, 

Grell, Richter, Schumann, Mendelssohn, Volkmann, Diel, and 

Draeseke, usually wrote complete concert masses which could 

be adopted For the worship service with instrumental 

accompaniment or to be sung acappella..." CBlume, p.366) 

To be sure, the nineteenth century produced a host of 

excellent concert music in the Form oF masses, but that 

music is not the concern here. During this period the 

German Protestant church was inundated with masses oF a 
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nature as well. Cmany in Latin) despite the 

reawakening of historical interest and study." Some of 

these composers include: Hummel, Gänsbacher, Seyfried, 

Neukomm, Preindl, Führer, Kempter, and Schiedermayr." 

CBlume, p.372) This type of mass is of little consequence 

from a musical standpoint and is mentioned only to add 

historical perspective to the life of the mass in Germany 

in the nineteenth century. 



CHAPTER 3 
THE GERMAN MASS 

C. INNOVATIONS AND USE IN THIS CENTURY 

The revival that began in the nineteenth century with 

the rediscovery of classic Lutheran hymnody and the 

coinciding Bach revival oF Zelter, F. Mendelssohn, and 

other leaders Cnot the least of whom was Brahms) created a 

strong awareness, in the First decades oF the twentieth 

century, oF classic Lutheran theology, liturgy, and music. 

This awareness of the old masters and styles also let to a 

strong return to acappella writing For voices and an 

expulsion oF the Romantic and 

over -emotionalism. One oF the greatest transitional Figures 

oF this time, Arnold Mendelssohn, pointed the way in his 

essay AufzeichminQen as Follows: 

"Today, of course, because newly awakened religious 
Feelings is seeking an outlet, artists Find them- 
selves temporarily obliged to emulate the old relig- 
ous music (which undoubtedly is more substantial 
than the insincere music currently popular), in order 
to Find a way to that point where an original style 
oF religious music will again be possible." (Blume, 
p. X11) 

As a product or result of the newly awakened awareness 

oF church history, liturgy and music, masses began to be 

written by nearly every church composer active in German 

Protestant music. These masses, through the awareness oF 

historical models, are "distinctly Lutheran in character" 

Li9 
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(Leaver, p.370) despite the Fact that some are in Latin, 

some in German, some in both languages, some for voices 

alone, and some are written For organ and /or instrumental 

accompaniment. Most oF these twentieth century (the term 

twentieth century here used to denote a time period rather 

than stylistic Features) church compositions tend to Fall 

into the category oF Gebrauchsmusik, or "music For use" and 

are written with liturgical Function in mind. Although we 

clearly Find contemporary compositional techniques and 

unusual Forms as a result oF each composer's own personal 

persuasion and training, composers of twentieth century 

Protestant masses have not Felt obligated to invent new 

names For their compositions. Therefore, the old titles 

such as Deutsche Messe, Missy brevis or Messe, Deutsche 

Choralmesse, and Deutsche Liedmesse have remained, even 

though each modern composition may not comply exactly with 

its historical counterpart. Consequently, it is quite 

inaccurate to group all masses with the same title together 

and a listing of composers must be done on an individual 

basis. The Following list represents but a Few oF the mass 

composers active in Protestant Germany in the First half of 

the twentieth century, along with their masses, date oF 

completion, and general characteristics. 

A. Mendelssohn - Deutsche Messe (1923) - German text, 
SATB /SATB, E movements, not traditional texts. 

K. Thomas - Messe (1925) - Latin text, Soli and SATB /SATB, 
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Five movements, Latin Ordinary. 

E . Pepping - Deutsche Choralmesse (1928) - German 
text, SSATBB, 6 movements, traditional German. 

E . Pepping - Kleine Messe (1929) - German text, SAB, Kyrie, 
Gloria, and Sanctus only. 

H . Distler - Choralmesse (1931) - German text, Soli and 
SSATBB, Five movements, 1st three movements traditional 
German. 

W . Fortner - Eine deutsche Liedmesse (1932) - German text, 
SSATB, Five movements, uses Luther's original melodies. 

H . Kaminski - Messe deutsch (193ti) - German text, SSATB, 
Five movements, original German texts. 

E . Pepping - Missa brevis C19'6) - Latin text, SAB, Kyrie 
and Gloria only. 

K . Marx - Deutsche Liedmesse (1950) - German text, SAB with 
instruments, Five movements, Sanctus replaced by lied. 

W . Burkhard - Messe (1951) - German text, Soli-SATB- 
Orchestra, Five movements, traditional texts. 

J .N. David - Deutsche Messe (1952) - Latin and German 
texts, SSAATTBB, Five movements, missa quodlibetica. 

W . Killmayer - Missa brevis (1953) - Latin text, SATE. 
Kyrie and Gloria only. 

H . Micheelson - Deutsche Messe a5 (1953) - German text, 
SSATB, Five movements, Credo based on 1937 poem. 

W . Hufschmidt - Messe (1956) - Latin and German texts, Soli 
and SATB, Five movements, Missa quodlibetica. 

H , Barbe - Missa brevis (1961) - Latin text, SAB and 
instruments, Four movements, contains Sanctus and Agnus 
Dei. 

A. Heiller - Kleine Messe (1962) - German text, SATB and 
instruments, 12 -tone serialism. 

Other twentieth century composers of masses include: G. 
Klebe - Messe, M. Kluge - Messe, H. Poos - Deutsche MASSE!, 
K . Fiebig - Messe, and P. Ruppel - Deutsche Messe. 

In summary, it is well to remember that Luther's 
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Deutsche Messe opened the door For German composers to 

write masses in German as well as Latin, that he and his 

associates provided chorale tunes and translations that 

have provided countless compositions with a text and/or 

cantus firmus melody, and that his theological loosening of 

the structure of the mass led to many various Forms and 

types of church masses through the centuries. Besides the 

general, rather "catch -all" term of Deutsche Messe, other 

forms were created, including: the Missa ouodlibetica, the 

Deutsche Liedmesse, the Missa brevis or Messe, the Deutsche 

Choralmesse, and the masses of the twentieth century, which 

use these historical titles but may or may not adhere to 

the historical forms from whence they came. 



CHAPTER 4 
ARNOLD MENDELSSOHN 

A. JUSTIFICATION FOR DEUTSCHE MESSE, OP. 89 

Arnold Mendelssohn (1855 -1933) is recognized, by many 

authorities in the Field of German church music, as one of 

the most influential composers in the transitional period 

between c.1890 and the mid - 1920's. A man of considerable 

cultural breadth, Mendelssohn was learned, not only in 

music, but in literature, theology, and philosophy. In 

addition he was an outstanding educator of young musicians, 

including: P. Hindemith, K. Thomas, H. Spitta, G. Raphael, 

and others. 

The basis For the inclusion in this document of Arnold 

Mendelssohn's Deutsche Messe, Op. 89 of 1923 is two-Fold. 

The First revolves around one of the essential points of 

this essay; the German church music composers and their 

music of the twentieth century are, to a large degree, the 

product of their tradition and training. Mendelssohn was an 

outstanding teacher who, perhaps more than any other single 

person, influenced several of the major figures in the 

succeeding generations of German church music composers. 

"In his rejection of the romanticized style of his 

contemporaries, he evolved a purer and more appropriate 

polyphonic liturgical idiom" CKravitt, p.133) His music, 
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based on sixteenth and seventeenth century models, was 

subsequently handed down to his students. Similarly, 

Greil's neo- classic preFerence had been handed down to 

Mendelssohn, Fischer's ideas and traditions to Grell, 

Kittle's to Fischer, and so on, directly back to J.S. Bach 

himself. (See appendix 5) ThereFore, Arnold Mendelssohn was 

indeed a product of the German church music tradition and 

one of the leading proponents of that tradition in the 

First decades of this century. 

Secondly, Mendelssohn's Deutsche Messe Op. 89 (1923) 

and his Geistlichen Chormusik Op. 90 (1920 are considered 

"milestones in the path of the renewal oF church music." 

(Seely, p.29) His Deutsche Messe was the First in German 

Protestant church music oF this century, in so Far as this 

writer has been able to ascertain, that is clearly grounded 

in the new -Found principles of historicism with the return 

to the model of the old masters in acappella genre, Form, 

content, and style. The Fact that nearly all the subsequent 

masses in the German Protestant church through the 1950's 

are, to some degree, based on these same principles is a 

strong indication of the significance of the Deutsche Messe 

to church music composition in the First half oF the 

twentieth century. 

"It has been said by many that the renewal of 

Protestant Church music began exactly in 1923 and 192Li with 

the two works of Arnold Mendelssohn - the Deutsche Messe 
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For eight voices COp. 89) and the Geislichen Chormusik (Op. 

90)." CWeber- Ansat, p.166) 

Since the purpose of this chapter and the three 

chapters which Follow is to examine and compare Four 

significant masses of twentieth century Germany, the 

logical starting point For examination is clearly the mass 

that "many ", including this writer, consider to be the 

First in the era of the renewal of German Protestant Church 

music - Arnold Mendelssohn's Deutsche Messe. 



CHAPTER 4 
ARNOLD MENDELSSOHN 

B. BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 

Arnold Mendelssohn C1855 -1933) was the son of a second 

cousin oF the more well -known Felix Mendelssohn. After the 

early death of his Father, the Family moved, First to 

Dansig and then to Berlin. After a semester studying law in 

TubingenC1877) he began studying music at the Institute Fur 

Kirchenmusik, where he studied organ with Carl August Haupt 

C1610 -1891) and piano with Carl Albert Locschorn 01819- 

1905). In composition his teachers were Edward Grell (1800- 

1881), Friedrich Kiel C1821- 1885), and Carl Gottfried 

Taubert C1811- 1891), "however he soon established his own 

compositional style." CNoack, p.58) In 1880 he received his 

degree and was appointed music director and organist at 

Bonn University. There, he Formed a Friendship with Julius 

Smend C1857 -1930) and Julius August Phillip Spitta C181t8- 

189ní), who were to become two oF the era's leading 

musicologists. In 1882 he came to Bielefeld as musical 

director, in 1885 he taught composition at Cologne 

University, and in 1890 moved to Darmstadt as teacher oF 

composition and master oF church music at the conservatory. 

In 1899 he was appointed Full professor at the conservatory 

and again moved to his Final post at the Frankfurt am Main 
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Conservatory. In 1917 he received an honorary P.H.D From 

the Theological School in Beissen and in 1919 he was 

elected to the Academy of Arts in Berlin. In 1923 he 

received the Buchner prize and in 1927 he received an 

honorary P.H.D. in theology From the University of Tubiñg. 

Later he received citizen of honor awards from the cities 

of Darmstadt and Leipzig. As a member of the presiding 

counsel on Lutheran church choirs and the Music commission 

responsible For guidance in the German church, he had a 

decisive influence on church music around the turn of the 

century. 

Arnold Mendelssohn was one of the most outstanding 

personalities of his time as a musician and as a human 

being. In addition to editing works of Hassler, Schutz, and 

Monteverdi he also wrote numerous essays on music, art, and 

the church. He promoted the works of Bach and Schutz and 

was a key figure in the renewal of Protestant Church music 

with its theological link to the worship service and to 

historical tradition. 

In order to advance into the area of the "new" church 

music, Arnold Mendelssohn felt "the new path to that point 

where original religion would again be possible can only be 

accomplished through the connection to old church 

music...with this connection to the former forms of art the 

old ideals of style and phrase techniques can be revived." 

CWeber- Ansat, p.187) 
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Of the most important aspects of the "new" style to 

Mendelssohn were the acappella genre and the use of the 

"old style" polyphony. Another important aspect to 

Mendelssohn was the traditional alternation of imitative 

sections in the polyphonic style with homophonic section 

often based on a chorale melody. CFor Further discussion of 

Mendelssohn's compositional techniques see this chapter, 

section E.) His musical philosophy centered on the concept 

that the use of polyphony created objective, and therefore 

liturgically acceptable music. "However, he was certainly 

conscious of the shortcomings of a type of music 

constructed onl as a rationale expression." CWeber- Ansat, 

p.188) It is well to remember here, that Mendelssohn was 

constantly battling the nineteenth century tendency to 

over- sentimentalize and simplify for the ease of 

understanding of parishoners. CSee Chapter 2) 

Some insight into Arnold Mendelssohn's philosophy of 

church music composition can be gained from his most well - 

known essay, Gott, Weldt, und Kunst CGod, World, and Art) 

c.1930: 

"The musical artist must see the large -scale 
sensual element of his art always as some- 
thing demonic that has to be handled care- 
fully. The loosening of the demon he must 
oppose with a firming of the constructive 
chains. To provoke emotions is an important 
task of the art. Where it is neglected, in the 
favor of construction, you have dryness and 
a wasteland that is bad music. But, where 
the construction ceases, on the other hand 
music ceases to be music...Subjective expres- 
sion is acceptable for worldly music, but 
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in the church it is in the wrong 
place...Therefore, there is good reason 
that church music prefers the higher art 
forms: canon, fugue, or the cantus firmus 
motet. They are symbols of the eternal Firm 
law. Whereas the prevailing of the light 
melody with harmonic accompaniment is 
suitable only for the expression of worldly 
subjective emotions." (Blume, p.Lll) 

Mendelssohn made great use of the chorale as a basis 

For composition as did so many composers after his time. He 

attempted to develop polyphonic structures out of the 

symbolic content of the text (See this Chapter, section D), 

and to combine liturgically acceptable forms with the 

spiritual substance each text represented. His ideas and 

accomplishments were so much ahead of his time that only in 

the last decade of his life could he see the long- awaited 

breakthrough of Protestant church music. It is indeed 

unfortunate that Arnold Mendelssohn's works were banned 

during the twelve year Nazi regime (1933 -195) due to the 

fact that he was of three -quarters Jewish blood. It is 

hoped that now they will receive the recognition and 

performances they so richly deserve. 

"Thus, it was not merely as a philosopher that he 

called for the return to acappella choral music, the 

unification of the Word and the chorale, and the liturgical 

Function serving as the fundamental prerequisite of genuine 

church music; it was also as a musician who created a 

series of works intended For the worship service, who 

should not be underestimated as a pioneer in the renewal of 
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Protestant church music, and who ushered in the triumph of 

historicism in the field." CBlume, p. 412) 



CHAPTER 4 
ARNOLD MENDELSSOHN 

C. COMPOSITIONAL FORM 

The overall compositional form in Mendelssohn's 

Deutsche Messe is as one would expect; that is, the mass 

contains the usual Five movements: Kyrie, Gloria, Credo, 

Sanctus, and Agnus Dei. However, Mendelssohn adds a sixth 

movement entitled "Schlusgesang" CEnding Song) which 

according to his marking 'attacca' is to be sung 

immediately after the Agnus Dei. 

In addition to the unusual sixth movement, Mendelssohn 

has not chosen the most commonly used German paraphrases 

For Four of the Five traditional movements of his mass. For 

the Kyrie he uses "Herr, erbarme dich" rather than "Kyrie, 

Gott Ufter in Ewigkeit; For the Gloria he uses "Ehre sei 

Gott in der Höhe" rather than " Allein Gott in der Höh sei 

Ehr "; For the Credo he uses "Der christliche Glaube" rather 

than "Wir glauben all an einem Gott "; and For the Sanctus 

he uses "Heilig" rather than the traditional "Jesaia, dem 

Propheten, das geshah ". The Agnus Dei text is the 

traditional "Christe, du Lamm Gottes". To be sure, these 

paraphrases have their roots in German Lutheran history 

dating back to within Forty years of Luther's original 

translations, but have not gained the popularity that the 
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Luther /Spangenberg /Decius paraphrases have enjoyed. Perhaps 

the explanation for this rests in the fact that the 

melodies to which these were set proved to be less commonly 

used as the melodies to which Luther's were set. It is 

quite possible that Mendelssohn, avid historian that he 

was, know oF these paraphrases and felt them equally 

suitable For use in his Deutsche Messe. 

The form oF each movement is, logically, dictated by 

the text to a large degree. However, each movement also 

contains some unusual elements in Form and /or harmonic 

relationships that clearly illustrate Mendelssohn's 

consumate skill as a composer. 

The Kyrie, "Herr erbarme dich" has the usual A -B -A 

Form as one might expect, which is dictated by the text. 

However, the final A section is made up of not only A 

material, but a combination oF A and B material which makes 

the true compositional form AC1- 50)- BC51- 67)- A'(68 -13 ±). 

Although this movement, like all the others, is extremely 

chromatic, the key centers are as Follows: A CLord have 

mercy..) =F minor, B CChrist have mercy..)SAb major, and A' 

(Lord have mercy..) =F minor to F major. CSee reduced score, 

this chapter, section F.) 

The Gloria, "Ehre sei Gott in der Höhe" could well be 

thought oF as the most impressive composition of the six 

movements. It is unusually long 0135 measures - 2 measures 

less than the Credo), and it features a great deal of 
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antiphonal writing between Choir I, Choir II, and solo 

quartet. Its Form, dictated again by text and clearly 

audible through abrupt textural and key changes, is in 

seven distinct sections. Each section is musically 

different From the others, hence the Form AC1- 15) -BC1S- 

27)- CC27- 39)- DC3S- 81)- EC81- 88) -FC8B- 101) -GC102 -135) applies 

here with key centers as Follows: ACGlory be..) =F major - 

BCWe praise you...) =Bb major- CCLord God,...)=Db major - 

DCLord, the only...)-Bb major -ECFor You alone...) -Eb major - 

FCYou alone are...) =Bb major- GCAmen) =F major. It is 

interesting to note the total absence oF minor key areas 

which may be explained by the completely positive and 

joyful nature oF the text of the Gloria. This movement is 

of sufficient length, complexity, and beauty that it could 

be taken out oF context and performed as an individual 

composition. CSee reduced score, this chapter, Section F) 

The Credo, "Der christliche Glaube", is of more normal 

proportion in length, but brings to the fore Mendelssohn's 

skill in the area oF tone painting through chromaticism and 

shifting harmonic centers. Antiphonal singing, while used 

to some degree, is not of the central interest that it was 

in the Gloria. The form, after the initial unison statement 

oF an old church intonation, is again dictated by text to 

some degree and has a Five part AC1-12)-BC12- QÌ2)- CCg3 -70)- 

DC71- 88) -EC89 -137) construction with key centers as 

follows; ACI believe...)=Ab major -BCand in one Lord...) =Eb 
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major -C(on the third day...) =c minor to C major -DCI believe 

in the Holy Ghost...)=Eb major -EClife everlasting...) =C 

major. It is a distinct possibility that the last section, 

to which Mendelssohn devotes over a third of the movement, 

is in C major Ctraditionally the key of 'purity') as an 

intentional spiritual statement of his firm belief in the 

life hereafter. CSee reduced score, this chapter, section 

F) 

The Sanctus, "Heilig ", once again shows Mendelssohn's 

propensity For antiquity by beginning with a musical rarity 

for this time period - an acappella solo recitative which 

tells of Isaiah's vision. The Full choir then Follows with 

a jubilant, ever -ascending statement of Holy, Holy, Holy. 

The remainder of this movement, with the exception of a Few 

rather inconsequential measures, is sung by the full choir. 

The Form, again textually related, is AC1-22)-B(23-86)- 

CC86- 100)- B(101 -13B) with key centers as follows: 

ACRecitative) -g minor- ECHoly,Holy...) =Bb major- CChouse 

filled with smoke...) -g minor- BCHoly,holy...) -Eb major. 

CSee reduced score, this chapter, section F) 

The Agnus Dei, "Christe, du Lamm Gottes", calls For a 

solo trio of soprano, alto, and tenor, and is highly 

chromatic with widespread use of the suspension or series 

of suspensions over several measures. The Form of this 

Agnus Dei is once again dictated by text. However, the 

usual repetition of the First phrase "0 Christ Thou Lamb of 
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God, who takest away the sins of the world, have mercy upon 

us" is not present here in the text,Calthough the music 

repeats) thereby changing the Form From the expected A -A -B 

to a simple AC1- 19) -A'C2O -ßt1) form, with key centers as 

follows: ACO Christ Thou Lamb...) -Eb major to B minor -A' 

CO Christ Thou Lamb ...) -Eb major to g minor to G major. 

CSee reduced score, this chapter, section F) 

The sixth movement, "Schlusgesang ", is a short 

concluding prayer in three distinct sections as dictated by 

its text with an AC1- 9)- BC10- 23)- CC23 -37) and key centers 

as follows: ACHoly are You alone...)sg minor -BCwe must keep 

...) =C major to Bb major -CCin the Father...Amen) -Bb minor 

to F major. 

To capsulize then, the overall compositional form of 

Mendelssohn's Deutsche Messe is the usual five movement 

structure of the mass with a sixth movement added as a 

closing prayer. The form of each movement is most often 

dictated by textual considerations, and highlighted through 

several compositional techniques which will be discussed in 

the succeeding sections of this chapter. For ease of 

conceptualizing the form of the various movements they are 

listed below. 

Kyrie - "Herr, erbarme dich" - A B A' 

Gloria - "Ehre sei Gott in der Höhe" - A B C D E F G 

Credo - "Der christliche Glaube" - A B C D E 
Sanctus - "Heilig" - A B C B 
Agnus Dei - "Christe, du Lamm Gottes" - A A' 

"Schlusgesang" - A B C 



CHAPTER 4 
ARNOLD MENDELSSOHN 

D. SYMBOLISM 

The concept oF utilizing numerical symbolism in 

musical composition is neither new, nor unique to the study 

of Arnold Mendelssohn's works. Indeed, For many decades the 

Music of J.S. Bach has beer analyzed both harmonically and 

mathematically with surprising results. It is quite logical 

to assume that Mendelssohn, with his direct ties to Bach 

Cas shown in chapter 2 and appendix S) was aware oF, had 

studied, and intentionally made use of numerical symbolism 

in his writing. 

"The three symbolic numbers clearly based in the 

Christian Faith and doctrines are: 3 - representing the 

Holy Trinity Cor sky), '-k - representing the earth, and 3 +L} 

or 7 - representing the totality and the Holy Spirit." 

CWeber- Ansat, p.266) The fact that nearly every movement of 

Mendelssohn Deutsche Messe can, to varying degrees, be 

related to these three symbolic numbers seems more than 

coincidental. Even in the broadest sense of the work in its 

entirety, we Find six movements C3 +3) rather than the 

traditional Five movements. Is this coincidental? Perhaps 

it is, or perhaps it is not. 

In the First movement, "Herr, erbarme dich ", the 
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number 3 is clearly represented by the A -B -A' Form. This 

is, however, dictated by the three part text, "Lord have 

mercy on us, Christ have mercy on us, Lord have mercy on 

us." A three part form is perhaps the only connection with 

numerical symbolism this movement contains, except For the 

unusual repetition of the B section "Christ have mercy on 

us" three times Ctwo oF which are exact repetitions) 

creating a 2'-f measure middle section. C8x3 =2'-Ì) CSee reduced 

score, this chapter, section F) 

The second movement "Ehre sei Gott in der Höhe ", is 

written in seven distinct sections and, while these 

sections are to some degree textually oriented, it is quite 

possible to compose a Gloria without seven sections. 

Perhaps the textural referral to "Heaven and earth" brought 

to Mendelssohn's mind the sky (3) and earth C-t), together 

equalling the number seven, hence 7 sections. In addition, 

the First two sections oF 15 C5x3) and 12 CLix3) measures 

respectively, are constructed in multiples oF 3. CSee 

reduced score, this chapter, section F) 

The third movement "Der christliche Glaube". has been 

thoroughly analyzed From a numerical viewpoint by Weber - 

Ansat as Follows. "The overall design of the Credo is in 3 

parts: AC1 -70), CFails to show harmonically differentiated 

sections as given in this chapter, section C.3 BC71 -88). 

and COBS -137). Section A can be divided into many sections 

illustrating numerical symbolism including: 1 -12 = Lix3, 
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12 -20 = 3x3, 20 -24f = not in symbolism, 24 -32 = 3x3, 32 -42 

not in symbolism, 43 -51 - 3x3, 52 -63 = 3x3, 64 -70 s 1x7. 

The second part, the profession of Faith CI believe in 

God...), is 18 measures long C6x3) and the third part is 49 

measures long C7x7)." CWeber -Ansat, p.268) 

The Fourth movement, "Heilig ", after its opening 

recitative is in 3 large sections as well. The first 

statement of "Heilig ist der Herr Zabaoth" 6(23 -86) is 63 

measures long C21x3), the short center section CC86 -101) is 

15 measures long C5x3), and the last statement oF "Heilig 

ist der Herr Zabaoth" BC101 -137) is 36 measures (12x3) in 

length. The phrase oF the text "Holy, Holy, Holy" is also 

in a group of 3 which Mendelssohn exaggerates by presenting 

the word at a higher pitch level each time it occurs in 

combination with the use of parallel moving eighth -notes at 

the interval of a third. CSee reduced score, this chapter, 

section F) 

The Fifth movement " "Christe, du Lamm Gottes", seems 

to have little connection with numerical symbolism in and 

of itself. Still, at the close of the movement Mendelssohn 

has included the term 'attacca', or 'go on', which would 

indicate he intended for the "Christe, du Lamm Gottes" and 

"Schlusgesang" to be sung together. The total number of 

measures for the two movements is 78 or C26x3). Section A 

of the "Schlusgesang" is 9 measures C3x3) in length and 

section C is 15 measures C5x3) in length. CSee reduced 
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score, this chapter, section F) 

It is possible, of course, that all these figures are 

but mere chance in Mendelssohn's Deutsche Messe. However, 

given his intellectual strength and breadth, his interest 

in music of the past, his direct connection with J.S. Bach, 

and his superb compositional craftsmanship, it is unlikely 

that the numerical symbolism found so Frequently throughout 

the work is accidental or even incidental. It is rather, an 

integral part of this composition and a lasting statement 

of Arnold Mendelssohn's strong theological beliefs. 



CHAPTER 4 
ARNOLD MENDELSSOHN 

E. COMPOSITIONAL TECHNIQUES 

While Arnold Mendelssohn's compositional style 

exhibits great skill and a carefully planned structure, as 

was outlined in the previous section, he was very aware oF 

the "dryness and wasteland that is bad music without the 

emotionalism oF art." CSee quote, this chapter, section B) 

Through his awareness and sensitivity as an artist he was 

able to synthesize a careful construction with 

compositional techniques to create timeless works of art 

For the church. The key elements in Mendelssohn's 

compositional style can be reduced to three basic areas, as 

Follows: 1) his use of the acappella style and technique 

based on the old masters, 2) his almost constant use of 

polyphony and the interchange between polyphony and 

homophony, and 3) his use of different sound combinations. 

There are, of course, many other techniques represented in 

the Deutsche Messe, but these three areas, by virtue of 

Frequency of use, are central to Arnold Mendelssohn's 

composition. 

The first area of style, Mendelssohn's borrowing from 

the past, is perhaps the most predominant Feature in his 

compositional technique. The fact that Mendelssohn was 
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one of the pioneers in the resurgence of popularity of the 

acappella choral writing is significant. To write acappella 

music in a time when it was very much "out of Fashion" to 

do so, required a Firm belief in the validity of historical 

choral practices. As one of the strongest supporters in the 

first three decades of the twentieth century, of music 

regaining its rightful place of importance within the 

church service, Mendelssohn believed strongly that music in 

the service must reflect the piety and solemnity of the 

liturgy. The music that, having withstood the test of time, 

has proven to best reflect the piety of the service and the 

intention of the liturgy, was to Arnold Mendelssohn, 

unaccompanied choral singing. 

In addition to adopting the acappella choral genre 

For liturgical music, Mendelssohn also borrowed other 

compositional techniques from the church's musical past for 

use in the Deutsche Messe, including: 1) numerical 

symbolism, as discussed in the previous section, which 

certainly had its roots in Bach and other early church 

composers, 2) his choice of German paraphrase of the Latin 

mass text dating back to the sixteenth century, 3) the 

opening four measures of the third movement "Der 

christliche Glaube" Cshown below) which is a rhythmically 

notated, Four-part, unison version of the eleventh century 

intonation "Credo in unum Deum" which was traditionally 

sung before the Credo, 
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Chor 1 

misto-,0 

Example 1: Mendelssohn Credo and 11th c. Intonation 

Li) the use of C major tonality to represent purity in the 

second movement Cmeas. 99f - Jesus Christ with the Holy 

Ghost), the third movement (meas. 7Lt - Holy Ghost,Eshown 

below3, BO - Christian Church), and the sixth movement 

(meas. 9 -10 - Holy Ghost), 
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Example 2: Mendelssohn Credo and C Major Purity 

and 5) the acappella recitative beginning the Fourth 

movement [shown below) which finds it roots Cin this 

author's opinion) in the acappella Passions of Heinrich 

Schutz. 
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Example 3: Mendelssohn Sanctus and Acappella Recitative 
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(While these is no direct mention of the Schutz influence 

in Mendelssohn's Deutsche Messe in any of the literature, 

the Fact that Mendelssohn was a strong promoter of Bach and 

Schutz, that he edited Schutz manuscripts, that he was 

a Friend of Phillip Spitta who edited the first complete 

works of Schutz 1885 -185, and that a comparison of the 

recitatives in Schutz's St. Matthew Passion and 

Mendelssohn's recitative shows a striking similarity, all 

lead to the logical conclusion that this recitative is a 

direct reflection of Heinrich Schutz.) 

The second major area of Mendelssohn's compositional 

style, his almost constant use of polyphony, is evident in 

every movement of the Deutsche Messe. His polyphonic 

writing skill is obvious whether in three parts, as in the 

opening, four parts, as displayed in the second movement, 

in eight parts, also in the second movement (Section C), or 

in twelve parts parts as in the ending of the third 

movement. As a direct musical descendant of Bach, 

Mendelssohn's music displays the Bach influence CIt is 

interesting to note here that the opening pitches of each 

voice part in Mendelssohn's Kyrie - Herr, erbarme dich - 

are the identical opening pitches of the second Kyrie in 

Bach's B -minor Mass] not only in his polyphony, but in the 

alternation of polyphony and homophony that is so 

characteristic of the polyphonic German Protestant 

tradition. This alternation between polyphony and homophony 
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exhibits itself throughout the mass and is used in a number 

of ways, from entire sections of each (Movement 1, Sect. A 

and B), to smaller portions of each (Movement 2, Sect. A 

and B), to using homophony to strongly 

emphasize a word or two then return to polyphony (Movement 

2, Sect. C) 

The techniques For varying the sound within an 

acappella Framework are an important area of Mendelssohn's 

compositional style. By using an eight -part chorus with six 

possible parts For solo voices, he creates a wide range oF 

texture, sonority, and tessitura variations. With only the 

lower three voice parts opening the "Herr, erbarme dich" he 

moves to Four CSSAA) solo high voices, then to a Four 

CSSAA) voice choral texture, and Finally to an alternation 

between the Four part women CSSAA) and Four part men (TTBB) 

texture. In the second movement "Ehre sei Gott in der Hohe" 

Mendelssohn changes to a double choir texture of two equal 

choirs singing, For the most part, antiphonally. AFter a 

dramatic statement of "Lord God, Heavenly Father" (meas. 

27 -31) he changes texture to Four solo voices, then 

immediately back to double choir again which continues to 

the end oF the movement. The double choir texture continues 

in the "Der christliche Glaube", but is quickly taken over 

by the solo quartet again, then back to double choir. At 

measure 10 he reduces the texture From double choir to 

three part bass For tremendous contrast of tessitura, at 
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a pianissimo level, for three measures then back to Forte 

antiphonal double choir. The movement ends with a powerful 

"Amen" section in twelve -part texture of double choir plus 

SATB soloists. THe forth movement "Heilig ", begins, as 

discussed earlier, with the solo recitative for tenor 

followed by strong eight -part double choir voicing that 

continues almost uninterruptedly until the movement's end. 

"Christe, du Lamm Gottes", the normal ending movement For a 

German mass, begins much like the First movement in three 

voice parts, yet a thinner texture because the three voice 

parts this time are solo voices SAT rather than sections. 

The solo voices continue through the movement and are 

accompanied by First Choir I, then Choir II, but never the 

full ensemble. The last movement, "Schlusgesang ", begins 

with double choir, changes to solo quartet SATB in measure 

nine, then back to double choir at measure fourteen. After 

a reduction of the double choir to Just four voices ATBB at 

measure 23, Mendelssohn re- introduces the solo quartet at 

measure twenty seven, then slowly adds voices to end the 

work in a full twelve part texture. Through his imaginative 

use of texture, Mendelssohn is a master at creating a very 

meaningful tonal representation of his texts and sustaining 

interest throughout the work For performer and audience 

alike. 

There are three specific compositional devices Arnold 

Mendelssohn uses a great deal and which characterize his 
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style. The First of these is the predominant use oF 

parallel thirds in every movement of the Deutsche Messe. 

This technique, used throughout the mass, can clearly be 

shown in the Following example. Other examples can be Found 

on pages: 2, 6, 7, B, S, 1q, 1S, 16 ,17,21,22,2Li,25,27,28,25,30,31, 

3Lk , 35 , 37 1i0 L±1 , and q2. 
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Example Lt: Mendelssohn Gloria and Parallel Thirds 

The second oF these devices is the raising or lowering 

of the pitch level on each repeat oF a word or phrase to 

either emphasize its importance and increase excitement, or 

to create a somber and darkening effect. Mendelssohn's use 

oF this technique can be Found throughout the Deutsche 

Messe . An excellent example is show here and others may be 

Found on pages: 5, 10,11,12,20,21,30,31,32,33,3'í, and 35. 
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Example 5: Mendelssohn Sanctus and Ascending Repetitions 
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The third and last device to be pointed out here is 

Mendelssohn's Frequent use of the suspension. It would 

appear that this technique was a Favorite of his, as it 

appears in every movement of the Deutsche Messe. It is used 

very artistically in combination with the typically Baroque 

practice of lengthening note values as a means of halting 

the flow of time and the activity of polyphony, at the ends 

of phrases or section. Examples of suspensions can be found 

as isolated cases, or masterfully worked into the voice 

leading through entire section. The following illustrates 

Mendelssohn's skill with suspensions. Other examples can be 

Found on pages : 2 3,'f, S, 9, 10, it , 19 , 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 2L1, 26, 27, 

28, 29, 30 ,31,33,39,35,36,38,39,40,and '±2. 
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Example E: Mendelssohn Agnus Dei and Suspensions 

In summary of Mendelssohn's compositional techniques 

then, we can isolate three general areas of technique which 

are predominant in his Deutsche Messe: 1) his use of the 

acappella genre and ancient models, 2) his regular use of 

contrapuntal polyphony and alteration of polyphony and 

homophony, and 3) his variation of texture, sonority, and 
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tessitura. Three other specific devices he uses throughout 

this work are the parallel thirds, repetitions at higher or 

lower pitch levels For effect, and his use oF the 

suspension. 

Despite his nineteenth century chromaticism and 

harmony, Arnold Mendelssohn was an important transition 

figure in the music oF the German Lutheran Church. He 

intentionally utilized many oF the same compositional 

techniques used by his musical ancestors and proudly called 

for a return to the old ideal oF uniting the music oF the 

church with the original liturgy to create a meaningFul and 

artistic medium For worship. He was, at the same time, a 

product of, and a producer /teacher of, the great German 

Protestant church music tradition. 
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CHAPTER 4 
ARNOLD MENDELSSOHN 

G. AVAILABLE PUBLISHED WORKS 

Christus Lebet, Christus Sieget 
Op. 90, No. 2, Easter mot. 
Bpt mix cor, soli, acaap cor pts 
Breitkopf -L PB -2679 f . s . , voc pt 
Breitkopf -L CHB -2L± i2 F.s. 

Deutsche Messe Op. 89, Mass 
SATE &SATE, acap cor pts BreitkopF-W 
P8 -2677 F.s. 

Lobt Gott, Ihr Christen Op. 90, No.9 
Xmas, mot 
SATB &SATB, acap cor pts Breitkopf -W 
PB -3050 

Mctette Zum Pf ingstfest Op. 90, No.' 
Pent /Whitson, mot 
8pt mix cor, acap cor pts EreitkopF -L 
PE -2696 

Schmucket Das Fest Mit Maien Op. 90, 
No. 4, Pent /Whitsun, mot 
Bpt mix cor, acap cor pts Breitkopf -W 
PE -2696 F.s. 

Sechzehn Kirchliche Lieder Und Motetten - 
Hef t 1 Fest. 
3pt wom cor /3pt jr cor, acap cor pts 
Breitkopf -L CHB -2501 F.s. 

Sechzehn Kirchliche Lieder Und Motetten - 
Hef t 4 Gd. Fr i . 

3pt wom cor /3pt jr cor, acap cor pts 
BreitkopF-L CHB -2504 

Sechzehn Kirchliche Lieder Und Motetten - 
Hef t S Easter 
3pt wom cor /3pt jr cor, acap cor pts 
BreitkopF-L CHE -2505 F.s. 

Sechzehn Kirchliche Lieder Und Motetten - 
HeFt 8 Refm . , Req 

90 
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3pt wom cor /3pt jr cor, acap cor pts 
Breitkopf -L CHB2508 F.s. 

TrauFelt Ihr Himmel Uon Oben Op. 90 
No.5, Adv. mot 
SATB &SATB,SATB soli, acap F.s. 
Bre i tkopf -W PB -2697 voc pt 
BreitkopF -W CHB -2Li6S 

Zwei Kleine Weihnachtsmotetten 
Xmas mot 
apt wom cor /3 pt jr cor, acap cor pts 
Bre i tkopf -W CHB -2502 F.s. 

ZwolF Altdeutsche Weihnachtslieder 
CC12U, Xmas, Ger. 
wom cor /jr cor, acap cor pts 
Breitkopf -L CHB- 27B2A -C F.s. 



CHAPTER 5 
KURT THOMAS 

A. JUSTIFICATION FOR MESSE, OP. 1 

The First composer, of the new generation of German 

church music composers in the 1920's, to gain international 

recognition was Kurt Thomas (190'±- 1973). His Messe of 1925 

for solo SATB and double chorus (written at age 21) is a 

milestone in the history of German church music. 

Adam Adrio, the renowned authority on German church 

music clearly explains the importance oF Kurt Thomas's 

Messe as Follows: 

"Since the mid -twenties the new emphasis upon 
Christian repertory, internally connected with 
the change in musical style, has led to a sig- 
nificant revitalization of choral music and 
organ composition. One of the First exciting 
choral events in the more recent history of 
music was the 1925 Leipzig premier of the 
Latin Messe in A for soloists and two choruses, 
Op. 1, by Kurt Thomas. The enormous success 
of the work, confirmed in Kiel the same year, 
was symptomatic in two respects. For the First 
time in a long while a young composer had, 
with an unaccompanied choral work, successfully 
participated in the genesis oF new music and at 
the same time established his artistic reputat- 
tion. Furthermore, Thomas's Opus i was the First 
work of a dawning musical epoch that restored 
acappella music within the complex of living 
musical developments, thereby placing it on a 

par with great instrumental music." (Blume, p. 

Lí17) 

This composition which "showed a decisive path for new 

German church music" CGottwald, p.358) plays a very 
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important role in the twentieth century. In addition to 

providing a model and direction for subsequent composition, 

it is, like Arnold Mendelssohn's Deutsche Besse, a product 

oF the German Lutheran choral tradition as well. While 

several of the compositional ideas and techniques in 

Thomas's Messe are clearly twentieth century in origin or 

practice, the Foundations of the composition are equally 

clearly traditional and a direct product of the Bach 

lineage to which Thomas belongs. CSee appendix 5) The Fact 

that this mass is written in Latin is not significantly 

unusual, as masses have always continued to be written and 

sung in Latin as well as German, in Germany. CSee chapter 

2, section A) 

It is in this light of historical importance then, 

that we examine Kurt Thomas's Messe as the first noteworthy 

work oF its kind For the new generation of German 

composers, and as a musical model For succeeding 

generations to emulate, add to, and refine. Like his mentor 

Arnold Mendelssohn, Kurt Thomas was truly a pioneer in 

twentieth century choral composition and "played a 

significant part From 1925 in the renewal of Protestant 

church music in Germany." (Krellmann, p. 780) 



CHAPTER 5 
KURT THOMAS 

B. BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 

Kurt Thomas (1904 -1973) grew up and received his early 

schooling in Lennep and studied music with H. Inderan. 

After high school (1922) he began music studies at the 

Leipzig Conservatory where he studied piano with Robert 

Teichmuller C1B63- 1939), theory with Max Ludwig (1882- 

1945), and composition with Karl Straube (1873 -1950) and 

Hermann Grabner (1886 -19 5). During the last gear oF his 

training he traveled to Darmstadt where he studied 

composition exclusively with Arnold Mendelssohn. In 1925 at 

the age of 21 he was appointed lecturer in theory and 

composition at the Leipzig Conservatory. In 1927 he 

received the "Beethoven Award" For composition and in 1928 

took over leadership oF the choir at the Institute of 

Church Music in Leipzig. It was with this choir that he 

began to gain an international reputation as a choir 

director. In 1934 Fritz Stein (1879 -1961) persuaded him to 

join the Faculty at the Berlin Musikhochscule, where he 

remained until 1939 when he joined the Faculty of the 

Musisches Gymnasium in Frankfurt. The boys choir oF the 

school quickly reached Fame throughout Europe under 

Thomas's direction. He then left education For two years 

and worked as the Kantor of the Frankfurt Dreikonigskirche. 

9 
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He was persuaded to return to education when offered the 

position of choir director at the Northwest German Music 

Academy in Detmold, where he remained For eight years. He 

once again left public education to accept the much coveted 

post of cantor at the Famous St.Thomaskirche in Leipzig, as 

well as the directorship of the Thomasschule. After some 

considerable difficulties with the East German authorities 

in Leipzig Kurt Thomas left the city For West Germany where 

he began by taking over the directorship oF the Cologne 

Bach Society. This was a short tenure, however, and he 

again took over the choir in Frankfurt. He also taught in 

the universities in Hamburg and LLibeck, taught many choral 

conducting master classes, and was a guest conductor For a 

great many prestigious choral festivals before his death in 

March oF 1973. 

In addition tc his Messe, he wrote mang other 

major choral works, including: Psalm 137 (1925), St. 

Mark Passion (1926), Goethe Cantata (192B), Jerusalem, du 

hochQebante Stadt Cantata (1929), Christmas Oratorio 

(1931), Resurrection Oratoria (193-f), and many motets, 

collections oF chorales, and smaller works. He also wrote 

four orchestral works, solo sonatas, a string trio, a 

string quartet, organ works, and various solo lieder. As a 

writer on music be published numerous articles in major 

publications, and wrote the leading textbook on choral 

conducting used in Germany For the last Fifty gears - the 
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Lehrbuch der ChorleitunQ C1935 -ßt8). It is interesting to 

note that after the second world war Kurt Thomas did very 

little choral composing, preferring instead to devote his 

time and energies in the area of choral pedagogy and 

conducting. His Fame, other than the Messe in A minor of 

1625 rests on his ability and knowledge in the area of 

choral conducting and for his book "which remains an 

essential work in this subject." CKrellmann, p. 780) It was 

published in three editions: the first, in 1935 and 

reissued in 1962, the second, in 1937 and reissued in 1962, 

and the third, issued in 19'B and reissued in 1963 by 

Breitkopf and Härtel - Leipzig. (Unfortunately, it has 

never been translated into English.) 

As was stated in section A, Kurt Thomas 's Messe 

led the way For subsequent composers of German church 

music. In his earliest compositional endeavors, including 

his mass, he is much influenced by his old teacher Arnold 

Mendelssohn and even dedicates his Psalm 137 to his 

"Master ". However, his style "soon changed to one which was 

primarily diatonic in nature with occasional dissonance, 

which was a predominant trait of the new German church 

music.." (Gottwald, p. 358) 

The Messe of 1925 is a forerunner of a compositional 

style in Germany that has remained active and vital to the 

present day. It is impossible to estimate the number of 

educators (hence, students) who have benefited From 
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Lehrbuch der Chorleitung and even more impossible to 

estimate the number of Fire composers and excellent 

compositions that have been influenced by the Messe in A 

minor and Kurt Thomas. 



CHAPTER 5 
KURT THOMAS 

C. COMPOSITIONAL FORM 

The general compositional Form of Kurt Thomas's Messe 

of 192S Follows the traditional Latin mass Form with the 

usual Five movements - Kyrie, Gloria, Credo, Sanctus, and 

Agnus Dei. Indeed, if the dedication, title, and composer's 

name were removed it would be virtually impossible to be 

sure this work is of German origin, because all musical 

instructions are Italian and the text is in Latin. There 

are enough musical hints however, For one familiar with 

German choral music of the twentieth century, to make a 

strong argument that this mass is a German product. These 

characteristics will be discussed in detail in section E of 

this chapter. The Form of each movement is, as with all 

liturgically acceptable masses dictated, to a large degree, 

by the text although there is ample room for musical 

variation. 

The Kyrie's overall form is the logical AC1- 39) -B(39- 

77)- ÁC77 -98) form with some interesting variations. The 

opening A section (Lord have mercy) begins with pan - 

diatonic statements of the subject by the four solo voices, 

moves to a choral statement and development of the counter 

subject which revolves around A minor and A major, and 

98 
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Finally to a pan- diatonic choral statement oF the opening 

subject in four parts. The B section (Christ have mercy) 

revolves around a combination of the previous counter- 

subject material and rather un -vocal consecutive descending 

minor 7th leaps in the soprano and alto oF Choir I. The 

remainder of this section which begins in G major and 

modulates through a series of secondary dominant and a 

repeating E diminished chords back to A minor, Features 

variations oF the counter -subject and minor 7th interval 

that began it. The Final A section (Lord have mercy) 

repeats the choral pan -diatonic statement oF the subject, 

this time in alternating choirs, with highly unusual chord 

sequences. Ultimately, the counter -subject material returns 

and the tonality returns to A minor for a last statement by 

the upper three solo voices. It is interesting to note that 

the middle section (Christ have mercy) which is normally 

shorter than either the beginning or ending sections, is 

identical in length with the opening section A - 39 

measures each. (See reduced score, this chapter, section F) 

The Gloria is a more extended, mixed meter movement 

comprised of eight sections as Follows: A(1- 6)- B(9 -23)- 

A(21i- 31)- C(31- Li2 )- D(q3- 59)- B(60- 66)- EC67- 78)and F(79 -105). 

Opening with Forte parallel Sths in double choir, Thomas, 

in a twentieth century wag, uses the general shape and 

rhythm of the eleventh century intonation For the Gloria 

CSee section E) First in G minor then repeating in E Minor 
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and ending on its dominant. Section B (and on earth peace.) 

reduces the choirs to one and Features the soprano and alto 

soloists, starting in E major and quickly moving through a 

diminished chord again, to Bb minor. The section concludes 

with a unison arpeggiated statement of Bb minor in Choir I 

which is echoed by Choir U. The next section A Cwe give 

thanks...) is a literal repeat oF the First section A, but 

this time ends with the dominant oF the next section's key 

center - A major. Section C (Lord God, Heavenly King...) 

features antiphonal choral singing alternating between 

choirs and remains in D minor. Section D (Lamb of 

God...),entirely in 6/Li time, begins with contrapuntal 

entrances of the four solo voices in D minor and reduces 

the choir to a four -part SATB voicing for its response in F 

minor. Section B (receive our prayer...) is composed of 

material from the first section B, this time presented by 

double choir. It begins in F minor and quickly modulates 

again with a diminished 7th chord, to C minor. In section E 

(For Thou alone art holy...) we find new material, in mixed 

meter, for antiphonal double choir. A G minor tonality 

which, through parallel minor and enharmonic modulations, 

concludes in Bb minor, thereby prepares the tonality of 

the next and last section. The parallel triads found in 

section E are characteristic of Kurt Thomas's early 

compositions and will be discussed in section E of this 

chapter. Section F (with the Holy Ghost...) begins then, in 
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Bb minor with the basses and altos From both choirs 

entering in a contrapuntal manner with what seems to be a 

very traditional subject. Through the use of mixed meters, 

unusual harmonies, and parallel triads, this illusion is 

quickly dispelled as the choirs enter an antiphonal section 

which ultimately brings about a D minor tonality For a 

repeat of the subject material in that key. D minor quickly 

gives way to D major which acts as the dominant for the 

final group oF "Amens" in 3/2 meter and in G minor, which 

ends with a triple -Forte G major chord. CSee reduced score, 

this chapter, section F) 

The Credo is, again, a mixed meter movement with the 

Following sections: AC1-32)-BC33-S0)-CCS0-69)-DC68-101)- 

AC102- 116)- EC117- 150)and FC150 -1B5). Section A CI believe 

in one God...) is a strictly choral section which Features 

difficult mixed meters to artistically approximate the 

natural speech rhythms of the Latin text. It begins in A 

minor, modulates to the dominant, back to A minor for a 

repeat of the opening material, then passes through a 

series of secondary dominants to close in F minor and 

establish the new key center For the next section. Thomas, 

once again, features parallel triads and another 

characteristic technique, Cto be discussed more Fully in 

section E oF this chapter) repetitions at a higher pitch 

level each time. Section B Cbegotten, not made...) begins 

an antiphonal choral section in Bb major in which he uses 
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the above techniques again. Section C (and was 

incarnate...) in Bb minor, changes texture drastically to 

three solo voices, this time soprano, tenor, and bass. The 

next phrase of text Cand whc was made man...)is stated and 

restated by both choirs ending with a Forte F major chord. 

The tonality immediately turns to minor and becomes 

unstable on the Following phrase Cand was crucified...) 

ending on pianissimo open 5ths (F -C) for "He suffered and 

was buried." A forte unison begins section D (On the third 

day he rose...) in D minor, repeats in E minor, and ends on 

a unison F #, which prepares the tonality For the Following 

contrapuntal tone painting in G minor of "He ascended into 

heaven ", Featuring an eighth -note ascending pattern 

which is traded between choral voices. A tonal center of G 

major is introduced For the Following textual section 

"and He shall come again..." using ascending and descending 

scales with extremes in dynamics, such as double -f crte For 

"judge" and double -piano for "dead ". Material From earlier 

returns again in D minor to close this section, which 

modulates back to the dominant of A minor. Section A CI 

believe in the Holy Ghost...) begins with material From the 

beginning of the movement in A minor, with a unison 

statement by both choirs. The dynamic range becomes extreme 

once more from pianissimo For "who proceedeth.." to double- 

Forte "is glorified.." on a large A major chord. Thomas 

immediately changes character and tonality with the unison 
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pianissimo descending whole tone scale on "who spake by the 

prophets ". Section E Cand in one holy catholic...) returns 

to tonality with a Forte D minor chord by both choirs on 

the word "and" which is followed by a piano, Four -part 

women CSSAA) vs. Four -part CTTBB) men, statement of "in one 

holy and apostolic church... ". The next textual section CI 

confess one baptism...) is a Fortissimo contrapuntal double 

choir section, with passages of eight -notes in parallel 

triads, and exhudes great joy despite its A minor 

tonality which does eventually end the section with a 

triple Forte A major chord. The Final section F C and the 

life of the world to come...) begins contrapuntally in A 

minor, using the "Amen" simultaneously with "et vita 

venturi saeculi ", and continues to build in dynamics. 

Thomas uses all his characteristic techniques in this 

section to build it, ultimately, to a powerful triple -Forte 

"Amen" in A major. The last six measures are of particular 

interest harmonically since in Choir II, supplying the 

"pedal point Function chord ", the lower voices suggest A 

minor while the upper voices suggest a G minor tonality at 

the same time- an interesting example of bi- tonality, or at 

the very least pan -tonality, which gave direction and 

impetus to Future composers striving to Find ways to 

implement twentieth century techniques into church music. 

CSee reduced score, this chapter, section F). 

The Sanctus, by nature and text usually a much 
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simpler movement than the Credo, is in the Following form: 

AC1- 50)- B(S1- 57 -C(57- 73)- DC73 -87) and C(87 -103). Section A 

CHoly, Holy, Holy...), clearly in D major, is comprised of 

a twelve measure repeating accompaniment in the fauxbourdon 

style (See section E) over an open 5th CD -A) pedal point in 

the lower voices only. A soprano solo and a tenor solo are 

added to the pattern with hauntingly beautiful melodies 

derived From the D major chord. Section B Cheaven and 

earth...) Features soprano, alto, and tenor soloists over a 

pedal D major chord. Section C CHosanna in the highest...) 

in D major exhibits antiphonal choral singing and ascending 

and descending eight -note patterns which are repeated First 

by one choir and then the other in a joyful explosion oF 

praise. Section D (blessed is He ...) is a highly 

modulatory and harmonically unstable section of a much 

different character which Features first Four-part mens 

voices CTTBE), then Four-part womens voices CSSAA), a short 

section oF tutti, then Four-part women's voices, and 

Finally Four-part men to end the section. The Final 

section C C Hosanna in the highest), brings back D major 

and the joyous antiphonal eighth -note passages From the 

first section C, and end the movement with an exciting 

Fortissimo D major chord. 

The Agnus Dei, which is traditionally more subdued and 

in three distinct sections is, in Thomas's mass made up oF 

Four sections" AC1- 21)- AC21- 28)- BC29 -5S) and C(SS -76). 
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Section A CLamb of God...have mercy on us) is, with the 

exception of Five modulatory measures, entirely made up of 

material taken directly From the Agnus Dei section CSection 

D) of the Gloria. It is, again, in D minor and begins with 

the four solo voices SATB followed by the choir. Following 

a five measure interlude of new material C17 -21), Thomas 

repeats Section A again with the same material and again in 

D minor. Section B Cgrant us peace) begins in C# minor with 

a pianissimo entrance of the mens voices on a C# minor 

triad. Three measures later the altos are added and three 

measures after that the sopranos are added, all of which is 

constantly building to a fortissimo F# diminished chord on 

"pacem ". COne can certainly speculate on Thomas's 

perception of 'peace' represented here by a diminished 

chord.) Material from the counter- subject of the Kyrie is 

brought back in A minor next C42-SS), and finishes this 

section. Section C Cgrant us Thy peace) begins with the 

four -part statement of the opening subject of the Kyrie, 

which is taken directly from the final section A of the 

Kyrie C77 -98), and continues with an exact re- statement of 

the entire section to close the mass. The only thing that 

has been added to the Agnus Dei closing is a bass solo line 

in the last seven measures which is primarily a duet with 

the alto voice. CSee reduced score, this chapter, section 

F) 



CHAPTER 5 
KURT THOMAS 

D. SYMBOLISM 

As a student of Arnold Mendelssohn, Kurt Thomas was no 

doubt aware oF Mendelssohn's Deutsche Messe and the 

compositional techniques involved in its structure. It is 

logical to assume that Mendelssohn's use of numerical 

symbclism throughout his mass had entered their discussions 

at some point. Further, it is also a logical probability, 

since Thomas wrote his mass in the gear following his 

studies with Mendelssohn, that we Find numerous parallels 

with Mendelssohn's Deutsche Messe, including numerical 

symbolism. 

First though, there is another type oF symbolism, 

Found early in the Messe oF 1925 that dates back to 

Renaissance and Baroque musical practice. The use oF a note 

or group of notes to symbolize a person or event can be 

Found in numerous compositions From the Renaissance to the 

present. Thomas's "use of Renaissance and Baroque musical 

symbolism is the cross motive Formed by the notes F #- B -E -A. 

which create the Li points of the cross." (Neumeyer, p.2 -±6) 

These four pitches can be Found in the Kyrie, B section, 

measure Lt1 and repeated again in measure `P-k, although not 

in the same order. It is this writer's opinion that this is 

106 
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an intentional use of musical symbolism for the following 

reasons: 1) it is used with the word "Christ ", hence Christ 

on the cross, 2) at no other time in the mass are these 

Four notes used together, 3) the use of these pitches is 

accentuated by recurring, downward leaps of a minor 7th - 

again the only place in the mass this interval is so 

featured, 4) if the chord in measure 41 is D major, then 

both the E and the B are not functional, and S) if the 

chord in measure 41 is G major, then the A, E, and F# are 

not Functional. (Example shown below) 
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Example 6: Thomas Kyrie and Notational Symbolism 

Kurt Thomas's use of numerical symbolism is less than 

his mentor Arnold Mendelssohn, but is clearly a 

consideration in his Messe of 192S. A careful examination 

of the entire mass reveals, while it is possible to find 

isolated sections which reflect the religious numerical 

symbols of 3 = Trinity, 4 = earth, and 7 = representing the 

Holy Spirit, the examples are not recurring and consistent 

throughout a movement of even a section of a movement. This 

is true in the Kyrie, the Gloria, the Sanctus, and the 
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Agnus Dei. However, in the Credo, Kurt Thomas has adopted 

the use of numerical symbolism, and used it consistently 

throughout the movement. Not only does each section Cas 

outlined previously in this chapter- A- B- C- D- A -E -F) save 

one, total to multiples of 3 or 7, but each sub -section as 

well. Fortunately the sub -sections are easily identified 

due to textural or textual changes. 

Section A is total of 33 (11x3) measures long while 

its sub- section 1 (1-12) is 12 C1tx3) measures long, 

sub -section 2 (13 -19) is 7 C1x7) measures long, and sub- 

section 3 C19 -32) is 1Lt C2x7) measures long. Section B is a 

total of 18 measures in length, while its subsection 1 C33- 

LkL±) consists of 12 C Ltx3 ) measures, and subsection 2 Cli5-50) 

consists of 6 C2x3 measures. Section C is 21 measures in 

total length and can be broken down into 3 sub -sections: 1 

C50 -56) is 6 C2x3 measures long, sub -section 2 (55 -60 is 6 

C2x3) measures long, and sub -section 3 C61 -66) is 9 C3x3) 

measures in length. Section 0 has as its total 3'-1 measures, 

which does not Fit within the symbolism of 3, '-t, and 7. 

However, its individual sub -sections each comply with the 

symbolism of 3 , Li , or 7. Sub- section 1 C69-7q) is 6 C2x3) 

measures in length, sub -section 2 C75 -83) is 9 C3x3) 

measures in length, sub -section 3 C8'ß -95) is 12 C'-±x3) 

measures in length, and sub -section '-t C95 -101) is 7 C1x7) 

measures in length. The next large section A, which is 

made up of 15 measures total, can be texturally divided 
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into 2 sub -sections: sub -section 1 (102 -107), made up of 6 

(2x3) measures and sub -section 2 (108 -116), made up of 9 

(3x3) measures. Section E, comprised of 36 measures 

overall, can be divided into 3 sub -sections: sub -section 1 

C117 -125) is 9 C3x3) measure in length, sub -section 2 C125- 

136) is 12 C4x3) measures in length, and sub- section 3 

(136 -150) is 15 (Sx3) measures in length. The last large 

section F, which totals 36 measures in length, consists of 

2 sub -sections: sub -section 1 (150 -179) is 30 (10x3) 

measures long and sub -section 2 C180 -185) is 6 (2x3) 

measures in length. For ease in conceptualizing the 

symbolic structure of the Credo the Following is offered: 

LARSE SECTION SUE-SECTION MEASURES 
A 1. 1-12 12 C4x.3) 

2. 13-19 7 C1x7) 
3. 19-32 1Lt C2x-7, 

33 total 
B 1 . 33-44 12 C 4x3 ) 

2. 45-50 6 C2x3) 
10 total 

C 1. 50-55 6 C2x3) 
2. 55-60 6 C2x3) 
3. 61-69 9 C3:=.3) 

21 total 
L3 1. 69-74 6 (2x3) 

2. 75-83 9 C3x3) 
3. 84-95 12 C 4x3 ) 
4. 95-101 7 C1x7) 

34 total 
A 1. 102-107 6 C2x3) 

2. 108-116 9 C3x3? 
15 total 

E 1. 117-125 9 C3x3) 
2. 125-136 12 C4x3 ) 
3. 136-150 15 C5x3) 

36 total 
F 1. 150-179 30 (10x3) 

2. 180-185 6 C2x3) 
36 total 



CHAPTER 5 
KURT THOMAS 

E. COMPOSITIONAL TECHNIQUES 

As a recognized pioneer in the Field oF twentieth 

century German church music and the First oF his generation 

to win Fame with an acappella choral work, Kurt Thomas was 

able to bridge the gap between tradition and modern 

practice by combining elements of each to point the way For 

succeeding generations of composers. It is a logical step 

then, to analyze Thomas's compositional techniques in two 

broad areas. First the techniques which he borrows From his 

musical heritage or tradition, and secondly those 

techniques normally associated with twentieth century 

composition. There is a third area that, while perhaps not 

crucial to understanding Thomas's technique, is oF interest 

as well - the techniques that can be construed as a product 

of his association with Arnold Mendelssohn. 

The First area of historical borrowing is that, like 

Mendelssohn, Kurt Thomas chose to set his Messe in A minor 

in the acappella double choir genre at a time when 

acappella choral works were clearly not the commonly used 

genre. It is safe to assume that Mendelssohn's influence 

may have had something to do with his choice of genre, 

although that Fact cannot be proven. 

111 
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Secondly, Thomas employs traditional polyphonic 

contrapuntal techniques throughout the mass, including: the 

use oF a subject and counter -subject, tonal and real 

imitation, and polyphonic vocal entrances at the interval 

of a 5th - all of which can be Found in the Kyrie Cpages 

2 and 3), in the Gloria Cpages 12, 16, 17, and 18), in the 

Credo Cpages 32 and 33), in the Sanctus (pages 40, 41, 42, 

44, and 45) and in the Agnus Dei Cpages 46, 47, 50, and 

51). Another traditional technique closely allied with 

polyphony, is the antiphonal effect created by alternating 

between two choirs which Thomas uses in: the Kyrie (pages 6 

and 7), the Gloria (pages 10, 11, 12, 16, and 17), in the 

Credo Cpages 21, 22, 23, 33, 34, and 35), in the Sanctus 

(pages 40, 41, 42, 44, and 45), and in the Agnus Dei Cpages 

50 and 51). A Final technique in the area of polyphonic 

counterpoint is the traditional alternation oF polyphonic 

and homophonic sections as Found in : the Kyrie Cpage 3), 

the Gloria (page 21), the Credo Cpage 26), the Sanctus 

Cpages 42 and 45), and the Agnus Dei Cpages 48 and 49). 

While Kurt Thomas Fails to exhibit the large amount and 

sustained quality oF contrapuntal technique oF his mentor, 

Cwhich is quite understandable given his age and 

experience) he does include some basic traditional 

techniques throughout his mass. 

Two other techniques from the past can easily be seen 

in the Sanctus movement. The First, the typically Baroque 
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use of the pedal point, or in this case, points. The open 

Sth pedal in the bass part continues throughout the 

entire First section Cmeas. 1 -50). Thomas's wisdom as a 

choral writer is evident here by observing that the low D, 

which is very vocally strenuous to maintain, is shared by 

both choirs alternating between the A and the D. This helps 

eliminate excessive vocal strain For any one section. 

Secondly, the parallel motion of the two alto parts and one 

tenor part creates a f auxbourdon effect which has its 

roots in Fifteenth century France. While, technically 

speaking, the original (auxbourdon style meant a series of 

6 -3 chords with an open `±th paralleling the top voice, the 

effect here is much similar. CSee chapter 7, section E) In 

the opinion of this writer this entire section 

intentionally uses traditional compositional techniques in 

combination with its often untraditional harmonies. 

An interesting, but sadly unsupported, hypothesis 

presented by this writer also revolves around Thomas's 

possible use of compositional techniques from the past in 

the beginning of both the Gloria and the Credo. It appears 

to this writer that the opening four measures of the Gloria 

are, in rhythm and phrase shape, modeled after the 11th 

century intonation which commonly precedes the Gloria. 

While the intervals are not identical and the rhythms not 

exactly the normal speech rhythms of the chant, there 

is enough similarity to convince this writer that the old 
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intonation was certainly present in Thomas's mind either 

consciously or unconsciously. The example below shows both 

Thomas's Gloria and a rhythmically notated version oF the 

11th century intonation. 
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Example B:Thomas Gloria and 11th Century Intonation 

The opening measure of the Credo begins, again with 

unison singing, with a descending minor 3rd which is 

identical interval used in the intonation which normally 

precedes the Credo and which Mendelssohn included so 

skillfully in his Deutsche Messe. Perhaps this is 

coincidence or perhaps in the process oF composing Thomas 

could not break away From this traditional interval For 

beginning the Credo. The example below shows Thomas's Credo 

and a version of the 10th century intonation. 
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Example 9: Thomas Credo and 10th Century Intonation 
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As a member of the new generation of German twentieth 

century composers it is not surprising that Kurt Thomas 

utilized characteristically twentieth century compositional 

techniques. Perhaps the most obvious and constant twentieth 

century aspect of his mass is in the area oF harmony and 

tonality. It is in the area oF harmony and tonality that 

Kurt Thomas had the most impact on Future composers of 

German church music. Although the Messe in A minor is an 

early work, it still bears some of the harmonic traits oF 

his later works, in that the music is essentially "diatonic 

with occasional dissonance, which was a trait oF the new 

church music of Germany ". CGottwald, p. 358) While often 

Thomas's music is pan- diatonic, that is to say that within 

a short section or phrase two tonal centers may be 

identified either concurrently or separately, rarely do 

many measures pass without a major or minor chord occurring. 

A good example oF pan -tonality occurs in the opening ten 

measures oF the mass. Each solo voice appears to be in a 

different key, yet in measure 10 Thomas alters the expected 

entrance pitch of the bass entrance CG) to E in order to 

establish the dominant E major chord. 
- 1 
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Example lb: Thomas Kyrie and Pan -Tonality 
103 
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Thomas was also aware of the concept of whole tone 

writing as can be seen in the intervals of the previous 

example and even more clearly in this passage From the 

Credo. rb. 

marl .a..mew w ....sr.... A . ..... r r . s.r.:r r..{w. . L..... 
MW 1 

Example 11: Thomas Credo and Whole Tone Scale 

Still, though he uses this technique, he does so 

sparingly and surrounds it with traditional harmony - an 

eight -part A major chord CUD before it and an eight-part D 

minor chord Ci) after it. 

It is clear that in comparison to the Mendelssohn 

mass, written but two gears earlier and based on nineteenth 

century harmonies, the Kurt Thomas mass is much more 

twentieth century in harmonic structure and tonality. He 

had the wisdom to combine the new tonality with enough 

traditional harmony to produce a work that could be 

appreciated by advocates of both, and lead the way for 

implementation of the new techniques of the generations to 

Follow. 

Another typically twentieth century compositional 

technique is Thomas's use of mixed meter. In Mendelssohn's 
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Deutsche Messe little mixed meter exists and when it is 

used, it is used For entire sections only. Two years, (but 

another generation) later, Kurt Thomas uses mixed meter 

Frequently. The Fact that it does not occur in every 

movement is a clear indication that it is not used just For 

the sake of utilizing a new technique, but is skillfully 

used For good reason. The First page of the Credo is an 

excellent example of mixed meter being used to arrive at a 

natural, speech like, rhythm and an attempt to assure 

correct Latin syllable inflection by placing the stressed 

syllable on beat 1 of a measure. Through his clever 

manipulation of time signatures and pitch levels then, he 

assures that the First beat of the measure is the most 

important word of a phrase, thereby even Further assuring 

that the Latin phrase will be interpreted correctly. Other 

examples may be Found on pages: B, 10, 14, 15, 25, 2B, 29, 

and 99. 
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Example 12: Thomas Credo and Mixed Meter 

Through meter changes (typically 20th century) and 

notational lengthening (typically Baroque) he uses one or 
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both of these elements to end every movement in the mass, 

with the exception oF the Sanctus. A clear example is the 

Following last page oF the Gloria in which he applies both 

notational lengthening and meter changes to facilitate a 

broadening and slowing down oF time effect. He uses this 

technique within movements as well. Examples may also be 

Found on pages: 3, 6, 21, 2L±, 28, 32, 39, '±8, and 61. 
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Example 13: Thomas Gloria, M. Changes and N. Lengthening 

Another compositional technique that may be associated 

with twentieth century practice is Thomas's Frequent use oF 

parallel triads. His affinity For parallel thirds may be 

associated with his studies with Mendelssohn and will be 
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discussed next, but his use of parallel triads he most 

certainly did not acquire from his old mentor. This use of 

parallel triads was a technique which was absorbed by many 

of his successors and is used throughout his Messe of 19- 

25. Occasionally Thomas's parallel triads are strictly 

parallel with each voice moving at identical intervals. 

Most often, however, the triads are strictly parallel in 

two of the voices with the third adjusting to create major 

or minor chords. In the Following example he uses two 

parallel triads, one in the soprano and alto voices and one 

in the tenor and bass voices, in oblique motion. There are 

examples of parallel triads throughout the mass and the 

following are some pages where they may me found: B, 9, 13, 

15, 16, 17, 15, 20, 21, 30, 39t, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, and `±O. 
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Example 1'f: Thomas Agnus Dei and Parallel Triads 

Kurt Thomas's use of parallel thirds may well be 

attributed to his exposure to Arnold Mendelssohn who made 

constant use of parallel thirds in his composition. 

Parallel thirds, often a natural result of tonal voice 

leading, can be found in most diatonic choral works. Their 
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use here, however, is too Frequent Cnearly every page) and 

too much a central or featured aspect oF the composition to 

be merely a product of voice leading. The opening pages of 

the Kyrie are excellent examples oF very intentional 

parallel thirds. Other examples abound throughout, some oF 

which may be Found on pages Li, S, 1', 15, 27, 31, and 51. 
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Example 15: Thomas Kyrie and Parallel Thirds 

Another typically Mendelssohn compositional technique 

in Kurt Thomas's mass is the repetition oF a musical idea 

or phrase two or three times at a higher pitch level each 

time. CSee chapter Lt, section E) This technique creates 

musical excitement, interest, and allows a composer to 

stress an important section oF text in addition to allowing 
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a certain degree of tone painting possibilities. Thomas 

uses this technique in combination with parallel thirds in 

the last example From the Kyrie. A more complex example oF 

this technique can be Found in this excerpt From the 

Gloria where the unison eighth -note pattern which 

alternates between choirs is repeated at a higher pitch 

level each time it occurs. Numerous uses oF this technique 

can be Found in the mass, some of which are on the 

Following pages: 5, 7, 21, 22, 23, 29, 31, 3L±, 35, 36, 37, 

and 36. 
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Example 16: Thomas Gloria and Ascending Repeats 

A Final compositional Facet that may be attributed 

to Kurt Thomas's association with Mendelssohn, may be 
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attributed to Thomas's awareness of traditional practices, 

or may be attributed to his good musical sense, is the 

variation of choral texture displayed in the Messe in A 

minor. Like his mentor, Thomas uses a double choir Format 

with four available solo voices, giving him many 

textural possibilities, which he uses with a clever ability 

to create and sustain interest. He begins the mass with the 

three solo voices entering and singing independently, but 

surprises us by bringing in the full choir with the fourth 

solo voice. For the B section of the Kyrie, he moves to a 

double choir Format, sometimes singing independently and 

sometimes together, For the rest of the movement. In the 

Gloria he begins with both choirs in eight parts, but 

quickly changes to Four -part choir with soprano and alto 

soloists. In ten measures however, he is back to a double 

choir Format which Features antiphonal singing. For the 

Agnus Dei section of the Gloria he returns to soloists and 

single choir. Cthis same voicing and material is later 

used in the Agnus Dei movement at the end of the mass.) 

Within twenty measures he is again in double choir voicing 

which he retains to the movements end. The Credo begins 

with double choir in unison, soon branching out into parts. 

The entire movement uses the double choir Format, but 

interest is easily maintained by Thomas through unisons, 

sectional duets, and textual changes within the eight voice 

parts available. The Sanctus begins in the double choir 
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Format, but uses the lower three voices only. The alto, 

tenor, and bass are joined by the soprano soloist, then the 

tenor soloist, and Finally the soprano sections enter - one 

doubling the soprano soloist and the other creating a 

descant duet with the First altos. By measure 25 in the 

Sanctus we have a total of 13 voice parts scored, which 

seven measure later, begins tc thin out again. Thomas then 

changes the Format to single choir with the top three solo 

voices For seven measures. He Finally moves back to double 

choir For the antiphonal "Hosannas ", a much quieter 

"Benedictus" section, and the Full antiphonal Final 

"Hosanna" to end the movement. The Agnus Dei, which is 

taen directly the "Agnus Dei" section of the 

Gloria as stated earlier, begins, as at appeared there, 

with Four solo voices and single choir. Thomas moves to a 

thick double choir texture For the "Dona nobis pacem" 

section, Finally returning to an antiphonal double choir 

statement of the pan -tonal beginning subject of the Kyrie. 

This material is taken directly From the last two, pages 

of the Kyrie movement and the words changed From "Kyrie 

eleison" to "Dona nobis pacem". 

To summarize the compositional techniques used by Kurt 

Thomas, we may categorize them by their probable origins. 

From tradition he borrows: the acappella genre, a 

contrapuntal polyphonic style, antiphonal double choir 

effects, the alternation of polyphony and homophony, the 
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pedal point, the style of the Fauxbourdon, the melodic and 

rhythmic properties of eleventh century intonations. and 

notational lengthening to slow time. Twentieth century 

techniques that exhibit themselves in Thomas's mass 

include: harmonic structure, pan -tonality, whole tone 

scales, mixed meters, and parallel triads. From his 

association with Mendelssohn we can isolate:Frequent use of 

parallel thirds, repetitions at successively higher pitch 

levels, and careful attention to variation of texture. 

Kurt Thomas's Messe of 1525 provided a synthesis 

then, of traditional and modern compositional techniques 

that led the way for succeeding generations of German 

composers up to the present day. He was able, at a 

surprisingly young age, to effectively synthesize elements 

of both into an outstanding and artistic musical statement. 

His mass, like Mendelssohn's, is unquestionably of the 

highest caliber and could easily be performed in the 

concert hall. Yet, it is designed for and beautifully 

enhances the liturgy within the worship service. Kurt 

Thomas is truly an important link in the the continuing 

chain of the German Protestant musical tradition. 
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KURT THOMAS 
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CHAPTER 5 
KURT THOMAS 

G. AVAILABLE PUBLISHED WORKS 

An Den Wassern Zu Babel CPsalm No. 137) 
Op. 
SATE &SATB, acap cor pts Bratkopf -W 
PE -3078 

Christ Führ Gen Himmel 
3pt wom cor /3pt jr cor, acap cor pts 
Breitkopf -W CHB -3133 F.s. 

Daran Ist Erschienen Xmas, mot 
mix cor, S solo, vin sc BreitkopF -L 
PE -3502 

Erhalt Uns, Herr. Bei Deinem Wort 
Refm, mot mix cor, acap cor pts 
Breitkopf -L PE -3513 F.s. 

Fürchte Dich Nicht CnFrm, mot 
mix cor, acap cor pts Breitkopf -L 
PB -3517 

Fürwahr, Er Truci Unsre Krankheit 
Psntd, mot mix cor, acap cor pts 
Breitkopf -L PB -3505 

Gnade Unsers Herrn, Die Trin. mot 
mix cor acap cor pts Breitkopf -L 
PB -3511 f.s. 

Gott Fahret Auf Mit Jauchzen Asc mot 
mix cor, acap cor pts Breitkopf -L 
PB -3508 F.s. 

Gott Wird Abwischen Alle Tranen Von 
Ihren Auoen Ded /Remembrance mot 
mix cor, acap cor pts Breitkopf -L 
PB -3515 f.s. 

Herr Gott. Dich Loben Alle Wir ASD mot 
mix cor, acap cor pts BREITKOPF -L 
PB -3515 f.s. 
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Herr, Ich Habe Lieb Die Statte 
Ded /Fest mot 
mix cor, acap cor pts BREITKOPF -L 
PB -3516 F.s. 

Herr. Sei Mir Gnadig mot 
mix cor, acap cor pts BREITKOPF -L 
PB -351 -f f .s. 

Ist Gott Fur Uns mot 
mix cor, acap cor pts BREITKOPF -L 
PB -3503 f.s. 

Jauchzet Gott, Alle Lande Harv / Thanks 
mix cor, acap cor pts BREITKOPF -L 
PB -3512 E.s. 

Jerusalem, Du Hochgebaute Stadt cant 
mi :: cor, SATB soli, org, winds 
BREITKOPF -L 
PB -3265 F.s. 

Kleine Weihnachtsmusik Op. 1-±c, Xmas 
'±pt mix cor, El, vin, via, vci, cor pts 
BREITKOPF-W CHB 2595 f.s. 

Komm, Heiliger Geist 
2pt wom cor /2pt jr cor, acap cor pts 
BREITKOPF -W CHB -31 

Mache Dich Auf. Werde Licht Adv/ 
Epiph, mot 
mix cor, acap cor pts BREITKOPF -L 
PB- 350'-t F.s. 

Machet Die Tore Weit Adv, mot 
mix cor, acap cor pts BREITKOPF -L 
PB -3501 

Markus Passion Op. 6, Lent /Psntd 
Opt mix cor, acap cor pts, 
BREITKOPF-L PB -3157 F.s. 

Messe In A Op. 1, Mass 
L±pt mix cor & Lfpt mix cor, SATE soli 
acap ccr pts BREITKOPF -W PB -30L±S 
f .s. 

Niemand Hat Grossere Liebe mot 
mix cor, S/T solo, org sc BREITKOPF -L 
PB -3505 F.s. 
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Nur Freut Euch, Liebe Christen mct 
mix cor, 2v1n sc BREITKOPF -L DB -3520 
f.s. 

Passionmusik Nach Dem Evangelisten, 
Markus Op. 6, Psntd, Bibi 
SATB & SATB, acap cor pts BREITKOPF -W 
PB -31S7 f.s. 

Schmuc }:et Das Fest Adv /Epiph, mot 
mix cor, 2v1n sc BREITKOPF -L PB -3509 

Sechs Kleine Choralmotetten mot 
cor pts BREITKOPF -W CHB -259`± F.s. 

Three Choral Settings chorale 
C Ger ] SATE, acap PETERS L±8E'± $2.50 

Tod Ist Verschlungen, Der Easter, 
mot 
mix cor, acap cor pts BREITKOPF -L 
PB -3507 

Von Der Ewigen Liebe Op. 21, mot 
6pt mix cor, acap cor pts, 
BREITKOPF -L PB -329 F.s. 

Weihnachts -Oratorium Op. 17, Xmas, 
ora 
SSATBE, acap cor pts BREITKOPF -L 
PB -3350 F.s. 

Wenn Ich Mit Menschen Und EnQelzunQen 
Redete Funeral /mot 
wom cor, Bar solo, ord /pno sc 
BREITKOPF -L PB -3S18 f.s. 

Wir Wollen Sinnen ASD, mot 
mix cor, acap cor pts BREITKOPF-L 
PB -3510 F.s. 



CHAPTER 6 
JOHANN NEPOMUK DAVID 

A. JUSTIFICATION FOR DEUTSCHE MESSE. OP. 42 

The basis For the inclusion of Johann Nepomuk David's 

Deutsche Messe Op. L*2 C1952) revolves around a two-Fold 

process of elimination and discovery. Having already 

determined the outside chronological perameters of the Four 

masses to be discussed in this document, Arnold 

Mendelssohn's Deutsche Messe of 1923 and Paul Hindemith's 

Messe of 1963, and having a pre- determined number of works 

Feasible in a document oF this nature the choice oF the two 

masses between 1923 and 1963 required careful consideration 

and research. Through a thorough examination oF available 

resources it became obvious that Kurt Thomas's Messe in A 

Minor oF 1925, despite its close proximity in time to 

Mendelssohn's Deutsche Messe,, was a necessity For this 

document due to its historical importance and its effect on 

subsequent twentieth century composers. The dates of 

representative compositions now included 1923, 1925, and 

1963. In an attempt to isolate a mass which dated 

approximately half way between 1925 and 1963 a 195, 

Further research disclosed the following major masses 

written in that general time period: E. Pepping's Missa 

brevis - 1946,Cnot a Full S movements), K. Marx's Deutsche 

1Lf1 
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Liedmesse - 1950, CSAB voicing and no Sanctus), W. 

Burkhard's Messe, Op. 85 - 1951 Cscored For orchestra) , and 

Johann Nepomuk David's Deutsche Messe - 1952. Therefore, by 

process oF elimination, David's Deutsche Messe proved the 

best choice For a document discussing SATE acappella 

masses oF this century. 

In researching materials to complete chapter two oF 

this document which deals with the history of German choral 

church music, it became apparent that the most well known, 

consistently mentioned early twentieth century composers, 

were Hugo Distler and Ernst Pepping. However, the name 

Johann Nepomuk David often appeared in conjunction with 

Distler and Pepping. For example, in the New Grove article 

"Ger-many:Art Music ", page 273, the author states: "In 

choral music, the Austrian Jchann Nepomuk David should be 

mentioned together with Distler and Pepping." In his 

doctoral dissertation oF 1963 at the University of Southern 

California, page 103, Gilbert Seely states: "Though not 

fully recognized until recently as an important 

representative of contemporary German sacred choral music, 

Johann Nepomuk David - perhaps the greatest contrapuntist 

of the 20th century - deserves to be placed along side 

Pepping and Distler For his affirmative role oF 

leadership." And Joseph Hausier, in his article "Johann 

Nepomuk David" For New Grove pg. 268, states "David's major 

contribution to the renewal of German church music in his 
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numerous liturgical Vocal works places him close to Distler 

and Pepping..." These and other similar statements clearly 

indicate that the music of David is ranked equal in stature 

and importance by leading authorities in German church 

music. 

Therefore, through the process of elimination and 

discovery the choice oF Johann Nepomuk David's Deutsche 

Messe Op. 89 (1952) was made. David's prominence among 

contemporary German choral composers is shown in an address 

delivered by Frank Wohlfart in the Free Academy of Arts in 

Hamburg and broadcast over North German radio in January oF 

1963. Wohlfart describes David as having both technical 

ability and strength oF character. He says: 

"...you, master David, live and are active 
unceasingly in these basic truths, uncon- 
cerned with Fads. You represent, as it were, 
with your entire work, the conscience of 
masterly music in our time with your use 
For truly spiritual values. And For that we 
can only thank you From Full hearts." 
(Marsh, p. 2L) 

It is unfortunate his music has not gained the notoriety 

and recognition it clearly deserves in this country. It is 

this writer's sincere hope that through this document 

others maw become aware oF the wealth of music contributed 

to German church music by a man who's "work and testimony oF 

unquestionable creative potency and character stands, 

amidst the new music oF the First half oF the century, in 

striking isolation." (Hubner, p.55) - Johann Nepomuk David. 



CHAPTER 6 
JOHANN NEPOMUK DAVID 

B. BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 

Johann Nepomuk David C189S -1977) received his early 

musical training as a choirboy in the Augustine monestery 

St. Florian near Linz, and his high school musical training 

at the Benedictine monestery at Kreumunster. For a short 

time before World War I he taught at an elementary school 

while continuing to study music in his home town of 

ErFerding, Austria. After completing his military service 

he returned to his teaching position. In 1920 David left 

ErFerding to continue music studies at the Vienna Academy 

where he studied composition with Joseph Marx C1882- 1964). 

In 1924 after living For a short while in Linz, he accepted 

the positions of organist, choir director, and high school 

teacher, in Wels where he was to stay For the next ten 

years. During that time he Founded the Wels Bach choir, a 

position which gained him considerable renown in the area, 

and composed his first organ works which were immediately 

successful throughout Germany. In 1934 he was appointed to 

the staff at the Leipzig Conservatory as a director of 

choirs and professor of composition. Among the many 

supporters of his music were Karl Straube (1873 -1950) and 

Albert Schweitzer (1875- 1965). In 1942 David took over 
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directorship oF the conservatory. After the war C19i5) he 

accepted a position as the director and composition teacher 

at the Salzburg Mozarteum where he stayed until 1948. 

For the remainder oF his teaching career he was professor 

of composition at the Stuttgart' High School for Music 

In 1963 he retired from teaching, but not From 

composition, and entered an important compositional 

period in his life which he continued until his death on 

December 22, 1977. 

Among the numerous awards reaped by David For his 

music are: the Franz Liszt Prize of Thuringia C19L9), the 

Prize of the City of Vienna (1961), the Buxtehude Prize of 

Lubeck; (1953), the Austrian State Prize For Music (1953), 

the Bach Prize of Hamburg C1963), the Mozart Prize of the 

University of Innsbruck C1966), the Basle Goethe Foundation 

Prize (1966), and an honorary doctorate of the evangelical 

theological Faculty of Mainz University C1970). He also 

received memberships in the academies of arts in Berlin, 

Munich, Vienna, and Hamburg. 

David's output was in no way limited to choral music. 

He wrote volumes of chamber pieces, concertos, e 

symphonies, art songs, and hundreds of organ works. The 

main compositional influences in his student years, in 

addition to Marx were: Debussy, Ravel, Skryabin, and 

particularly Schoenberg who he regarded as "his most 

decisively influential master after Marx." CHausler, p.268) 
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He was also influenced From childhood by: Gregorian Chant 

and the music of Josquin, Bach, Mozart, and Bruckner. 

Although David's music defies sussinct labels, it has been 

described as "spiritual, materialistic, expressionism, 

conservatism, or even neo- Gothic, neo- Baroque, neo- Classic, 

Bach -Bruckner synthesis, and others." CKohl, p.2) One can 

Find elements oF impressionism, and, in his late works, an 

interest in serial techniques in his music as well. His 

works have been compared to Hindemith, Stravinsky, Reger, 

Pepping, Orff and a host of other twentieth century 

composers, yet still stand apart. 

In actuality, David is not an eclectic in the true 

sense oF the word, but rather a highly gifted independent 

personality. "To a greater degree than perhaps any composer 

in the twentieth century, David's sacred choral composition 

is rooted in a thorough mastery of contrapuntal textures 

and techniques. CSeely, p.01) Perhaps Josef Hausler 

synthesizes David's music best in his article For New 

Grove where he states, "Over the span oF 3 decades 01927- 

1967) David's music generally aroused the impression of an 

art essentially directed to history, having strong 

connection with convention, though embodying modern 

elements...David achieved a masterly blending oF tradition 

and novel musical thinking in a powerfully distinctive 

manner." CHausler, p.268) 



CHAPTER 6 
JOHANN NEPOMUK DAVID 

C. COMPOSITIONAL FORM 

Johann Nepomuk David's Deutsche Messe is a work that 

draws much From tradition and traditional practices. The 

work contains the normal Five movements of the Ordinary, 

and uses not only the most popular German paraphrases of 

the Latin text, but the most familiar chorale tunes as 

well. (See chapter 3, section B) In each movement the 

chorale occurs in continuous imitation and its presence is 

obvious throughout the movement. Therefore, this mass is 

made up of five separate chorale motets, get David achieves 

a strong sense of unity throughout the work because of his 

strict polyphony and his combination of movements through 

the relationship of keg centers of each movement. 

The Kyrie does not contain the traditional A -B -A form 

either musically or textually. This is a very free German 

paraphrase of the Latin Kyrie text CLord have mercy, 

Christ have mercy, Lord have mercy) and while it is indeed 

in three sections, the final section A is not the same text 

or Cin this case) the same music as the first section A. 

Therefore, the Kyrie contains an A (1-13)-B ClLf-33) -C C3- 

LIB) form. The tonality of the Kyrie, with the absence of a 

keg signature and lowered leading tones, is 

17 
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unquestionably modal. The opening A section (Lord God, 

Father in heaven) begins with a two -part contrapuntal 

statement which pairs the soprano with the tenor and the 

alto with the bass. Section B (Christ, comforter of all the 

world...) presents the chorale melody in the soprano which 

is then taken up by the alto in augmentation while the 

tenor and bass voices move in parallel 5ths. In measure 27 

of section B the tonality is stretched in a very twentieth 

century way through the use oF chromatic alteration in the 

tenor and bass voices (See this chapter, section E For 

more detailed discussion) and the section ultimately ends 

with an abrupt E 6 -Li chord. The Final section C (Lord God, 

Holy Ghost...) again pairs the soprano with the tenor in a 

rhythmic ostinato pattern begun by the soprano and echoed 

by the tenor, while the alto presents the chorale and is 

imitated by the bass two beats later. The use of chromatic 

alteration, tone painting, and an inverted pedal point in 

the sopranos, beginning in measure 38 again stretches the 

tonality and adds excitement to the text which ends the 

movement with a chord built on open Sths (D- A -E -B) in the 

lower voices added to the soprano pedal point high A. (See 

reduced score, this chapter, section F) 

The Form oF the Gloria, again dictated by text, is A 

( 1- 12)- A(13- 20)- B(21- 32)- A(32 -37). Although David does not 

use a key signature in this movement either, it clearly 

begins in G major, continues the second section A in G 
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major, section B begins modulating to A minor and back to G 

major, and the Final section A stays in G major. 

Interestingly, the Gloria presents a macronic text; much 

as the medieval motets of Perotin or Machaut Featured a 

combination of Latin and French, David here uses a 

combination oF Latin and German. The Gloria is composed of 

three separate levels oF activity: 1) the divisi sopranos 

reiterating the Latin phrase of the angels "Gloria in 

excelsis Deo ", 2) the alto and tenor canonically presenting 

the chorale tune "Allein Gott in der Höh sei Ehre" in 

German, and 3) the basses in open Sth staunchly reaffirming 

the German text in a rhythmic declamatory manner. This 

pattern continues through both opening A sections and, 

except for the bass pattern, through the B section as 

well. In this section the bass's rhythmic pattern is 

altered and the part becomes much more important 

harmonically than it has been. However, once this section 

is nearly completed the bass part returns to its original 

Function while the other voices continue in the same manner 

to the chorale's end. In the Final A section the chorale 

has ended leaving just the divisi soprano Latin ostinato 

and the bass to Finish the movement with an implied G -9 

chord. 

Johann Nepomuk David's credo is the longest and most 

contrapuntally complex movement oF the Deutsche Messe. It 

again uses the original melody (See chapter 3, section B) 
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which repeats twice, creating a three verse Form: Verse 1 

(1 -85), verse 2 (25 -LiLf), verse 3 ('' -6), and a 

concluding "Amen" section (68 -8'). The entire movement is 

in the Dorian mode, although F #'s and C #'s are 

occasionally added and the "Amen" section Features a large 

amount of chromatic alteration. The first section. verse i 

(We all believe in God...) begins with the chorale in the 

soprano and in augmentation in the bass. The tenors echo 

the melody in the dorian mode - transposed to begin on G, 

and the altos simply imitate the sopranos at pitch. At 

measure 8 the soprano begins the melody beginning on D and 

is imitated by the alto, tenor, and bass parts at the 

intervals of a nth, a 5th, and a nth. The remainder of the 

section is a succession of imitations, between voices, 

completing the chorale melody. The second section, verse 2 

(We all believe also in Jesus Christ...) begins with the 

chorale, in the original dorian mode in the basses. The 

First bass note is extended, however, so the tenor 

imitations, a 5th higher, can precede ahead of the cantus 

firmus. The tenor -bass duet is then taken over by the 

soprano -alto in measure 32 where this section goes through 

an area of tone painting and chromatic alteration 

(Discussed in detail, this chapter, section E) From measure 

36 through measure '42. David finally returns though, to the 

dorian mode to end this section. The third section, verse 3 

CWe believe in the Holy Spirit...) is the most 
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contrapuntally complex in this movement and would require a 

lengthy analysis, measure by measure, to describe all the 

techniques used by David. As this is not the essential 

purpose of this document or this section, the highlights 

only will be considered. The altos begin section three with 

the chorale which is echoed First by the sopranos at the 

interval oF a 5th, then by the tenors again at the 5th, and 

Finally by the basses in the original tonal center. The 

measures that Follow are exemplary of David's contrapuntal 

skill as he trades the chorale from voice to voice and the 

points of imitation From after the original statement as 

one might expect, to before the original statements, or any 

combination oF the two techniques. The Final "Amen" section 

begins before the Final notes of the chorale are completed 

with the subject in the bass voice and is imitated by the 

tenor, alto, and soprano voices successively. Here David 

utilizes even more chromatic alteration, another inverted 

pedal point in the sopranos, and a stacking of 3rds to 

build chords. (See this chapter, section E For Further 

discussion of this technique) The movement ends with a 

powerful D octave in the soprano and alto which is echoed 

by the tenor and bass then done again in reverse order; 

this unison D supplies the tonal center For the next 

movement. 

The Sanctus, which can be considered the high 

point of the Deutsche Messe, is a two section movement 
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consisting oF A (1 -15) and B C16 -27) both oF which are, 

despite some chromatic alteration, clearly in D major. In 

section A (Isaiah the prophet...) the First alto begins the 

ancient melody Csee chapter 3, section B) with the First 

phrase, sustaining the Final note. The third altos continue 

with the second phrase sustaining the final note, and the 

second altos sing the third phrase again, sustaining the 

Final note. This process continues, although after this 

point each phrase is not in the original key, through three 

soprano parts, three tenor parts, and one bass part until 

maximum textural density is reached with a ten part chord 

in measure 15. Section B (Holy, Holy, Holy...) Features the 

bass voice with the melody and the other seven voices 

creating a poly- metric effect (triple time in the soprano - 

alto, and double time in the tenors) that is most certainly 

among the most joyous and jubilant expressions of the 

"Holy, Holy, Holy" this writer has ever encountered. The 

movement ends with the melody still in the basses, but now 

in octaves, and the other parts Finally catching up to each 

other in a powerful D 13 chord. 

The Agnus Dei movement, in sharp contrast to the 

jubilant Sanctus, presents itself as a stark, 

straightforward statement oF the chorale tune. Its Form, as 

dictated by text, is A C1- 7)- ACB- 13)- BC1Li-23). In the First 

section A CO Christ, Thou Lamb...) the soprano begins the 

melody in F major which is imitated, in augmentation, by 
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the alto. Interestingly, the alto part is given a different 

key signature and tonal center than the soprano CEb major), 

indicating David's intended polytonality. The second 

section A CO Christ, Thou Lamb...) is an exact repetition 

For the soprano, but because of the augmentation, the alto 

is only half way through the first phrase. At the end of 

this section the alto has finished the first phrase once 

and the soprano twice. Section B CO Christ, Thou Lamb...) 

begins with a unison soprano -alto Cthe alto part is now in 

F major with the soprano) statement of the chorale which is 

imitated by the tenor -bass unison at pitch. The concluding 

"Amen" does not cadence in the expected F major, or even 

the possible D minor as the tonality at cadence points 

seems to suggest, but skillfully modulates to a close in G 

major, utilizing a lowered leading tone in the tenor. 



CHAPTER 6 
JOHANN NEPOMUK DAVID 

D. CONTRAPUNTIST- STYLIST 

Johann Nepomuk David was, to be sure, well acquainted 

with both numerical musical symbolism and notational 

symbolism, but in the Deutsche Messe his foremost concerns 

centered in the areas of contrapuntal devices and 

expression of the text. 

An interesting side -line about the Deutsche Messe 

however, is that every movement except the Agnus Dei 

adheres to the "Golden Section" principle so often referred 

to in the music of David's musical heritage. The "Golden 

Section ", which contains the musical high point of a 

composition or movement, is clearly present in each 

movement as follows: Kyrie - measures 27 -30 Cto You we cry 

out for comfort), Gloria - measures 21 -2Li CGod to us gives 

pleasure), Credo - measures S2 -57 Cthe whole Christian 

church on earth), and the Sanctus - measures 1S -17 Cwith 

great crying, Holy is God, Lord of Sabaoth). Since the 

Agnus Dei is purposely stark, straightforward, and has a 

maximum dynamic level of piano, it is difficult to Find a 

"Golden Section" in it. It may be significant that the 

"Golden Section" would occur precisely on the first unison 

statement of the word Gottes CGod) in the movement. It is 

1SLt 
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also interesting to note that the "Golden Section" For the 

entire work occurs around measure 50 in the Credo where we 

Find a double Forte dynamic marking, the text "the whole 

Christian church on earth, and the "Golden Section" of the 

Credo, which is the theological core of the mass. 

That David was First and Foremost a contrapuntist there 

can be no doubt. In the composers own words "Whatever he 

wrote turned into a Fugue, signifying that counterpoint was 

always present in the essential creative idea." CHausler, 

p.268) To David counterpoint was at the center of creative 

expression, and more than simply a compositional technique, 

it formed the philosophical and aesthetic basis For his 

sacred choral compositions. In a speech delivered at the 

Bremen Bach Festival in 1939 David compared the 

contrapuntal art to homophonic music as Follows: 

"It is no accident that contrapuntal music 
has grown within the church and has actually 
been at home only there. It has its essential 
subject matter in worship. It is a reflection 
of the spiritual as it is symbolical architect- 
urally in the cathedral...With homophonic music 
the new time has Found its expression; it is 
the expression of highest joy of the senses, 
the joy of life on earth. It reflects human 
life. It is possible to guide and striving 
human being, to awaken in him the desire to 
leave the sphere of the sensual...Homophonic 
music reaches the human being at his level and 
approaches him by appealing to his Feelings. 
It Feeds his emotional powers, can elevate him, 
but can also cause a Feeling of let down. 

It is clear, that compared to this kind of 
music our contrapuntal music has a different 
position to uphold. A kind of music which one 
can enjoy is naturally more welcome than one 
which calls For active concentration by the 
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listener. A kind of music which expresses joy 
and suffering is more pleasing to us than the 
sweetest music, which does not acknowledge our 
historical present, but simply exists as a song 
of praise to God. 

Yet there are powers within contrapuntal 
music which appeal to our emotions - differently 
to be sure, than in homophonic music...Different 
are the effects of polyphonic music on the soul. 
Different because this music has its center in 
the powers of the mind, whereas homophonic has 
its center in the feelings. 

This is the essential difference between 
the two kinds of music: the fact that the 
creative man in contrapuntal music is no more 
than he who obediently fulfills all possibil- 
ities which result organically from the cantus 
Firmus; he is the real artist in the sense of 

Plato, who creates music objectively, that is 
to say, who eliminates his personal feelings." 
CSeely, p. 82) 

Along with counterpoint the other main concern of David 

is the text. It is from the text that he draws his 

compositional ideas and for the text that he employs 

various techniques to make it more meaningful and 

expressive to the listener. In his own words he states: 

"The word, however, is the cause - it Forms the language of 

sound and determines the point of departure." (David quote 

on the back of Bärenreiter Record #258607) 

Herein lies the enigma - To David the use of 

counterpoint is essential, yet the use of homophony, which 

most clearly communicates a text, allows the most 

expression. The conflict between counterpoint and homophony 

or intellect vs. emotion is ever -present in his music. On 

the one hand his use of counterpoint, his choice of texts, 

and his choice of thematic material (chorale melodies) mark 
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him as a traditionalist. Yet, on the other hand, his use of 

polytonality and chromatically altered, emotionally 

expressive lines indicate a modernistic bent. David's 

ability to balance the opposing forces that were constantly 

a part of his music is a tribute to his extreme self - 

discipline and perhaps explains why he could never be 

conveniently associated with any one school of composition. 

He was able to balance the old and the new - the 

traditional and modern - in a style all his own. Dr. Larry 

Marsh, in his doctoral dissertation at the University of 

Washington in 197Lí, developed a chart which accurately 

represents David's compositional style, shows the opposing 

forces he was able to so skillfully balance, and shows the 

word as the "point of departure" for composition. 

INTELLECT 

COUNTERPOINT POLYTONALITY 

EMOTION 

MELODIC 
EXPRESSION 

THEMATIC 
MATERIAL 

GOAL: EMOTIONAL RESPONSE TO EMOTIONAL SETTING OF TEXT 

In David's words his art is that in which one "feels with 

the head and thinks with the heart." CMarsh, p.90) 



CHAPTER 6 
JOHANN NEPOMUK DAVID 

E. COMPOSITIONAL TECHNIQUES 

Johann Nepomuk David's compositional techniques can be 

easily divided into two categories - traditional and modern 

- much similar to the music of Kurt Thomas. As discussed in 

the previous section, David was constantly balancing those 

Forces (intellectual vs. emotional and traditional vs. 

modern) which, it not kept in balance, would pull him into 

one compositional camp of the other. Later in his life 

(late 1960's and 1970's) the modernistic bent seemed to 

have the most pull of his creative process, but in the 

1950's when the Deutsche Messe was composed, he can be 

considered more of a traditionalist. By far the bulk of the 

Deutsche Messe is quite traditional utilizing : traditional 

harmonies, textures, counterpoint, the traditional German 

paraphrases, and the traditional chorale tunes normally 

associated with those texts. His modernistic leanings 

appear in every movement however, in the form of: chromatic 

alteration of notes or passages, word or tone painting, 

parallel triads, building of chords by stacking thirds, 

modern harmonies created by the stacked thirds, poly - 

rhythmic effects, and intended polytonality. Perhaps the 

strongest traditional aspect of this work is David's use of 

159 
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the most traditional German paraphrase of the Latin text 

(which is definitely not the most accurate) and his use of 

the most common and original chorale tunes for each 

movement. (See chapter 3, section B or Appendix S) These 

two factors place this mass squarely in the middle of 

tradition and show a clear connection between David and 

his musical ancestors in the heritage of German church 

music. His use of modality and clear tonal centers, with 

the exception of a Few areas to be discussed later, is also 

very traditional even though the mode may be artificially 

produced with accidentals (Credo, p.8- tenor) or the major 

key produced the same way (Gloria -original melody had no 

F #'s or C #'s). His use of chromaticism or polytonality is 

always short -lived and introduced for textural enhancement 

only. David's texture remains, for the most part, in the 

traditional four or five part writing relying on 

counterpoint to sustain interest and maintain credibility. 

But it is in the area of counterpoint that David's skill is 

brought to the highest levels. "Supreme mastery of musical - 

contrapuntal craftsmanship, occasionally approaching 

'contrapuntal' wizardry', is at the root of David's music. 

(Blume, p.L2k) Throughout the Deutsche Messe, counterpoint 

is at the core of its composition, and within each movement 

are one or more of the elements associated with 

counterpoint, including: imitation Creal or tonal, pedal 

point, ostinato, stretto, augmentation, and 
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an excellent example of 

imitation, tonal imitation, stretto, and augmentation, all 

on the same page: 
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Example 17: David Credo, Imitations, Augmentation, Stretto 

Inverted pedal point and ostinato can be seen, in 

this example From the Kyrie,in the soprano and tenor parts 

respectively: 
_ 
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Example 18: David Kyrie- Inverted Pedal and Ostinato 
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Other examples oF the preceding techniques can be Found on 

literally every page of David's Deutsche Messe. His use of 

counterpoint is central and essential to this work 

providing the backbone oF every movement. 

David's modern techniques are employed only For 

dramatization or emphasis of the text. They are employed 

with such skill and good taste that the serious 

traditionalist will not Find them offensive, yet the 

modernist will be able to more readily identify with the 

composition. The First of these twentieth century 

techniques to be discussed here is the chromatic alteration 

of notes or passages to heighten the emotional expression 

of the text. A clear example of this technique is Found in 

the following excerpt From the Kyrie. Other examples may be 

Found on pages: 11, 1Li, 18 and 19. 
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Example 19: David Kyrie: Chromatic Alterations 

David also utilizes word or tone painting techniques 

very successfully to heighten the emotional expression of 

the text. The Following example is Found in the Kyrie where 

he uses a sixteenth -note, ascending 5 note scale to portray 

the adoration and happiness expressed by the German word 

Frohlich (joy). 
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Example 20: David Kyrie:Tone /Word Painting 

Tone or word painting also creates a very real heavenly 

effect throughout the Gloria by placing the ostinato song 

of the angels "Gloria in excelsis Deo" in the divisi 

sopranos. 
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Example 21: David Gloria: Tone /Word Painting 

Parallel triads, a typically twentieth century 

technique Cperhaps influenced by Thomas's Messe in A minor) 

is used very effectively by David to, again, add excitement 

and a heightened emotionalism to the immaculate conception 

in one of the few homophonic sections in the Deutsche Messe 

as Follows: 
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Example 22: David Credo: Parallel Triads 

A twentieth century technique which David uses that 

could conceivably be used as a trademark oF his, is the 

building of 13th chords by stacking up 3rds beginning with 

a unison pitch. Once again, this technique is specifically 

designed and used to provide a heightened emotionalism to a 

word oF idea with which it is used. In the case of the 
following example it creates an exciting and powerful 

conclusion to the "Amen" section oF the Credo with a C 13 

chord. Other examples can be found on pages 1E, and 17. 

_.___ _... 
rIAMICE .._ 
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. 

Example 23: David Credo and Stacking Thirds 

David provides a twentieth century poly- rhythmic 

effect in the Sanctus by grouping the soprano and alto part 

into triple time and the tenor parts into duple time. He 

cleverly arrives at this triple pattern in the soprano and 

alto by a repetition of quarter- quarter -rest pattern which 

every three measures, or 2L± beats, returns the quarters and 
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rests to their original position in the measure. The tenor 

part consists oF two half notes then two half rests which 

is clearly in duple division. The resulting joyous 

exclamation of "Holy, Holy, Holy" shown below, is the 

musical high point of the mass. Other examples of poly - 
rhythmic effects can be Found throughout the Gloria in the 

soprano divisi, and on pages: 9, 11, and l'-t. 

-- ---- -------- .- 
- - - _ =-- - = ELZ-=-- - - - ..- 

. ''.r.: 'i, 
I .+ - II Ar Ily 4n Iy, 

,le---G31G --3:- C ---= E S E .= 
leek. a'.d..: Arf - lig ist c..Kw..e Zebra. h., - Ig It Cad .. w.... Zrw, 

Example 2L±: David Sanctus and Poly- Rhythmic Effects 

The last twentieth century technique used by David to 

be discussed here is his intentional use of polytonality. 

It is clear he takes great care not to over -use this most 

striking effect of twentieth century composition, but 

proves himself very capable oF utilizing the technique. The 

most obvious example of polytonality appears in the Agnus 

Dei, where David intentionally places the soprano in F 

major and the alto in Bb major. This is brought back to a 

single tonality in measure 1L where he changes the alto key 

signature to F major For the remainder of the movement. 

There are other examples of polytonality within the work, 

but are perhaps more difficult to identify necessitating 

harmonic analysis. Some oF these areas can be Found on 

pages: 7, 11, 12, 1`f, 15, and 16. 
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Example 26: David Agnus Del and Polytonality 

To summarize David's compositional techniques in the 

Deutsche Messe then, they can be divided 

categories: 1) the traditional techniques which include: 

his use of traditional texts and melodies, traditional 

harmonies, textures, and his masterful use of the 

contrapuntal techniques of real imitation, tonal imitation, 

augmentation, diminution, stretto, pedal point, and 

ostinato, and 2) the modern or 20th century techniques 

which include: chromaticism, tone /word painting, parallel 

triads stacking 3rds to build 13th chords, poly- rhythmic 

effects, and polytonality. 

By never totally committing himself to a school of 

composition -either traditional or modern, Johann Nepomuk 

David was able to create his own unique style yet stand 

apart From current trends. The Deutsche Messe of 1952 is 
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representative of David's works, For although David's 

strong sense of self-criticism Che himself destroyed 

everything he had composed prior to 1927) allows him Few 

opportunities to be satisfied with his own work, he 

considers the Deutsche Messe to be a worthy expression of 

his artistic talent. There is evidence of his satisfaction 

in a letter to his Friend Oskar Söhngen, dated July 1, 1953 

in which David states his opinion quite simply. "I have 

just finished the composition of a German Mass ...and I am 

very happy about it." CMarsh, p. -7) Johann Nepomuk David is 

a twentieth century composer who utilizes twentieth century 

techniques but never strays completely away From the great 

German Protestant tradition that is an inescapable part of 

his musical heritage. 
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CHAPTER 6 
JOHANN NEPOMUK DAVID 

G. AVAILABLE PUBLISHED WORKS 

BarmherziQe Samariter, Der evang/mot 
qpt mix cor , acap cor pts BRE I TKDPF-W 
CHB-3077 f . s . 

Christ Ist Erstanden Easter, cant 
BAB, org cor pts BREITKOPF -W 
CHB - 3'ß'-t 7 F.s. 

Christus, Der Uns Sel in Macht 
Psntd, cant 
SAB, org cor pts BREITKOPF -W 
CHB- 3'±' -6 F.s. 

Deutsche Messe Mass 
`f -Spt mi >: Cor, acap cor pts 
BREITKDPF-W PB -3703 f.s. 

Drei EvarQeliemotetten evang /mot 
Spt mix cor, db, timp, harp alto, fl, 
gong, tam -tam, F.s. sc BREITKOPF -W 
PB -857, cor pts BREITKOPF -W 
CHB -3575 

Ehebrecherin, Die evang /mot 
5 pt mix cor, acap cor pts, 
BREITKOPF -W CHB -3073 F.s. 

Ex Deo Nascimur mot 
SATB & SATE, acap cor pts BREITKOPF -W 
PB -3q61 F.s. 

Gelobet Seist Du, Jesu Christ Xmas cant 
SAB, org cor pts BREITKOPF -W 
CHB -3Nq5 F.s. 

Gerechten Seelen Sind In Gottes Hand. 
Der mot 
'±pt cor, acap cor pts BREITKOPF -W 
CHB -3116 F.s. 

Herr, Du Erforschest Mich (Psalm No. 138) 
pt mix cor, acap cor pts BREITKOPF -W 

CHB- 3153 E.s. 

173 
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Herr, Nun Selbst Den Wagen Halt mot 
SATE, acap cor pts BREITKOPF -L 
PS -3455 F.s. 

Herre Gott, Erbarme Dich Kyrie 
"Kyrie" CGer7 3pt mix cor, acap cor 
pts BREITKOPF -W CHB -3119 F.s. 

Komm, Gott Schöpfer, Heiliger Geist 
Pent /Whitsun, cant 
SAB, org cor pts BREITKOPF -W 
CHB- 3'-±48 f. s . 

Komm, Heiliger Geist, Herre Gott Op.72 cant 
cor, orch study sc BREITKOPF -W 
PB -5071 F.s. 

Kurie Kyrie 
3pt wom cor /3pt jr cor, org cor pts 
BREITKOPF -W CHB -3558 F.s. 

Lammelein Geht Und Traut Die Schuld,Ein mot 
Ltpt mix cor, acap cor pts BREITKOPF - 
W PB- 345LI F.s. 

Lasset Die Kindlein Zu Mir Kommen 
e vang / mot 
'fpt mix cor, acap cor pts BREITKOPF - 
W CHB -3072 F.s. 

Maria Durch Den Dorwald Gina mot 
Lfpt mix cor, acap cor pts BREITKOPF - 
W CHB -3175 F.s. 

Marienpreis "Manet Und Muter" BUM, mot 
4-6pt mix cor, S solo, acap cor pts 
BREITKOPF -W CHB -3500 F.s. 

Messe Op. 67, Mass 
Lipt treb cor, acap cor pts 
BREITKOPF -W CHB -3557 F.s. 

Missa Choralis Op. 43, Mass 
SATB, acap cor pts BREITKOPF -L 
PB -3712 F.s. 

Nun Bitten Wir Den Heiligen Geist 
Pent, mot 
Ltpt mix cor, acap cor pts BREITKOPF - 
L PB -3453 F.s. 
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Nun Komm, Der Heiden Heiland Adv,cant 
SAB, org cor pts BREITKOPF -W 
CHB- 3It ±Lt F.s. 

0 Heiland, Reiss Die Himmel Auf 
Adv /Xmas, mot 
apt mix cor, acap cor pts BREITKOPF - 
W CHB -3118 F.s. 

Pharisaer Und Der Zollner, Der 
evang/ mot 
Lipt mix cor, opt SS soli, acap cor 
pts BREITKOPF-W CHB -3071 F.s. 

Scherflein Der Witer, Das evang.mot 
Lipt mix cor, acap cor pts BREITKOPF - 
W CHB -3076 F.s. 

Stabat Mater BUM 
6pt mix cor, acap cor pts BREITKOPF- 
L CHB -290Lí F.s. 

Und Ich Sah Einen Neuen Himmel 
Op. 23, mot 
Ltpt mix cor & 5pt mix cor, acap cor 
pts BREITKOPF -L CHB -2879 f.s. 

Ut Oueant Laxis Op. 35, No. 2, hymn 
Spt mix cor, acap cor pts BREITKOPF- 
L CHB -2898 F.s. 

Ueni Creator Spiritus 
Lipt mix cor, acap cor pts BREITKOPF- 
W CHB -3156 F.s. 

Uictimae Pascal' Laudes Op. 35, No. 1 

Easter, mot 
SATE, acap cor pts BREITKOPF-L 
CHB -2897 F.s. 

Welt Ist Gottes Haus, Die Op. 3Lí 

No. 1, mot 
Lipt mix cor BREITKOPF -W CHB -2895 
F.s. 

Wer Ohren Hat Zu Hören, Der Höre 
Op. 23, mot 
Lipt mix cor, acap cor pts BREITKOPF - 
W CHB -2878 F.s. 

Zwei Blinden, Die evang /mot 
Lipt mix cor, acap cor pts BREITKOPF - 
W CHB -3078 F.s. 



CHAPTER 7 
PAUL HINDEMITH 

A. JUSTIFICATION FOR MESSE OF 1963 

In a chronologically ordered discussion oF Four 

twentieth century masses it is unusual to examine last, a 

mass written by one of the pioneers oF the new church 

music of the twentieth centuries. It may also seem unusual 

to consider Paul Hindemith C1B9S -1963) a pioneer in 

the new church music, since he was not particularly active 

in the church music area. 

Eric Salzmann, in his book 20th Centuru Music: An 

Introduction, states: The most highly developed of the new 

tonal styles was that oF Paul Hindemith. Hindemith was the 

youngest of the first group oF major 20th century 

pioneers." CSalzmann, p.60) One might well concede that 

Hindemith was a pioneer in new tonality but still question 

its influence on the new church music. Oskar Söhngen, one 

oF the Foremost experts on German church music, had the 

Following to say regarding the state of all music in the 

First two decades oF this century: 

"With this stylistic change music had com- 
pleted a process of withdrawing radically From 
Romanticism, individualization, and refinement. 
Music had Found its way home to the basic ele- 
ments oF music. Above all, the works oF Igor 
Stravinsky, Bela Bartok, and early Paul Hinde- 
mith were like the signal beacon oF a new de- 
parture For an entire generation. What is 
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decisive in our discussion is the Fact that 
the basis For a new awakening of liturgical 
music, of church music proper, was given at 
the same time by this stylistic change. New 
music and new church music came From the same 
root." CReidel , p . 20'-t ) 

In this light then, it can easily be seen that Paul 

Hindemith was, in addition to being a pioneer of new 

tonality, a pioneer in the new church music as well. 

Söhngen goes on to say that "Simultaneously church music 

was blessed with composers who would be considered true 

masters and who began to work on the Freshly plowed 

Fields. They were led by a team oF three: Ernst Pepping, 

Hugo Distler, and Johann Nepomuk David." CReidel, p.206) 

Although the Hindemith Messe under consideration was 

written some ten years aFter the David Deutsche Messe, 

seen in the previous chapter, and some Forty years aFter 

the Mendelssohn Deutsche Messe Featured in chapter Four, it 

is a valid extension of the general trend of both oF the 

Former works. It is not the "Gebrauchsmusik" Cmusic For use) 

associated with Hindemith, but the Final work and perhaps 

Finest sacred choral work oF his lengthy career. CIt should 

be noted here that the Messe oF 1963 was the final mass of 

a series oF three, of progressive difficulty, that 

Hindemith planned to write. At the time of his death he had 

written the Kyrie, Gloria, and part of the Credo of the 

second mass. 

It is unfortunate that the difficulty level and the 
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complexity of this mass often prevents its performance. Its 

inclusion in this document is based on its historical 

importance as the Final and ultimate work of a pioneer of 

the new music, and on its musical contents which display, 

despite all of the twentieth century influences and 

Hindemith's lack of activity in the Field of church music, 

an unbroken link with the great German church music 

tradition. 



CHAPTER 7 
PAUL HINDEMITH 

B. BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 

Paul Hindemith 01895 -1963) began studying violin at 

age nine and at age twelve began studying with Anna 

HegnerC1881 -1963 who taught at the Hoch Conservatory, 

Frankfurt. In 1908 he was given an all expenses paid violin 

scholarship at the conservatory and continued studying the 

violin exclusively until 1911 when he began studies in 

composition with Arnold Mendelssohn C1855- 1933), and later 

with Bernard Sekles 01872- 1991). His instrumental skill 

developed sufficiently so that in 1915 at the age of 

nineteen he was appointed leader Cconcert master) of the 

Frankfurt Opera Orchestra.In 1917 he was called into active 

military duty and spent must of his enlistment as a member 

of a regimental band about three kilometers from the Front 

line. After the war Hindemith returned to Frankfurt and the 

Frankfurt Opera Orchestra. In 192q he married Gertrude, 

daughter of the conductor of the opera, Ludwig Rottenberg. 

Hindemith had begun writing music at a very early age. 

He did not receive his First public performance, though, 

until 1919. Shortly thereafter his first music was 

published, and he had a firmly established reputation 

within the next three years. 

179 
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In 1927 Hindemith accepted an appointment at the High 

School For Music in Berlin. This was a surprising decision 

since he had no educational background and seemed committed 

to practical music. However, with relatively small classes 

and upper -level students, he quickly developed a lasting 

interest in teaching. His experience with students at the 

high school and at the Folkmusic School oF Berlin where he 

took a night class, led to his writing of music for 

amateurs CGebrachtsmusik) later in life. During this period 

Hindemith was also performing regularly with a string 

quartet and as a solo performer on both the viola and the 

viola d'amore. 

When the Nazis came to power in 1930 they did not 

immediately seek to discredit him, even though he spoke out 

against them in his composition classes. In early 1934 a 

campaign was launched against him by the Nazis For several 

reasons, not the least of which was his association with 

Jews. In 1935 he was given a six month leave of absence 

from the high school, undertook concert tours abroad 

(notably to the United States oF America, and signed an 

agreement with the Turkish government to build up an 

organized musical life in that country. Finally, in 1937, 

he gave up his teaching post, the next year moved to 

Switzerland, and in 1940 moved to New York. 

During the next few months he lectured at Buffalo, 

Cornell, Yale, and Tanglewood. He was appointed visiting 
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professor of theory at Yale in the Fall of 1940 and 

remained there until 1963. He was a demanding instructor 

awarding only twelve masters degrees in composition during 

the entire thirteen year period. He was a powerful 

influence on American musical life in general and 

specifically with regard to his promotion of the use of 

authentic instruments in the performance of Renaissance and 

medieval music. CHe himself performed a series of early 

music concerts at Yale from 1945 to 1953.) 

In 1946 Hindemith became an American citizen, and in 

1947 he toured Europe for the first time since World War II 

giving lectures and conducting. In 1951 he accepted a 

position at the University of Zurich and from then until 

1953 he divided his time between Zurich and Yale. In 1953 

he settled permanently in Switzerland and gave up teaching 

in 1955, although he continued to give occasional 

lectures. During the next eight wears he toured as a 

conductor on several concert tours, including visits to 

South America, Japan, throughout Europe and the United 

States. On the 15th of November he was taken ill and 

transferred to a hospital in Frankfurt where he died on 

December 28, 1963. 



CHAPTER 7 
PAUL HINDEMITH 

C. COMPOSITIONAL FORM 

The Form of Paul Hindemith's Messe utilizes the 

traditional Five movements and, unlike the other three 

masses, separates the Sanctus and Benedictus movements to 

create a six movement work. The traditional Latin mass text 

provides a Framework For Hindemith 's Form which he, for 

the most part, adheres to. There are some discrepancies 

but these will be discussed as they occur with the mass. 

The Kyrie contains the traditional AC1-12)-BC12-21)- 

A(21 -91) Form and is a marvelous example oF Hindemith's 

contrapuntal writing skill. Section A (Lord have mercy) 

begins in F# major and, while never losing tonality 

completely, at the very least obscures it, until Finally 

cadencing on a dominant unison C #. Section B CChrist have 

mercy) begins on the bass C# in measure 12 and in a 

modulatory manner proceeds with the new melodic material 

which Features a downward leap of the interval oF a 10th. 

The climax of the movement is reached in measures 18 and 19 

with a unison statement of the downward leap, and the 

section is quickly ended back on an F# which establishes 

the tonality For the returning A section. The Final section 

A CLord have mercy) returns in the original key - F# major, 

18E 
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using melodic material From both the First section A and 

From section B. The tenor repeats the opening theme one 

last time as the movement draws to a pianissimo close in F# 

major. CSee reduced score, this chapter, section F) 

The Gloria's form, dictated to a lesser degree by the 

text than the Kyrie, is AC1- 15)- BC15- 39?- CCLIO- 51)- DC51 -63) 

and EC6L -87). After the opening tenth century plainsong 

chant establishing the tonality oF E major, section A Cand 

on earth..) begins with three -part choir CSAT) singing the 

opening phrase in E and, ending on the dominant. The same 

voices begin the next phrase in unison but one half step 

higher in the key of F Major. Hindemith brings in the Full 

choir at measure 8 to begin a two measure Forte phrase 

which is repeated musically (not textually three times 

with the outer voices moving in contrary motion Further 

apart on each repeat. Section B Cwe give thanks to Thee...) 

changes character and texture to an E major entrance 

in the soprano and alto voices, again Featuring contrary 

motion, which is joined by the tenor as the phrase ends. 

Again a brighter, Forte, two measure section in four parts 

is used and repeated, but here only twice. Although the 

alto, tenor, and bass voices are in motion the soprano 

repeats the same pattern three times with minor 

ornamentation. A musical repeat oF section B's opening 

material Follows, but a half step higher and with a 

different text. At measure 30 the First example of 
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Hindemith's parallel 7th chords occurs and, despite a 

repeating soprano line, repeats one whole step down and 

again a Fifth down to end section B in Eb minor. Section C 

CYou, who take away the sins...) begins homophonically with 

all Four voices in E major. Despite two texts occurring 

simultaneously, the bass part provides a pedal point for 

several measures over which the tenor, alto, and soprano 

move then join the motion. The alto and tenor now present 

the theme while the bass and soprano accompany in long note 

values. Section D CWho sittest at the right hand...) 

begins with a complete change in texture, dynamics, 

harmonics, thematic material and text as we enter a 

contrapuntal treatment in C minor in which both the subject 

and the three -note answer are treated contrapuntally 

building at last to the Forte peak of this section and 

movement, with the soprano's dramatic statement of "Jesu 

Christe" on quarter note high G's. In the next Four 

measures the dynamic level, tessitura, and tempo are 

reduced to prepare For the closing section. Section E 

CAmen -Glory to God in the highest...),actually beginning in 

G# minor, starts a Four-part contrapuntal section that 

superbly demonstrates Hindemith's skill as a 

contrapuntist. As the section begins, Four subjects are 

presented simultaneously, one in each voice and each is 

allowed to continue to the end of the phrase Can unusual 

Five measures in length). On the sixth measure, measure 69, 
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every subject is traded to another voice and repeated a Sth 

higher CD# minor) and allowed to complete its Five measure 

phrase. On the sixth measure, measure 7Lf, all voices trade 

parts again and all Four patterns are repeated a third 

time, one whole step lower CC# minor). AFter this Five 

measure phrase the Four subjects are traded at again and 

sung in their entirety at a 5th Cor nth lower), back in G# 

minor, starting in measure 79. Here, due to tessitura 

problems, Hindemith uses mirrored counterpoint in one voice 

and doubles the bass part in octaves. Measure 8L begins the 

Final repeat, though not complete, oF each oF the Four 

subjects, this time in C# minor. and Finishes the movement 

with a powerFul C# major chord. (See reduced score, this 

chapter, section F) 

Hindemith's Credo begins, as did the Gloria, with a 

common 11th century intonation From Gregorian Chant to 

establish the First pitch. CIt would be incorrect here to 

suggest that the intonation establishes tonality as it 

would have in its original and common use.) The Form of the 

Credo is: AC1- 9)- BC9- 13)- CC1q- 28)- DC29- g7)- E(g7- 59) -FC60- 

79)- AC80- 86)- B(86- 9')- GC9'- 103)and HC9'- 125).The A pitch, 

having been established to begin section A CI believe in 

one God...), is used by all four voices in unusual vocal 

glissandi - the soprano moving up, contrary to the alto, 

resulting in the interval of a 10th- From C to E, and 

likewise in the tenor and bass ending up on a 10th interval 
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as well - From F to D. All voices moving through abrupt 

rhythms and intervals come back together in a First 

inversion D# minor seventh chord then glissandi again to a 

G# minor chord. After a short Four- measure contrapuntal 

interlude, the entire glissandi process is repeated again, 

this time one Full step higher resulting, ultimately, in an 

A# minor triad to end the section. Section B (and in one 

Lord, Jesus Christ...) begins in C# minor with a quiet duet 

between the soprano and the alto, accompanied by a 

punctuating bass line supplying the harmonic structure and 

continues For only Four measures. Section C (born of the 

Father...) begins in D major with the soprano holding an 

inverted pedal point D over a series of parallel 6 -Li 

chords. Next Follows a contrapuntal sequential section that 

Features music From section D of the Gloria and an 

ascending bass line that rises, First by half steps in its 

top note and later by whole steps in its bottom pitch, From 

an A up to an F. The other three voices have likewise 

Followed suit in dynamics and activity to a powerful double 

Forte "con substanti alem Patri" (one substance with the 

Father). The bass continues to lead the way as they subside 

in pitch and dynamics, to set the pianissimo mood of 

section D (who For us men and our salvation...). This soft 

and slow polyphonic section which deals with the heart of 

the Credo text begins in E minor with a soprano pedal point 

E, under which the subject is presented in the alto and is 
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reiterated by the bass. At the end of the eight- measure 

phrase the material is then repeated a nth higher with the 

subject this time in the soprano and reiterated in the 

tenor part. The Final portion of section D CHe was 

crucified...) in C# minor is polyphonically handled as well 

as being very slow and at a pianissimo dynamic level. The 

subject, First introduced in the soprano and reiterated a 

Sth down by the tenor, is constructed using the interval of 

a minor second to denote sadness. The following eight 

measures Feature this minor second interval in every voice 

ending with a descending soprano cadenza -like phrase. 

Section E (and on the third day He rose again...) finds 

Hindemith tone /word painting with a contrapuntal section, 

in A major, which features an upward leaping motive which 

is taken up at some point by each voice part and which 

ultimately becomes an ostinato bass line, over which the 

choir builds to a forte For four measures. A subito piano 

marks the coming of the text "and He shall come again..." 

with a duet in parallel Liths first between the soprano and 

bass, then between the alto and tenor, which ends the 

section in a Four -part accented, unison statement of "whose 

kingdom shall have no end ". Section A, CI believe in the 

Holy Spirit) the musical high point of the Credo, features 

the glissandi pattern presented at the beginning of the 

movement yet another step higher, this time beginning on 

C #. and, like its first appearance it repeats yet another 
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time still another half step higher, Finally coming to 

rest in C# minor. Material From the first Section B is used 

For the second section B (who with the Father and the 

Son...) but presented here one half step higher. The last 

portion of this section utilizes the parallel 6 -Li triads 

that were found earlier as well. The material for Section G 

Cone Holy catholic and apostolic..)is taken from the second 

half of section F Cmeasure 69) but again presented one 

step higher. As it appeared the First time, the soprano - 

bass have a duet in Ltths followed by a duet between the 

alto and tenor lines. Section H Cand I look For the 

resurrection of the dead...) begins in A minor, is quite 

homophonic in the top three voices , and is built on a 

three measure ground bass pattern in the bass line which 

repeats itself until the movements end. The soprano 

supplies an inverted pedal point to help distinguish the 

beginning of the "Amens ". Seven measures later the altos 

join the bass ostinato and the movement concludes with all 

Four parts singing the ostinato pattern in unison, ending 

with an A major chord. Csee reduced score, this chapter, 

section F) 

The overall form of the Sanctus can be illustrated as 

Follows: AC1- 8)- E(9 -16), C(17- 10`t), and DC10E -nil). It 

begins section A (Holy, Holy, Holy...) with a unison biting 

and strong C# on the word "Sanctus ", and proceeds to repeat 

this word with accented open Sths and Liths in a polytonal 
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(soprano and alto in one key, bass and tenor in another) 

powerful statement of the text, which ends with the 

tenor and bass in a B diminished LI-2 chord, and the soprano 

and alto on a C# 6 chord. Section B (heaven and earth are 

Full...) presents a Forte, unison statement oF the melodic 

pattern that will serve as the basis for the rest of the 

movement. Section C Csame text) begins a passacaglia with 

eleven variations. The alto line continually repeats the 

melodic ostinato while the other voices trade the subject, 

first introduced in the soprano then the tenor, and the 

counter -subject First introduced in the soprano in 

measure 26. Counterpoint is featured throughout this 

section up to measure 97 where the soprano, tenor, and bass 

sing parallel triads homophonically, slowing the passing 

of time. The dynamics then build to the double - Forte 

final ten measures, which end the movement with a solid F# 

major chord. (See reduced score, this chapter, section F) 

The Benedictus is written in "the manner oF the 

fauxbourdon ". CFauxbourdon style will be discussed in 

detail in section E, this chapter.) The overall Form of the 

Benedictus is as Follows: AC1- 15)- BC1S- 27)- AC28- 3Li) -C(35- 

101). It begins in C# minor with soft parallel minor 6 -Li 

chords in the lower three voices while the soprano line 

Floats above with the melody (Blessed is He that 

cometh...). This essentially homophonic section stops at 

section B with the First entrance oF a rhythmic motive 
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which is taken up by all voices and Finally dominated and 

embellished by the soprano, while the tenor and bass sing a 

duet a minor 6th apart below. Next, section A Csame text) 

repeats itself for seven measures ending on a soft C# minor 

chord which prepares the tonality For the Final section of 

the Benedictus. Section C CHosanna in the highest) is 

another tribute to Hindemith's contrapuntal skill in its 

joyous use of various techniques of imitation. The subject 

is First introduced in the tenor accompanied by the alto, 

and next taken up by the sopranos. The basses have an 

ostinato Figure that repeats itself over and over until the 

movements end. In measure 55 the tenor presents the First 

appearance of the subject in mirrored imitation, at measure 

67 the alto presents the original subject while the 

sopranos present it simultaneously in mirrored imitation, 

and so on cleverly utilizing motivic material until the 

movement ends with a forceful C# major chord which acts as 

the dominant for the next movement which begins in F# 

minor. CSee reduced score, this chapter, section F) 

The final movement, Agnus Dei, is an appropriately 

soft and reflective movement which brings back the music of 

the first eight measures of the Kyrie. Its overall Form is: 

AC1- 8)- AC9- 16)- BC17 -31), following textual considerations. 

In section A CLamb of God...) the subject is presented in 

the alto voice while the soprano and bass voices provide 

the accompaniment four octaves apart. Section A CLamb of 
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God...) still in F# minor, Features the same voicing in the 

soprano and bass parts, but the melody is this time, in the 

tenor. This section is built on the Final section of the 

Kyrie. Section B (Lamb of God..grant us Thy peace) which 

begins in G# minor, is built on the Kyrie theme in the 

soprano and uses soft rhythmic interjections, similar to 

those Found in the Benedictus, to quietly punctuate the 

legato melody. After an interesting modulation process, the 

Messe ends soFtly and positively on an F# major chord. CSee 

reduced score, this chapter, section F) 



CHAPTER 7 
PAUL HINDEMITH 

D. SYMBOLISM 

Paul Hindemith's use of numberical symbolism is very 

questionable in this mass. Unlike his mentor, Arnold 

Mendelssohn, his symbolism, as used in this work, is of 

another type. There is one instance of numberical symbolism 

that, in this writer's opinion, cannot be accidental. In 

the Credo, at the very peak of this movement, Hindemith 

employs a seven measure return of A material on the text 

"and in the Holy Ghost, Lord and giver of life ". CSeven is 

the symbolic number For the Holy Spirit.) For Hindemith to 

use a seven measure section here is clearly number 

symbolism, since the First time this material was presented 

it consisted of nine measures - not seven. Also, the Fact 

that the time signature here is 3/2, which clearly does not 

lend itself to a seven measure section, would support the 

theory that he uses a seven measure phrase to represent the 

Holy Spirit. 

There is, however, some numerical material that is of 

some degree of importance in this mass. Hindemith's 

musical heritage shows through in the Messe with the 

application of the "Golden Section" principie which has 

been used on so much of J.S. Bach's music. In every 
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movement but two, the "Golden Section" principle applies to 

this work and the reasons the two do not conForm are simply 

explained. In the Kyrie the "Golden Section" Falls just 

before the repeat oF A at measures 18 -20. This is the 

dynamic high point of the movement with the dramatic unison 

descending 10th statement oF Christe, that was mentioned in 

the previous section oF this chapter. In the Gloria the 

"Golden Section" again Falls on the dramatic and dynamic 

high point oF the movement. Section D (measures 52-60) 

consists of the text "You alone are the most high Jesus 

Christ" and Features a crescendo to the Forte, high G 

statement oF "Jesu Christe" it the soprano, which was 

mentioned in the previous section of this chapter as well. 

In the Credo the "Golden Section" Falls exactly on the 

return of A (measures 79 -86) "And in the Holy Spirit, Lord 

and giver of life ", which also contains the "Golden 

Section" oF the mass. This is perhaps the most dramatic and 

powerful section oF the entire mass, but certainly of the 

Credo movement itselF. 

The Sanctus, because of its passacaglia construction 

with eleven variations, does not lend itself to a "Golden 

Section ", or does the Benedictus with its "Fauxbourdon" 

Form. However, in the Agnus Dei, the "Golden Section" 

appears precisely at the beginning oF section C, (Lamb of 

God...receive our prayer) where the G# unison occurs For 

the last time, and the choir sings its last entirely 
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homophonic "Agnus Dei ". While not the dynamic high point of 

the movement it is certainly the point at which the most 

intensity is called For. 

While Hindemith does not employ numberical symbolism in 

his mass, he does make use of notational symbolism. In the 

opening phrase of the mass, a motto "derived from 

Hindemith's name CpAul HinDEmitH), is wound around the 

tonic -tritone interval, F# to C." CNeumeyer, p.2q6) 

Sehr ruhig (4Prn etwa 88) 

Ky- n- e e- le- i-son,_ 
H E AD D H 

Example 26: Hindemith Kyrie and Notational Symbolism 

"Another use of symbolism in the opening phrase 

characteristic oF Renaissance and Baroque musical symbolism 

is the cross motive Formed by the First four notes: F # -B -E- 

A which create the four points of the cross." CNeumeyer. 

p.246) Still another symbolism lies in the Fact that the 

first note oF the motive Cand the tonality of the movement) 

is F# - sharp in German being Kreuz "cross ". 

In section B of the Kyrie, the four tone motive 

created by the falling 10th intervals is G -- E-D -B; "is a 

motto derived from Gertrude Hindemith's name CGErtruDE 

HinDEmitH). These two motives may be taken as signifying, 

'Lord have mercy on us Etwo] sinners.' (Neumeyer, p.2q7) 

See example on following page: 
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CnsC. 

Chri- ste, Christe 
D H (D 

e- le- i- son, Chri- 
H D D 

ste _ 
H) 

Example 27: Hindemith Kyrie and Notational Symbolism 2 
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Example 28: Hindemith Benedictus and Counterpoint 

The typically Baroque practice of utilizing a ground 

bass as a unifying technique can be Found in the Credo. 

Note the three measure pattern in the bass line that 

repeats itself again and again creating the ground bass 

effect. 

Example 29: Hindemith Credo and Ground Bass 
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Hindemith's use of the passacaglia Form, with the 

reoccuring alto phrase, counterpoint between the soprano 

and tenor, and Four of the eleven variations are visible in 

the next example. Some of the other clear examples of 

counterpoint can be found on pages: 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 11, 

12, 18, 19, 20, 2L-f, and 25. 

Sabo west sad otslAtlsó J 
A U.. ..rr rr. rr1 

1( 1 

Lsr Ottr- 3 tar Lb eu ß tr ---y 
á.rr _ Or- t Ube ta _ 

,),(AqtK 

S.e>tr _ O.- Lie -u._ 

a.rtr S.rtr _ 

.rvr t].r. ll.-- Gt-r Pm- me S.-t _ Stste , a /. t! 
arm r_ Der- Imo SW-u. _ Sarum. _ 

n 

Do- D.r Its. b.sib _ Strt 
.ltne t l abort gevrttll1 J..... 

J.J 

t -r s . _ r t. _ 00 N 
1 T 
ti . .r tr - \ r r. . . b . w . r . - / - - - - 
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O 
M. r r eri r or . -. _AK le . 
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M . r t V. . 4 --- ti MI( . ----- A r 
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., r! r . . j. r`. . . . , 

. ZC . 
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- =... 
r . 11 _ _____ _ =1-Z- E _ _ 
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Example 30: Hindemith Sanctus and Passacaglia 

Hindemith's choice of the acappella genre may be a 

traditional gesture, or may well represent his love of 

acappella singing. In his preface to his 1958 madrigals 

Hindemith himself states: 

"In the development of styles of composition 
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adopted to our modern techniques, there was no 
more place For such a quiet, inward art...Only 
the string quartet in its purest Form as crea- 
ted by Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, even app- 
roaches the earlier ideal, but in my opinion 
never quite attained it. The reason was, that 
the attachment to a thoroughly mechanized means 
of expression - musical instruments - though 
offering Freer technical possibilities, no 
longer permits the most beautiful and natural 
source of sound - human voices singing together 
unaccompanied ..." CGrout, p. X08) 

The alternation between sections oF polyphony and 

homophony which is a traditional German practice Csee 

chapter Li, section E) is Found throughout the Messe. To be 

sure, there are several levels oF homophony, From homophony 

in the strictest sense - all parts singing the same text 

with the same note values, to a less strict homophony which 

may include all four parts singing but different texts or a 

different rhythm in one or more voices. In addition to the 

example below, other examples can be Found on pages: 2, 3, 

Lf, 5, 7, 9, 16, 17, 25, and 26. 

Example 31: Hindemith Credo and Alternating Textures 
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Another example oF Hindemith's borrowing From the past 

is his use oF the tenth and eleventh century intonations to 

begin the Gloria and the Credo. He has assured their 

"Gregorian -style" performance by using currently accepted 

notational practice For chant and avoiding metrical 

guidance by eliminating time values, indicating pitch only. 

The intonation which precedes the Gloria does indeed 

establish the E major tonality to Follow as its musical 

ancestor would have done. However, the intonation which 

precedes the Credo supplies an opening pitch only. 

A Final example oF the borrowing of traditional 

techniques by Hindemith is evident in the Benedictus where 

he writes "nact Auf eines Faux Bourdon" (in the manner of 

Fauxbourdon). Fauxbourdon style can be traced back to 

manuscripts dating between 1Lí30 and 1510. It refers to a 

common practice of designating the term fauxbourdon on the 

discant part oF a two part composition. This signified that 

a third part could be added constantly maintaining the 

interval oF a Lfth down From the discant voice. Since the 

original two parts were always written with the bottom 

voice being a 6th down From the melody or tonic, the 

fauxbourdon meant a series of parallel 6 -3 chords. While 

Hindemith's parallel chords are not in the 6 -3 inversion, 

but are actually in the 6 -Li inversion, the Fact that there 

are a series oF them, all in the same inversion, reflects 

the style of the fauxbourdon. This addition to the score by 
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Hindemith has no value as an instructional statement For 

the singers, as the singers would not sing the Fauxbourdon 

style any diFFerently as they would any other music. Its 

purpose here is merely informative and provides insight 

into the creative process behind this unusual voicing. 
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Example 32: Hindemith Benedictus and " Fauxbourdon" 

Perhaps the most obvious and general Hindemith 

technique oF the twentieth century is his use of, or lack 

of major /minor tonality. It is often difficult to discover 

what key is represented at any one time and on every page 

oF the Messe these are sections that are quite unclear as 

to the tonality being represented. There are even sections 
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with obvious bi- tonality Can example of this would be the 

opening e measures of the Sanctus). This aspect of his 

music unquestionably adds a large degree of difficulty For 

most choral ensembles. However, it is also necessary to 

point out that never does a page go by that does not have 

at least one tonal reference point whether it be a unison 

pitch, or a major or minor chord. That he was aware of this 

problem For the performer and the ramifications of the lack 

of identifiable material For the listener, is made clear in 

Hindemith's quote From A Composer's World 1952. 

"The building material cannot be removed very 
Far away From certain structural, harmonic - 
tonal, and melodic prototypes, so that the 
listener can assume an active part in the 
process oF musical realization." (Morgenstern, 
p. q80) 

Hindemith was concerned with and able to incorporate 

twentieth century harmonic techniques in his Messe, but 

tempered his decisions by realizing the limits oF both 

performers and listeners - a practicality which, 

unfortunately, many oF his colleagues did not share. 

Mixed meters, a typically twentieth century innovation, are 

used by Hindemith throughout the Messe to help assure 

correct Latin syllable stress by causing stressed syllables 

to Fall on beat one of a measure. In addition, mixed meter 

also accommodates natural textural rhythms which cannot be 

notated in one time signature accurately or easily. Besides 

the example given here, other examples may be Found on 

pages: 2, 3, Li, 22, 23, and 26. 
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Example 33: Hindemith Kyrie and Mixed Meter 

The use oF parallel chords is another typically 

twentieth century technique which Hindemith employs in 

several areas of the Messe. A Favorite technique of Kurt 

Thomas as well, (see chapter 5, section E) this practice 

creates a sensual and rich effect, especially when used at 

the end oF a contrapuntal section of writing. In 

Hindemith's case, unlike Thomas's parallel triads, he also 

uses parallel 7th chords to stress a point of text he 

considers important. In the Following example he repeatedly 

uses parallel 7th chords to emphasize the text "Jesus 

Christ - Lord God - Lamb of God ". 
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Example 3 ±: Hindemith Credo and Parallel 7th Chords 

A technique Hindemith very probably picked up through 

his studies with Mendelssohn is the practice of raising the 

pitch level on each repeat to more strongly emphasize a 

musical or textual idea. In chapter Four, section E the 

technique is pointed cut as a regular tool For Mendelssohn. 

Hindemith utilizes this technique For the same emphasising 

reasons his teacher did, and it appears throughout the 

Messe. In addition to the example given below, others may 

be Found on pages: Li, 5, 10, 13, lq, and 16. 

Example 3S: Hindemith and Ascending Repetitions 
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To summarize, the compositional techniques of Paul 

Hindemith can be conveniently placed into two categories, 

1) traditional or borrowed From the past, including: 

counterpoint in various forms Cstretto, imitation, mirror 

imitation, ostinato, ground bass, passacaglia), the use of 

the acappella genre, alternation of polyphony and 

homophony, use of intonations, and his use of the 

fauxbourdon style, and 2) typically 20th century techniques 

including: lack of major minor tonality and polytonality, 

mixed meters, parallel triads, parallel 7th chords, and 

perhaps repetitions occurring at higher pitch levels. 

"Whenever the name of Paul Hindemith is mentioned 

today, it almost automatically denotes the 'classicist of 

modernism ", Cdehaan, p.6) for although he employed many 

twentieth century techniques in his compositions, 

traditional musical values never left his creative process. 

It is in this sense, that while Hindemith was a twentieth 

century pioneer who is not normally thought of as being 

bonded to German church music, he could never escape the 

traditional influence of his musical heritage - the German 

Protestant church music tradition. 
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CHAPTER 7 
PAUL HINDEMITH 

G. AVAILABLE PUBLISHED WORKS 

Apparebit Repentina Dies 
CLat] SATE, 10brass voc sc SCHOTT 
Lí237 F.s., ipr 

Eicht Canons Op. `f5, No. 2, CCBL, canon 
CGerJ SS, opt strings sc SCHOTT 11±62 
F.s. 

Four Cancns For Equal Unices canon 
SCHOTT F.s. 

Ite. Angeli Uelcces cant 
SCHOTT F.s., ipr 

Messe Mass 
[Ger] SATE, acap f.s. sc SCHOTT 
5Lf 10 , cor pts SCHOTT 5q10 

Spruch Eines Fahrenden canon 
CGer1 SSS SCHOTT C3772S F.s. 

UnauFhörliche. Das ora 
CGer: SATB & bog co, STB soli, orch 
voc sc SCHOTT 3268 E.s., ipr 

When Lilacs Last In The Door - Yard 
Bloom'd Req 
CEng /Ger] SATE, Mezbar soli, orch 
F.s., ipr voc sc SCHOTT 3800 



CHAPTER 8 
CONCLUSIONS 

A. REVIEW OF DIFFERENCES AND SIMILARITIES 

The use oF each oF the masses included in this 

document has been justified, in regard to its value and 

importance to German Protestant church music. The 

Mendelssohn and Thomas masses are historically important by 

virtue oF the Fact that they are a "First" oF some type in 

the twentieth century. The David mass, while not 

particularly a historical first, represents a composer who 

many feel is one of the Founding Fathers and leaders in 

twentieth century German church music. The Hindemith mass 

represents the Final work of one of the founding fathers 

and leaders of the new music movement who, although not 

specifically a church composer, had a great impact on all 

music of the twentieth century. 

The overall compositional form For the Thomas and 

David masses is the traditional Five movement Ordinary of 

the mass, despite their language differences. The 

Mendelssohn mass adds a "Schlusgesang" CEnding Song) to the 

end of the mass creating six movements, while the Hindemith 

mass is in six movements due to the separation of the 

Sanctus and the Benedictus sections. The internal 

compositional form for each movement of each mass is quite 
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unique unto itself. However, in all of the works a careful 

adherence to textural considerations has made the composer 

allow the Form to be dictated by the text. 

In the area of harmonic language we Find basic and 

important differences between composers, dependening upon 

which generation of composers they represent. The 

Mendelssohn mass Features a good deal of chromaticism with 

a harmonic structure essentially representing the late 

nineteenth century. The Thomas mass, representative of the 

next generation, exhibits a move away from nineteenth 

century harmonies into the areas of pan -tonality and whole 

tone scales. While still essentially a tonal work, it 

does at times, Foretell musical trends still to come. The 

David mass, essentially modal as dictated by the chorale 

tunes on which it is based, shows a clear twentieth century 

trend in chromatic alterations, parallel triads, and 

sections of intended polytonality. The Hindemith mass, the 

most harmonically complex of the Four, is typically atonal 

in some sections, polytonal in some sections, and yet quite 

classically tonal in others. 

In the area of compositional techniques there are some 

essential differences. Mendelssohn makes great use of 

parallel thirds, suspensions, and a constantly shifting 

texture, while Thomas employs mixed meters, parallel 

triads, and some variance in texture. David's techniques 

include tone word painting, stacking thirds to create 13th 
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chords, and polyrhythmic effects, while Hindemith uses 

mixed meters, parallel 7th chords, and extremes in vocal 

range. 

Similarities in the compositional techniques of these 

Four composers are numerous, and graphically prove their 

(conscious or unconscious) connection with the German 

Protestant church music traditions. Each oF the composers 

has chosen to set his mass in the acappella setting that is 

characteristic of their tradition . Each composer, to a 

greater or lesser degree, is a contrapuntist and utilizes 

contrapuntal Forms and/or techniques such as imitation, 

stretto, augmentation, diminution, and mirror imitation. 

This trait is also extremely characteristic oF the German 

church tradition. Each uses the technique of repetition 

occurring at higher pitch levels each time to create 

excitement or repetitions occurring at lower pitch levels 

each time to decrease excitement or add an element of 

sorrow. Again we can see a definite connection to tradition 

as there are countless examples of the same techniques in 

the music of J.S. Bach and his successors. 

In the motets and cantatas of J.S. Bach and others in 

the German tradition, numerous examples can be Found of 

sections of polyphony ended and /or divided by sections of 

homophony of some degree. Each of these four composers also 

utilizes this technique in their masses. The homophony may 

be of various forms, in varying degrees, and at different 
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times, but the basic technique remains essentially 

unchanged from that used by their musical Forefathers. 

Finally, each oF the composers represented in this 

document borrows, not only From his musical heritage, but 

From the musical heritage oF the church prior to 

Lutheranism. In Mendelssohn's mass, he uses two 

historically significant ideas: the melody oF an 11th 

century intonation to begin the Credo and acappella 

recitative similar to that oF Schutz to begin the Sanctus. 

Kurt Thomas borrows From the past in the "Fauxbourdon "style 

voice leading in the Sanctus and in the opening pitches oF 

the Credo which may originate in the 11th century 

intonation as well. David's incorporation oF elements of 

the past is perhaps the most all -inclusive oF the Four 

composers in question because his mass is totally based on 

sixteenth century chorale melodies and sixteenth century 

texts. Lastly, Hindemith's borrowing From the past is 

evident through his use of 10th century and 11th century 

intonations to begin the Gloria and the Credo. In addition, 

his own sub -heading of the Benedictus "In the manner oF 

the Fauxbourdon" certainly implies that he had an ancient 

historical model in mind in the creation of this movement. 



CHAPTER 8 
CONCLUSIONS 

B. THE PROUD TRADITION 

Through the preceding Four chapters' analysis and 

this chapter's summary it is clear that these Four 

representative German composers of the twentieth century 

have a common bond. Despite the Fact that their combined 

life spans cover a period of one hundred twenty - two 

years of history, these Four individuals are a part oF an 

important and strong musical force -vital not only in 

Germany, but throughout the western world. This Force, this 

living and vital artistic influence, is a tribute to the 

insight oF one man - Martin Luther, and the sincere efforts 

of the thousands of its contributors - known and unknown, 

composers and performers - who have given it the very best 

they had to offer. 

Musical trends begin, reach their peak, and die away, 

yet the German Protestant church music trend remains 

virtually undaunted after four hundred years of existence. 

One may well ask how this is possible but no single answer 

will totally satisfy the question or provide a complete 

solution. The tradition remains, because at its core is 

logic, - the logic of counterpoint, the logic of the 

strophic verse and logic of its forms, and the logic of a 

solid theology. It remains, because at its core is nature - 

21 9 
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it is natural For man to express himself through music, it 

is natural For the "Golden Section" to occur in music - the 

visual arts - or architecture, it is natural For man to be 

interested in his roots, and it is natural For man to hold 

onto what he knows is solid with one hand while testing the 

waters with the other. Finally, it remains, because at its 

core lies the universal truth - which continues to inspire 

man's creative powers beyond himself and his mental 

limitation towards a peak not yet reached. 

Until that musical peak is reached, the German 

Protestant church music tradition is the ground From which 

new music will take off. It is, and will remain, a living 

Force that animates the present. It is not something inert, 

merely to be repeated all over again; rather, it is a 

heritage received on condition that we make it bear Fruit, 

before handing it on to our posterity. 
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The preceding graph is designed to show major schools of 
inFluence on J.S. Bach and is therefore quite selective. 
"Bach took no lessons from an established composer, but 
learned his craft Cthrough score study or personal 
acquaintance) From the above composers and others, 
including: "Fischer, Strungk, Bruhns, Fux, Caldara, Handel, 
Keisser, Hasse, the two Grauns, Telemann, Zelenka, Benda, 
Palestrina, Lotti, and Vivaldi." (Wolf', p.120 -123). He was 
also inFluenced by: "Legrenzi, Albinone, Corelli, Ernst, 
and Marcello." (Schweitzer, p.192- 19S)CSS =Score Study Only) 
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Appendix 2 

AVAILABLE PUBLISHED WORKS 
NINETEENTH CENTURY COMPOSERS 

EDUARD AUGUST GRELL (1800 -1686) 

Erhaben , O Herr 
mixe cor, acap cor pts Braun -Per 
L29 F.s. 

Erhaben. O Herr. Uber ALLES Lob 
(Muller, A.M.) mix cor, acap Erdmann 
566 F.s. 

GnadiQ Und Barmherzig Gradual 
(Schulz) Ger. Bpt mix cor 
Heinrich, 753 voc so f . s . 

Herr. Deine Güte Reicht Sc Weit 
wom cor /jr cor,k acap car pts Graur- 
Per 386 F.s. 

Passion (Um Unserer Sunden Wilen 
Easter / Palm;'Psntc 
mix cor Ruh,E C 532 F.s. 

Pfingsten (Komm HieliQer Geist) 
Asc /pent 6pt mix cor Rue,E.C. 
51 F.s. 

MORITZ HAUPTMANN (1792 -1666) 

Gott. Deine Gute Reicht So Weit 
Op. 35, No.3, prager 
3pt wom cor, acap cor pts 
Breitkopf -W CHB --1886 

Gott. Mein Heil 
Gen mix cor Ruh, E. C. 
86, F.s. 

Noel Xmas 
3pt wom cor 
Broekmans 127 F.s. 
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HEINRICH VON HERZOGENBERG C18-í3 -1900) 

Danket Dem Herren, Sehopfer Aller Dinge 
SATE Schweizer q'-f . 7011 

Danket Dem Herrer, Sehopfer Aller Dinge 
met SATE Pastorini F.s. 

FunF Liturgische Gesange, Uo1.1: Zur 
Adventszeit Op. 81, adv 
Ger /Eng Carus Lf0.191 

FunF Liturgische Gesange, Uol. 2a: 
Zur Epiphanias -Zeit Op. 81 
Ger /Eng Carus L10.192 -10 F.s. 

FunF Liturgische Gesang, Ucl. 2c: 
Zur Epiphanias -Zeit Op. 81 
Epiph Ger /Eng Carus Lf0.192 -30 

Ist Doch Der Mensch Gar Wie Nichts 
Op. 103, chorale /mot 
SATE &SATB Bären. BA 19 321 F.s. 

Kommt Her Zu Mir. Spricht Sottes Sohn 
SATB, acap Bären. BA6316 f.s. 

Liturc, i s the Gesance No .'f Zum Totensonntag 
Op. 92 CCBL SATE Carus Lf0 . 1 SLf F.s. 

People Have Seen A Great Light 
SATE oct Golden W -10 

Vier Choralmotetten Op. 102 CCL±U 
mot SATE, acap Bären. 19309 F.s. 

SIGFRIED KARG -ELERT (1877 -1933) 

Praise Ye The Lord 
SATE oct Lorenz C63 

Prelude, Aria. and Chorale 
Chorale SATB oct Fischer,C. RC -Lf27 

BERNARD KLEIN (1793 -1832 

Herr Ist Mein Hirt, Der (Psalm No. 23) 
mix cor Ruh, E.C. 613 
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Herr Ist rein Hirte, Der CPsalm No. 23) 
Ger mix cor acap Hug F.s. 

JOHANN GOTTFRIED SCHICHT C1753 -1823) 

Ascension Hu rmn 
SATB oct Novello T9 .1077.07 F.s. 

GUSTAV SCHRECK (18'-±S -1918) 

Schonster Herr Jesu, Herrscher Aller Enden 
17th c. mix cor cor pts Breitkopf -W 
PB -19L 5 

Wie Soll Ich Dich Empfangen Op. 32 
Adv SATB acap cor pts Breitkopf -L 
PB -1`f35 F.s. 



APPENDIX 3 

AVAILABLE PUBLISHED WORKS 
TRANSITIONAL PERIOD COMPOSERS 

HEINRICH VAN EYKEN 

Gracious and Long- SuFFerinQ 
SSA Bosworth F.s. 

LUDWIG WEBER (1891- 19±7) 

Chr i stAebur-t Xmas 
wom cor&men cor, 2 soli, orch Moseler 
sc F.s., voc sc F.s. 

Ehre Sei Gott In Der Höhe 
2 eq voices & 2 pt mix cor, opt inst 
Moseler LB -63 

Frohlich Soll Mein Herze Springen 
SATE Moseler sc F.s. 

Herr Christ. Komm In Unsre Not 
man cor sc Schotts CHEL 6 F.s. 

Human CCU hymn 
mix cor, inst Moseler F.s. 

Kommet. Ihr Hirten Xmas 
3 eq voices, opt inst Moseler LB -12q F.s. 

Zwei Geistliche GesanQe CC2U 
SSAA, 2 vin,vla,vcl cor pts Zinner, ZM 
663 f .s. 



APPENDIX 4 

AVAILABLE PUBLISHED WORKS 
TWENTIETH CENTURY COMPOSERS 

HELMUT BORNEFELD C1906- 

ALL MORGEN IST GANZ FRISCH UND NEU 
CCantata No. 2) Gen 
Ger SA /SAB, org, 2vin,opt vla and 
vlc Bären. BA 2226 

Alle Welt Singe Xmas 
Ger 1 -3 eq voices, inst 
Bären. BA2T-18 

Choralwerke, Das. No. 1: Advent Zu 
Trinitas Adv/Gen/Trin 
Ger unis cor &opt cor,org,opt inst 
Bären. BA2929 

Choralwerke, Das. No.2: Gen 
Ger unis cor &opt cor,org, opt inst 
Bären. BA2929 

Choralwerke, Das. No.3 : Gen 
Ger unis cor, organ opt inst 
Bären. Ba 2930 

Du Meine Seele, Sinne CCantata No.7) 
Gen Ger unis cor, 9trp,2trom,drums,opt org 
Bären. BA2 ±L 

Ermuntre Dich, Mein Schwacher Geist 
CMotet No. 2) Xmas 
CGer7 SATB, acap BÄREN 
BA 252 sc 

Frolich Soll Main Herze Springen 
CCantata No. 11) Xmas 
CGer7 SSATB, S solo, org, £1, vla, vol 
BÄREN. BA 2L4I6 sc 

Heiliger Geist. Du Troster Mein CMotet 
No. 9) Pent, mot 
CGer7 SATB, acap BÄREN 
BA 2 '159 
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Herr Ist Mein Getreuer Hirt, Der 
(Cantata No. 5) Easter /Pent 
CGer7 SATB, S solo, org, Fl 
BÄREN. BA 2229 sc 

Herr Jesu Christ, Dich Zu Uns Wend 
(Cantata No. Li) 

CGer7 SSATB & cong, org, 2trp, 2trom 
BÄREN. BA 2228 sc 

Herr Jesu Christ, Du Hochstes Gut 
(Cantata No. 10) 
CGer7 SA & men cor, org, sc 
BÄREN. BA 2LiLi5 

Jesus Christus, Gestern Und Heute 
CC8L, canon 
SATB /3pt cor HANSSLER 8.036 F.s. 

Jesus Christus Herrscht Als König 
SATB BÄREN. BA 6330 F.s. 

Jesus Soll Die Lonsunq Sein (Motet No. 
3) Xmas 
CGer7 SA & Men cor, acap 
BÄREN. BA 2't53 

Kantoreisatze, Heft 1 CC3qU, Adv/ 
Xmas /ECY /Epiph /Gen 
CGer7 2 -5 eq voices, opt inst 
BÄREN. BA 2219 

Kantoreisatze, Heft 3 CC33U, Eve /Gen 
CGer7 2 -5 eq voices, opt inst 
BÄREN. 2221 

Kantoreisatze, Heft `t CC28U, Gen, 
prayer /Psalm 
[Ger] 2 -5 eq voices, opt inst 
BÄREN. BA 2222 

Kantoreisatze, Heft 6 CC34 -U, Gen 
CGer7 2 -5 eq voices, opt inst 
BÄREN. BA 222 

Mein Seele, O Herr, 
(Cantata No. 6) 
CGer7 SA /TB & cong, 
BÄREN. BA 2LILI1 sc 

Müss Loben Dich 

org, opt 2inst 
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Mit Freuden Zart CMotet No. 7) Easter 
CGer7 SSATB, acap BÄREN. 
BA 2Lí57 

Mit Freuden Zart Zu Dieser Fahrt 
SAT /SAB HANSSLER 7.1Lt7 F.s. 

O Haupt Vail Blut Und Wunden CMotet 
No. 6) Psntd 
CGer7 SA & men cor /STB, acap 
BÄREN. BA 2LfS6 

O Heiland Reiss Die Himmel AuF 
CMotet No. 1) Adv, mot 
CGer7 SSATB, acap BÄREN. 
BA 2Lí51 

O Traurigkeit, 0 Herzeleid CCantata 
No. B) Psntd 
CGer7 SA & men cor, org, 2vin, opt vcl 
BÄREN. BA 2'-±Lí3 sc 

Sechsunddreissig Geistliche 
Spruchkanons CC36U, Gen, Bibl 
CGer7 2 -B eq voices, acap 
BÄREN. BA 2211 

Wir Danken Dir, Herr Jesu Christ. 
Dass Du Fur Uns Gestorben Bis 
CMotet No. S) Psntd 
CGer7 SSATTB, acap BÄREN. 
BA 2Lf55 

Zwei Psalm- Motetten Gen, mot /Psalm 
BÄREN. BA 5Lf 1 O 

WOLFGANG FORTNER (1907- 

Agnus Dei "Es Sucht Das Lamm" 
mix cor sc SCHOTTS C 33 571 
F.s. 

Deutsche Liedmesse, Eine Mass 
SSATB, acap sc SCHOTTS 
ED. 2928 F.s. 

EntschlaFenen, Die "Einen 
VernanQlichen Tan" 
TBB, acap sc SCHOTTS C 33 746 F.s. 
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Geistliches Lied "Der Mensch Lebt Und 
Bestshet" 
SSAATB, acap sc SCHOTTS 
C 33 570 F.s. 

Gott Ist Unsre Zuversicht (Psalm No. 
L±6) 

SSAATB, acap sc SCHOTTS 
C 33 572 F.s. 

Herr, Bleibe Bei Uns! CCU, Eve 
mix cor, org /hpsd, strings sc 
cor pts SCHOTTS ED. X219 f.s. 
ipa 

Jauchzet Dem Herrn Alle Welt (Psalm 
No. 100) Bibl 
5pt mix cor, 3horn, 2trp, 2trom 
sc SCHOTTS C ±0 915 F.s., ipa 

HEINRICH KAMINSKI (1886- 19Lt6) 

Aus Der Tiefe Rufe Ich, Herr (Psalm 
No. 130) Op. la, Bibl 
mix cor, S solo sc SCHOTTS C 30 879 
F.s. 

Musik Zur Passion 
CGerJ cor, orch voc sc UNIUER. 
UE 0796 F.s. 

Nun Lasst Uns flehen Und Treten 
Xmas /ECY 
[Ger] SATE, acap BÄREN. 
BA 2'±00 F.s. 

0 Herre Gott mot 
SSAASTTBB, opt org sc, cor pts 
SCHOTTS ED. L±195 f.s. 

Sechs Chorale chorale 
SATB sc SCHOTTS C 30 878 

Tari Ist Hin. Der 
mix cor sc SCHOTTS CHBL 251 
F.s. 

Three Christmas Settings Xmas 
C Ger J PETERS '-±865 
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UerQiss Mein Nicht. Mein 
Allerliebster Gott 
mix cor SCHOTTS CHBL 252 f.s. 

KARL MARX (1897- 

Als Jesus Uon Seiner Mutter GinQ 
Psntd, cant 
SATB, SBAR soli, fl, ob, 2vin, vla, vcl 
HANSSLER 10.185 sc F.s., cor pts. 
F.s., ipa 

Bis Hierher Hat Mich Gott Gebracht 
SAT /SAB /2pt cor, opt 1 -2treb inst 
HANSSLER 1q.236 F.s. 

Christmas Cantata Xmas, cant 
CGerJ SAT /SAB, 2vin, vcl voc sc 
PETERS '866, ipa, cor pts 

Der Du Die Zeit In handen Hast 
SA & unis men cor /SATB BÄREN. 
BA6309 F.s. 

Gedenke An Deinen Schopfer Op. 51, 
No. 3, Gen, mot 
[Ger] SATB, acap BÄREN. 
BA 3939 

Gelobet Sei Der Herr, Mein Gott. Mein 
Licht 
SATB HANSSLER 7.010 F.s. 

Gen Himmel AufQeQhren Ist 
SAT /SAB, treb inst HANSSLER l'-k.092 

Gott 5chweiQe. Doch Nicht Also 
(Psalm No. 83) Op. Si, No. 1, Gen, mot 
CGerJ 3pt wom cor & 3pt men cor, acap 
BÄREN. BA 2528 

Herr Ist Mein Getreuer hint, Der 
SAT /SAB /SA, treb inst, opt bass inst 
HANSSLER l.178 F.s. 

)-(err Jesu Christe, Mein Getreuer 
Hirte 
SAT /SAB, opt treb inst HANSSLER 
1Lí.156 F.s. 
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Lob Gott Getrost Mit Singen 
SAT /SAB /2pt cor, opt treb inst 
HANSSLER 1Li.205 F.s. 

Mein Schonste Zier Und Kleinod Bist 
Gen, cant 
[Ger] SATB & cong, 2trp, 2trom sc 
BÄREN. BA 2637 

Mit Freuden Zart 
SAT /SAB /SA, treb inst HANSSLER 
1Lí.081 F.s. 

Nun Danket All Und Bringet Ehr Trin 
[Ger] SA & men cor, opt 2trp 
BÄREN. BA 3032 F.s. 

Nun Freut Euch, Lieben Christen Gemein 
Easter/Pent, cant 
[Ger] SATB & cong, 3trp, 2trom, BÄREN. 
BA 2636 

Sei Lob Und Ehr Mit Hochsten Gut 
Trin 
[Ger] 3pt mix cor & 8pt mix cor, opt 
2trp & trom BÄREN. BA 3269 

Siebzehn Geistliche Kanons CC17U 
Gen, Bibl /canon 
[Ger] 2 -5 eq voices, acap 
BÄREN. BA 2179 F.s. 

Wenn Mein Stundlein Vorhanden Ist 
Op. 51, No. 2, mot 
CGer] SATE, acap BÄREN. 
BA 2769 

HANS FRIEDRICH MICHEELSEN C1902 -1973) 

Ach Gott Uon Himmel Trin 
[Ger] SA & men cor, acap MULLER 
SM 25Lí1, 13 -15 F.s. 

Allein Zu Dir,. Herr Jesu Christ 
Trin, cant 
[Ger] unis cor, 3trp, 3trom 
BÄREN. BA 2632 sc 
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Als Unser Herr In Den Garten Ging 
Psntd 
CGer] SSA, acap BAREN. BA 1570 

Amen, Gott Vater Und Sohne 
CGerl 3 -Spt mix cor, acap 
BÄREN. BA 172 F.s. 

Aus Meines Herzens Gründe Gen 
[Ger] SA & men cor, acap MULLER 
2541, 10 -12 f . s . 

Befiehl Du Deine WeQe Gen 
CGerJ SA & men cor, acap MULLER 
SM 25-±1, 1 -3 F.s. 

Bescher Uns, Herr, Das TaQlich Brot 
Gen 
CGerJ SA & men cor, acap MULLER 
SM 25411, 16 -18 f .s. 

Brich Und, Herr, Das Brot 
SA & opt TB, 2treb inst, opt bass inst 
(two settings) HANSSLER 14.162 
F.s. 

Choralmotetten Gen, mot 
CGerJ 3 eq voices, acap BÄREN. 
BA 1333 

Christ Ist Erstanden Easter, cant 
[Ger] SATB, 3trp, 3trom BÄREN. 
BA 3591 sc 

Christe, Du Lamm Gottes Gen 
CGerJ 3pt mix cor /4pt mix cor, acap 
MULLER SM 2541:13-15 F.s. 

"LobQesanQ Der Maria" CGer7 SAATBB, 
S solo, acap BÄREN. 
BA 36'3 

Deutsche Liedmesse Gen, Mass 
CGer7 SSAB, acap MULLER 
SM 2518 f.s. 

Deutsche Messe Mass 
CGerJ SSATB, acap BÄREN. 
BA 1317 
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Dreistimmige Kirchenliedsatze 
CCSOU, Gen, chorale 
[Gar] SA & men cor, acap BÄREN. 
BA 398 

Es Sungen Drei Engel Gen, mot 
CGerJ SSATBB, acap BÄREN. 
BA 205 

Frieden Lasse Ich Euch, Den Pent 
[Ger] SA & men cor, acap BÄREN. 
BA S6Lf 

Frolich Wir Nun All Fangen An Gen 
CGer1 SA & men cor, acap MULLER 
SM 251:1 -3 F.s. 

Gehet Hin In Alle Welt Easter,'Pent 
[Ger] SAB, acap BÄREN. 
BA 790 

Geistliche Chorsatze Psntd 
CGer] SA & men cor, acap MULLER 
SM 251 

Hamburger Motettenbuch No. 1: 

Evangelienspruche CCU, Gen, mot 
CGerJ 2 -apt mix cor, acap 
BÄREN. BA 1331 

Hamburger Motettenbuch No. 2: 
Psalmworte CCU, Gen, mot 
[Der] 3 -Spt mix cor, acap 
BÄREN. BA 1332 

Hamburger Motettenbuch No. 10: Zeit 
Und Ewigkeit CCU, Gen 
[Ger] 3 -Spt mix cor, acap 
BÄREN. BA 3690 

Herr Gott, Dich Loben Alle Wir Fest 
CGerJ Spt mix cor, acap BÄREN. 
BA 301 F.s. 

Herr Ist Konig, Der Adv /Gen, mot 
[Ger] 3pt mix cor, acap 
BÄREN. BA 1321 F.s. 
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Herr Ist Mein Hirte, Der (Psalm No. 
23) Easter /Pent, canon 
CGer7 SAATBB, acap BAREN. 
BA 3688 

Herr, Nun Lassest Du Deinen Diener 
"LobQesanQ Des Simeon" CGer7 SATE, 
acap BÄREN. BA 36Lí. 

Himmel Und Erde Werden UerQehen 
SAT /SAE SCHWEIZER ' ±'± .696 F.s. 

Hinunter Ist Der Sonnen Schein Gen 
CGerJ SA & men cor, acap MULLER 
SM 25q1, 7 -9 F.s. 

Ich Ruf Zu Dir. Herr Jesu Christ 
Trin 
CGer7 SA & Men cor, acap MULLER 
SM 251±1, Lf -6 F.s. 

Jahr Des Herrn. Das CC1OU, Gen 
CGerJ 3 -5pt mix cor, acap 
BAREN. BA 2L-110 

Klienes Psalmen- Chorbuch CC9U, mot/ 
Psalm 
CGer7 apt mix cor MERSEBURGER 
EM 780 F.s. 

Komm, Du Herzlicher Troster Pent 
CGer7 SA & men cor, acap MULLER 
SM 25Lf l , 16 -18 F.s. 

Kurie Gen, Kyrie 
[Ger] SA & men cor, acap MULLER 
SM 2S'±1 : 13 -15 F.s. 

Lobet Den Herrn Und Danket Ihm Gen 
CGer7 SA & men cor, acap MULLER 
SM 251±1, 16 -18 F.s. 

Lobt Gott Den Herrn Gen 
CGer7 SA & men cor, acap MULLER 
SM 2S-t1, L -6 E.s. 

Lutherchoral- Kantate Gen, cant 
CGer7 SATB, strings, opt drums 
BÄREN. BA 3161E sc 
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Meine Worte Vergehen Nicht mot 
3pt cor PASTORINI F.s. 

Mit Freuden Zart CCantata No. Li) 

Easter 
CGer7 SATE, org sc BAREN. 
BA 1755 F.s. 

Mit Fried Und Freud Funeral /mot 
CGer7 3 eq voices, acap BÄREN. 
BA 1569 

Morgenstern Ist AuFQedrunQen, Der 
No. 58, Epiph 
CGer7 SSATB, acap BÄREN. 
BA 21'S 

Nun Bitten Wir Den Heiligen Geist 
Pent 
CGer7 SAAB, acap MULLER 
SN 251, Li -6 F.s. 

Nun Danket All Und Bringet Ehr Gen 
CGer7 SA & men cor, acap MULLER 
SM 251, 7 -S f.s. 

Nun Freut Euch, Lieben Christen Gmein 
CCantata No. S) Easter /Pent 
CGer7 SAATB, opt soli, org, vin 
sc BÄREN. BA 1796 

C Christenheit, Sei Hocher Freut 
Gen 
CGer7 SSATTB, acap BÄREN. 
BA 3261 F.s. 

Passion Jesu Christi Nach Dem 
Evangelisten Markus. Die Psntd 
CGer7 SSATBB, TB soli, soli, acap 
BÄREN. BA 1320 sc 

Tod Und Leben ECY. Reg 
CGer7 SSATB, soli, acap 
BÄREN. BA 1363 

Uns Ist Ein Kind Geboren Xmas 
CGer7 SA & men cor, acap BÄREN. 
BA 3391 f.s. 
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Verleih Uns Frieden Gen 
CGerJ SATE, acap MULLER 
SN 2591 : 10 -12 F.s. 

Vom Morgen Bis Zum Abend CC12U, Eve/ 
Gen /Morn, bibs /canon 
CGerJ 2 eq voices /3 eq voices, acap 
BÄREN. BA 2178 F.s. 

Warum Sollt Ich Mich Denn Gramen 
Gen 
CGerJ SAAB, acap MULLER 
SM 2591, 1 -3 F.s. 

Was Gott Tut. Das Ist Wohlgetan Gen 
CGerJ SA & men cor, acap MULLER 
SM 2591, 10 -12 F.s. 

Was Mein Gott Will Trin 
[Ger] SA & men cor, acap MULLER 
SM 259l 7 -9 F.s. 

Wenn Der Herr Die Gefangen Zions 
Erbsen Wird (Psalm No. 126D ECY, 
mot 
(Ger] SAATBB, acap BÄREN. 
BA 3699 

Wir Wellen Alle Frohlich Sein 
Easter, , cant 
CGerJ 3 -9pt mix cor, acap cor pts 
MERSEBURGER EM 105 F.s. 

With High Delight Easter /Gen 
SATB & tr. cor, isst oct 
CONCORDIA 98 -1992 

Wohl Dem Der Micht Wandelt Im Rat 
Der Gottlosen (Psalm No. 1D Trin 
(Ger] SSATBB, acap BÄREN. 
BA 3687 

GUNTHER RAPHAEL (1933- 

Anderen Grund Kann Zwar Niemand 
Legen. Einen mot 
SAABS HANSSLER 7.039 F.s. 
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Auf erstehung Jesu , Die Op. 63, No. Li, 

Easter 
`±pt mix cor, acap cor pts BREITKOPF- 
W CHB -3013 F.s. 

Aus Den Klageliedern Jeremias 
Op. 56, No. 2 
`t pt mix cor MULLER F.s. 

Dies Irae Op. 73 
SATE & SATE, acap cor pts BREITKOPF-W 
PB -3710 F.s. 

Erhalt Uns Herr. Bei Deinem Wort 
Op. 30, No. 2, mot 
Spt mix cor, acap cor pts BREITKOPF - 
L PB -3Lf21 F.s. 

Es Ist Ein Schnitter. Heisst Der Tod 
SAT &SAT HANSSLER 7.113 F.s. 

Frohlich Soll Mein Herze Springen 
Op. SS, Xmas, mot 
CGer7 2 eq voices, fl MULLER 
SM 1635 F.s. 

FunF Marienlieder Op. 13, BUM 
cor pts BREITKOPF -W F.s. 

Gehet Hin In Alle Welt Und Predict 
Das Evangelium Aller Kreatur 
mot 
SSAATTBB, T solo HANSSLER 7.006 F.s. 

Gute Des Herrn, Die Op. 56, No. 2, Gen 
CGer] SATB, acap MULLER 
SM 16íi2 F.s. 

Heil'ger Geist. Du Troster Mein 
Op. 39, No. 3, Pent /Whitsun 
SATE, acap voc pt BREITKOPF -L 
CHB -2823 F.s. 

Herr Christ, Hilf Uns In Dieser Zeit 
SA, org, 2rec, opt vol HANSSLER 5.029 
f .s. 

Herr. Du Bist Wurdig Zu Nehmen Preis 
Und Ehre mot 
SATE HANSSLER 7.00Lt F.s. 
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Herr Gott, Dich Loben Alle Wir 
Op. B`± , cant 
'apt mi :< cor, ABAR soli, org, ob vla, 
vcl sc BREITKOPF -W PB -38Lí7 F.s. 

Herr, Verherrliche Deinen Namen mot 
SAB HANSSLER 7.0SS F.s. 

Ich Hab Mein Sach Gott Heimgestellt 
Op. SS, No. 5, ECY, mot 
CGerJ apt mix cor /SAAB, acap 
MULLER SM 1639 F.s. 

Ich Rede Von Deinen Zeugnissen mct 
SAB HANSSLER 7.058 F.s. 

Ich Singe Dir Mit Herz Und Mund 
Op. 5S, No. 2, Gen, Cant 
CGer7 3pt mix cor, F1 MULLER 
SM 1636 F.s. 

In Dem Herren Freut Euch 
SA, org, 2rec HANSSLER. 5.039 F.s. 

Jesus Christus Unser Heiland Op. 39, 
No.2, Easter, mot 
SATB, acap voc pt BREITKOPF -L 
CHB -2822 F.s. 

Kindlein Zart. Ein Op. 39, No. i 

Xmas, mot 
SATB. acap voc pt BREITKOPF -L 
CHB -2821 F.s. 

Komm. Heiliger Geist. Erfulle Die 
Herzen 
3pt wom cor /3pt jr cor, acap cor pts 
BREITKOPF -W CHB -3135 F.s. 

Lobe Den Herrn, Meine Seele CPsalm 
No. 10Lf) Op. 29 
12pt mix cor, acap cor pts 
BREITKOPF -L PB -3Lf06 F.s. 

Maria Sat In Cattle Stall anthem 
Contemporary 
SATB, inst act CHANTRY COA S' ±8 

Mitten Wir Im Leben Trin 
CGerJ SATB, org BÄREN. BA 2669 sc 
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Mond Ist Aufgegangen, Der Op. 55, 
No. 3, Gen, mot 
[Gar] 3 eq voices, El 
MULLER SM 1637 

Nun Bitten Wir Den Heiligen Giest 
mix cor, S solo, org /pno 
Cchoralpartita) sc BREITKOPF -L 
PB -3548 F.s. 

Nun Komm Der heiden Heiland Adv, mot 
SATB HANSSLER 7.121 f.s. 

D Herre Gott. Dein Gottlich Wort 
mot 
SATB HANSSLER 7.012 F.s. 

Schmuckt Das Fest Mit Maien Fest 
SA, org, 2rec HANSSLER 5.055 F.s. 

Sei Mir Ein Starker Fels Und Eine 
Burg mot 
SAB HANSSLER 7.044 F.s. 

Singet Dem Herren Ein Neues Lied 
(Psalm No. 98) mot 
SATB HANSSLER 7.005 F.s. 

So Seid Ihr Nun Nicht Mehr Gaste Und 
Fremdlinge mot 
SATBB HANSSLER 7.013 F.s. 

Trintuchon Zu Worten Des St. Thomas 
Gen 
CGer7 2 -6pt mix cor, acap 
BÄREN. BA 3987 

Unser Keiner Lebt Sich Selber Bibl 
SSA HANSSLER 7.118 F.s. 

Vater Unser Op. 58, Gen, cant 
[Ger] SATB, org, orch 
MULLER SM16 -±6 sc f . s . , cor pts 
F.s. 

Verleih Uns Frieden Gnadiglich 
Partita 
[Ger] SAB, org BÄREN. 
BA 2667 sc 
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Uersuchunp Jesu, Die Op. 35 
Lt -B pt cor, acap voc pt BREITKOPF -L 
CHB -2792 F.s. 

UerzaQe Nicht, Du Hauflein Klein 
Op. 55 No.»t, gen 
CGerJ apt mix cor, acap MULLER 
SM 1638 F.s. 

Vom JunQsten Gericht Op. 30, No.1 
-Bpt cor, acap voc pt BREITKOPF -L 

CHB -2766 F.s. 

Was Mein Gott Will Op. S5, No. 6 
Trin, mot 
[Gera SATE, Fl, MULLER SM 16`-10 

F.s. 

Was Mein Gott Will, Das Gescheh 
Allzeit Gen, Partita 
CGerJ SATE, org BREN. 
BA 2668 sc 

Wenn Aber Jener. Der Geist Der 
Wahrheit mot 
AABB /SATB HANSSLER 7.007 F.s. 

Wenn Der Herr Die Gefangenen Zions 
CPsalm No. 126) Op. 56, No. 1, ECY 
CGerJ SATE, acap MULLER 
SM 16911 F.s. 

Wenn Wir In Hochsten Noten Sein 
SAT &SAT HANSSLER 7.112 F.s. 

Wer Sich Silbst Erhohet, Der Wird 
Erniedrigt Werden 
SATB HANSSLER 7.1E'-± F.s. 

Wohl Denen, Die Ohne Tadel Leben 
CPSalm No. 119) 
SATE HANSSLER 7.117 F.s. 

ZwolF Spruchmotetten CC12U, Gen, mot 
CGerC SATE, acap MULLER 
SM1081 F.s. 
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SIGFRIED REDA C1916-1968) 

Ach Herr, Strafe Mich Nicht 
Zorn (Psalm No. 6) Gen 
CGerJ SSA /SAA &men cor, acap 
BAREN. BA 2382 

Armor Dei ECY 
CGerJ SATB, S solo, org 
BÄREN. BA '±1±53 F.s. cor pts 
F.s. 

Deinel 

Aus Tiefer Not Schrei Ich Zu Dir 
(Psalm No. 130) ECY 
CGerJ SSATB /SAATB, acap 
BÄREN. BA 2382 

Christus Ist Gekommen Psntd 
[Ger: SSA, acap BÄREN. 
BA 2326 

Danksaget Dem Vater 
[Ger: SSA /SAA &men cor, acap 
BAREN. BA 2355 

Das Ist Ein Kostlich Dine (psalm No. 
92) Gen 
CGer] SA &men cor, acap BÄREN. 
BA 238'± 

Denn Es Ist Hier Kein Unterschied 
[Ger] SATB, acap BÄREN. 
BA 231±1± 

Denn Isch Halte Es Dafur, Dass Diese( 
Welt Leiden 
[Ger] SATE, acap BÄREN. 
BA 2335 

Dies Ist Der Tag, Den Der Herr Nacht 
(Psalm No. 118) Pent 
(Ger] SATBB, acap 
BÄREN. BA 2385 

Pu Wirst Meine Seele Nicht Dem Tode 
Lassen (Psalm No. 16) Easter 
[Gera SSA, acap BÄREN. 
BA 2393 
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Ecce Homo (Psalm No.22) Psntd, mot 
[Ger] SATB, acap BÄREN. 
BA 2527 

Elenden Sollen Essen. Die (Psalm No. 
22) Psntd 
(Ger] SATE, acap BÄREN. BA 2392 

Erkennet, Dass Christus Liebhaben 
[Ger] wom cor &TB, acap BÄREN. 
BA 2347 

Erneuert Euch Im Geist 
CGerJ SATB, acap BÄREN. 
BA 2350 

Es Ist Erschienen Die Heilsame Gnade 
Gottes Xmas 
(Gere SATE, acap BÄREN. 
BA 2371 

Es Mussen Sich Freuen Und Fröhlich 
Sein (Psalm No. 40) Gen 
CGerJ SA &men cor, acap BÄREN. 
BA 2364 

Es Wird Aber Des Herren tag Kommen 
Trin 
(Ger] SAATTB, acap BÄREN. BA 2358 

Es Wolle Gott Uns Gnadig Sein (Psalm 
No. 67) Gen, liturg!Psalm 
SATB, acap BÄREN. BA 3078 f.s. 

Euch Aber, Die Ihr- Trubsal Leidet 
Trin 
[Ger] SATB, acap BÄREN. BA 2357 

Evangelium Auf Den 4. Advent. Das 
Adv, evang 
CGerJ SATBB, acap BÄREN. 
BA 2361 

Fröhlich Soll Mein Herze SDr- innen 
Xmas 
[Ger] '±pt mix cor, T solo, org 
BÄREN. BA 2412 f . s . 
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FunF Madricale Uber Die Alte Epistel 
Zum FunFste Sonntag Nach 
Epiphanias =SU, madrigal 
SATE, acap BÄREN. BA 54f22 
f .s. 

Fürcht Des Herren Ist Der Weisheit 
AnFanc, Die CPsalm No. 111) Psntd 
[Ger] SSAB /SAAB, acap BÄREN. 
BA 233'-± F. s. 

Gott, Der Herr. Der Macht i ce , RuFt 
Der Welt (Psalm No. SO) ECY 
CGerJ SA7men cor, T solo, acap BÄREN. 
BA 2386 

Gott Herr Ist Sonn Und Schild 
CPsalm No. 8Lf) Trin 
£Ger] 3 eq voices, acap 
BÄPEN . BA 239'f 

Gott Widerstehet Den HCFFartigen 
CGerJ SATE, acap BÄREN. 
BA 233'-i 

Gcttliche Spiel. Das, Teil II; DIE 
HEIMSUCHUNG Gen 
CGerJ SSAATTBB, SS soli, acap BÄREN. 
BA 2771 

Herr. Deine cute Reicht So Weit Die 
Wolken gehen (Psalm Nc . 36) Pent 
CGerJ SSA/SAA&men cor, acap 
BÄREN. BA 2308 

Herr, Du ErForschest Mich (Psalm No. 
139) Gen 
CGerJ SATB &unis wom cor, acap 
BÄREN. BA 2388 

Herr, Ich Habe Lieb Die Statte Deines 
Hauses CPsalm No. 26) Gen 
[Ger] 2pt cor, acap 
BÄREN. BA 2396 

Herr Ist Der Armen Schutz, Der (Psalm 
No. 9) Gen 
[Get-7 2pt cor, acap 
BÄREN. BA 2393 
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Herr Ist Gott. Der Uns Erleuchtet, 
Der Pent, canon 
CGer7 3pt cor, acap 
BÄREN. BA 2397 

Herr Jesu Christ, Du Hochstes But 
Gen 
CGer7 3pt mix cor, acap 
BÄREN. BA 179 

Herr. Tue Meine Lippen Auf CPsalm No. 
51) Gen 
[Ger] SATB /jr cor, T solo, acap 
BÄREN. BA 2395 

Herr, Unser Herrscher CPsalm No. 8) 
Tr in 
CGer] SATB, SBar soli, org 
BÄREN. BA 4455 F . s . 

Herr, Wer Wird Wohnen In Deiner Hutte 
CPsalm No. 15) Gen 
CGer7 SATB, acap 
BÄREN. BA 2396 

Herr, Wie Sind Deine Werke So Gross 
und Viel (Psalm No. 104) gen 
CGer7 2pt mix cor, acap BÄREN. 
BA 2384 

Ich Danke Meinem Gott Trin 
[Ger] SATB, acap BÄREN. 
BA 2349 

Ich Hebe Meine Aunen Auf Zu Den 
Bergen CPsalm No. 121? Gen 
CGer7 SSB&ATB, acap BÄREN. 
BA 2388 

Ich Lieue Und Schlafe Ganz In Frieden 
(Psalm No. 4) gen 
CGer7 SATB /jr cor, S solo, acap 
BAREN. BA 2390 

Ihr Seid Alle Gottes Kinder ECY 
[Ger] SATB, acap BÄREN. 
BA 2372 
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Jeglicher Sei Gesinnt, Ein Palm/ 
Psntd 
CGer7 SSATB /SAATB, acap 
BAREN. BA 2327 

Jesu, Meine Freude Cfrom Graduallied, 
Das) 
SATE BÄREN. BA 6323 F.s. 

Jesus Christus, Unser Heiland, Der 
Den Tod Uberwand Easter /Pent 
[Ger] SSA, acap BAREN. 
BA 3090 

LeidensverkundiclunQ Und Heilung Eines 
Blinden Psntd, evang 
CGer7 SATB, acap 
BÄREN. BA 2378 

Lobt Gctt Der Herrn Ihr Heiden All 
liturg 
SATB, acap BÄREN. BA 3073 F.s. 

Mensch Ist In Seinem Leben Wie Gras, 
Ein Trin 
CGer7 SATE, acap BÄREN. 
BA 238q 

Niemand Kann Jesus Einen Herrn Nennen 
Trin 
CGer7 SATE, acap BAREN. 
BA 23±1 

Nun Danket All Und Bringet Ehr Gen 
antiphonal 
[Ger.] SATB, org BÄREN. 
BA 3972 

Nun Jauchzt Dem Herren, Alle Welt 
CPsalm No. 100) Epiph 
CGer7 SA &men cor, opt S solo, acap/ 
inst BAREN. BA 2389 

Nun Lob. Mein Seel, Den Herren CPsalm 
No. 103) Trin 
[Ger.] SAAB/SATB, acap 
BÄREN. BA 238Lí 
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Nun Wir Sind Gerecht Geworden Psntd 
CGerJ SSATB / SAATE, acap 
BAREN. BA 2325 

O Dass Ich Tausend Zungen Hatte Gen 
CGerJ Hpt mix cor, opt isst 
BÄREN. BA Lt9't5 F.s. 

Psalmbuch, Das Adv 
[Gar] SSA &men cor /SAA &men cor, T 
solo, acap BÄREN. BA 2385 

Psalmbuch, Das Gen 
CGerJ SST &ABB, acap 
BÄREN. BA 2397 

Singet Darnach, Dass Ihr Still Seid 
Psntd 
[Ger] SSATB, acap 
CReminiscere) BÄREN. BA2323 

So Oft Ihr Von Diesem Brot Esset 
Psntd 
[Gera TTB &treb cor, acap 
BÄREN. BA 2328 

Te Deum Gen 
CLatJ SATB &SATB, 3trp, Strom, tuba 
BÄREN. BA 2'±85 

Und Ich Sah Einen Engel Gen 
[Ger] SATE acap Bären. 
Ba 3039 F.s. 

Verlangen Der ELenden Hörst Du, Herr,Das 
CPsalm No. 10) Gen CGerJ 
SA and men cor, acap 
Bären. Ba 2392 F.s. 

Verwindert Euch Nicht, Wenn Euch Die 
Welt Hasst Trin [Gar] SATB acap 
Bären. BA2333 

Wandelt Im Geist Trin 
CGerJ SATB acap Bären. 
Ba 23'-±5 

Weiihnachtsgeschichte, Die Xmas 
[Ger] SSATB, speaking voice /T. Solo 
acap Bären. BÁ2379 
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Wer Sich Lasst Dunken, Dass Er Fest Stehe 
Trin CGer7 SATB acap 
Bären. BA 234-0 

Wir Danken Dir, Herrr Jesu Christ. Meditation 
Und FuQue Psntd SATB org 
Bären. BA3977 F.s. 

Wir Gingen Alle In Der Irre Gd. Fri/ Psntd 
CGer7 SSATBB acap Bären. BA 2329 

Wir Wollen Euch Aber. Lieben Bruder. Nicht 
Verhalten Von Denen. Die Da Schlafen 
Trim 
CGer7 SATB acap Bären. BA 2356 

Wisset Ihr Nicht Psnted /Septua, Bibl 
CGer7 SATE, T solo acap 
Bären. Ba2320 

Wo Gott Zum Hous Nicht Gibt Sein Gunst 
(Psalm No. 127) Gen 
CGer7 SATB &SATB, acap 
Bären. BA2389 

(Note: Reda listing is a partial list only) 

EBERHARD WENZEL (1896-1982) 

Chorale Cantata cant, Contemporary 
unis cor &mix cor, inst Chantry 
CDC 611 

Da Jesus An Dem Kreuze Stund 
Easter SA /SAT /SAB, treb inst, opt bass inst 
Hanssler 1q.502 F.s. 

Du Hirte Israels. Hore Bibl 
SATE Hanssler 7.169 F.s. 

EinsuQ Jesu In Jerusalem 
liturg SAT /SAB cantor Hanssler 
1q.606 F.s. 

Furwahr Er Tru Unsre Krankheit 
SAT /SAB Hanssler 1'±.609 F.s. 

Geschichte Von Daniel Und Den Lowen 
In Der GRUBE, Die CGer7 treb cor, speaking 
voice F1, perc, piano Merseburger EMS3'f 
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Gleichnis Uom Uerlcrenen Schaf Und Uom 
Verlorenen Groschen SAE 
Hanssler 7.057 F.s. 

Herr, Du Erforschest Mich mot 
SSAB,SS soli Hanssler 7.035 F.s. 

Herr Ward AufQehcben Gen Himmel, Der 
mot SAB Hanssler 7.0L19 F . s . 

Ipse Deus Sapiens 
`±pt mix ccr Moseler LB -21íC F.s. 

Komm, Heiliger Geist, Herre Gott Mass 
SATB &cong, org Hanssler 10.01±S F.s. 

Lobe Den Herrn , Meine Seele (from 
Psalmtriptgchon) SA &unis men cor 
2 trp &trom /org /inst 
Bären. BA 6315 

M i chore l skkampf , Der Fest. mot 
CGerl SATE, acap Bären. BÁ2669 

Nec Tu Nate Dei 
'±pt mix cor Moseler LB -1f21 

Nicaenische Glaubensbekenntnis, Das 
mot SATE Hanssler 7.037 f.s. 

Nun Freut Euch. Lieben Christen Gmein 
cant SAB, org 2trp, trom Hanssler 
10.035 sc F.s. 

0 König Jesu Christe 
SAT /SAB /SA, opt bass isst 
Hanssler 1q.203 F.s. 

Psalm No. 121 Bibl 
L±pt mix cor, S solo Moseler F.s. 

Psalmkonzert Gen 
CGer3 SATE, S solo, org 
Muller SM21f70 sc f. s. 

Reponsoru For Lent, "He Was Brought As A 

Lamb" Lent, 
anthem /corresp 
Contemporary cor oct 
Chantrg Lit 737 
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Sieben Worte Jesu Christe Am Kreuz Die 
Gd.Fri. SAT /SAB,opt cantor Hanssler 
141.603 F.s. 

Uns, Herr, Wirst Du Frieden Schaffen 
Gen EGerJ SA &men cor, acap 
Bären. BA'-±S49 

Volk, So Im Finstern Wandelt, Das 
mot SATE Hanssler 7.065 f.s. 

Wenn Aber Der Troster Konnem Wird 
SATE sc Hanssler 7.146 F.s. 

Worte Des Propheten Jeremias Bibl /Cant 
SSATE, Bar solo, 2 trp,3trom Hanssler 
10.062 sc f.s. 

Note: Wenzel listing is partial list only) 
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